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A potato plant growth and production model is developed with

the objectives of analyzing management alternatives and exploring

the nature of the early dying syndrome. The geographic area of

focus was the centerpivot irrigated circles of Oregon's Columbia

Basin. A problem analysis of the potato production system of this

area, and review of existing potato growth models, indicated the

need for a physiological process model at the resolution of one day.

Model behavior is a result of the daily integration of physiological

processes organized into subsystems whose activity results from

environmental and management inputs intergrated with the current

state of the plant.

The model is based on a general theory of plant growth. Field

observations, during the 1983 and 1984 growing seasons, were used to

parameterize and confirm model behavior. The range of management

practices in the area and associated behaviors of plant growth are



summarized. Five sets of hypothetical plant growth trajectories

based on the observed data were used to couple field observations

with model behavior. The effect of abiotic and biotic stressing

agents on plant growth are studied by modifying known physiological

mechanisms. Hypothetical model structures were used when observed

or hypothesized plant behaviors could not be modelled as resulting

from known mechanisms. A physiological adaptation subsystem is

hypothesized and developed for this purpose. The subsystem of

physiological adaptation and its theoretical foundation was

stimulated by and follows the approach of work in animal stress by

Selye (1946,1952,1976). The concept of general adaptation and

maintainance of functional homeostasis in plants is used to explain

hypothesized but unexplained behaviors. The benefits of considering

a maladaptation perspective of disease is discussed.
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A Potato Growth and Production Model

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Commercial potato production in Oregon's Columbia Basin has

developed in the past 30 years in large part because of the advances

in centerpivot irrigation technology. In 1982, there were in

excess of 50,000 acres of potatoes harvested in Oregon

(Nelson, 1983). Approximately half of this acreage is grown in the

Columbia Basin growing region in Umitilla and Morrow Counties. This

region is characterised by sandy soils, a long growing season of 200

days, long photoperiods, and an air temperature range of 10 to 50 C

during the growing season. The nature of the centerpivot

irrigation system and long growing season provide a wide range of

management options on the production system. These options include

greater than a six week period of potential planting dates, from

midMarch until the end of May. The amount and timing of irrigation

can be precisely controlled in the center pivotirrigated circles of

the Columbia Basin, an advantage over production areas that are

dependent on rainfall as the primary source of water. Midseason

nitrogen fertilization and pesticide application via the irrigation

system provide additional management control over production. The
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factors that are closely regulated include planting date, irrigation

schedule, nitrogen application and pesticide application.

Early-dying is an important condition associated with yield

reduction in potato production. The symptoms of the early-dying

syndrome are wilting, progressive chlorosis leading to necrosis, and

premature vine death (Guthrie, 1960; Isaac and Harrison, 1968;

Robinson et. al., 1957). In the Columbia Basin, the soil-borne

fungal pathogen, Verticillium dahliae (Kleb.), is regarded as the

primary cause of early-dying disease in potato plants and the term

Verticillium wilt often is used synonomously with early-dying.

However, similar symptoms can be caused by a variety of pathogens

and environmental factors that would result inadequate water at the

leaf. That the syndrome may be caused by many different specific

factors working alone and in combination (Rowe et al, 1985) and

occasionally has been observed without a single identifiable causal

factor (Apple and Powelson, unpublished data), was motivation for a

model study of the potential causes. The nature of the primary

symptoms caused by the fungus V. dahliae, resemble symptoms of plant

malfunctions due to other causal agents, making diagnosis difficult.

Also implicated in the disease complex are the soft rot bacterium,

Erwinia carotovora (Mitchell at al, 1981; Kirkland, 1982), root

lesion nematodes, Pratvlenchus spp. (Martin et al, 1982; Siti, 1979;

Kotcon et al, 1985; Rowe at al, 1985), and other pathogens including

Fusarium spp. and Colletotrichum atramentarium (Raeder and Kraus,

1943; Otazu at al, 1978; Kotcon et al, 1984).

To avoid ambiguity, the term Verticillium wilt will be used
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when V. dahliae is known to be the cause of the symptoms. In cases

when the causes of the syndrome are not known, the condition will be

referred to as earlydying. Thus the term earlydying syndrome will

imply the general set of nonspecific symptoms and Verticillium wilt

will imply the disease symptoms with this specific causal agent.

In the model, earlydying can be caused by a single pathogen,

E. carotovora or V. dahliae for example, or by a single abiotic

factor such as water shortage. The syndrome may also be a result of

several factors working together to create the same effect. The

physiological adaptation subsystem provides the mechanism to

integrate the effect of stressing factors acting on a plant. In

this subsystem, stressing factors can operate mechanistically, and

this is the preferred pathway when the mechanism is understood.

However, in the absence of a known mechanism, stress effects must be

modelled "behaviorally" -- represented as a "response to stress,"

without specifying the mechanism of that response. Although it may

be postulated that many physiological functions are influenced by

the "stress condition", only one potato function at the current

state of our knowledge seems to require such a model representation,

this being the allocation of photosynthate to tuber production.

Development of this alternatve allocation strategy of the plant is

the focus of a behavioral representation of stress in the model.

The model was designed to explore how pathogens and

environmental factors could interact to result in the observed

symptoms. Mechanistic responses were provided by conventional

physiologic subsystems. To account for plant responses for which
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specific mechanisms are not known, generalized plant stress is

hypothesized. The stress model is suggested by the work in animal

stress by Hans Selye (1946,1952,1976), which holds that living

organisms adapt to a variety of stressing factors in an attempt to

maintain physiologic homeostasis. This resulted in a plant growth

model with a physiological adaptation subsystem.

In order to explore the nature of the earlydying syndrome and

the hypothesized process of physiological adaptation, a physiologic

process model was required -- a model that was capable of

integrating the effect of pathogens and other stressing factors on

the processes that result in potato growth and yield. Recognition

of two fundamental ways that pathogens and other stressing factors

affect the plant resulted in the development of physical damage and

physiological adaptation subsystems.

An important aspect of this exercise is the application of a

maladaptation theory of disease to understand plant growth behavior

and yield. The purpose and benefits of the maladaptation

perspective are outlined.

The goal of plant pathologists is to understand diseases of

plants with the purpose of increasing productivity and economic

yields. Understanding of plant disease has developed originally by

a concentration on observation of phenonmena. The observations were

first qualitative descriptions of signs and symptoms of diseases and

pathogen biology. Associations were made between specific symptoms

of disease and particular pathogens. Koch's postulates embody the

paradigm of a "germ theory of disease". In this theory, an
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association is made between a particular pathogen or abiotic factor

and the occurance of consistent recognizable signs of malfunction in

the plant. Through isolation (technical sense) and reinoculation.

in the case of pathogens, and isolation (literal sense) and

reexposure, in the case of abiotic factors,it is established that a

particular agent is capable of causing specific symptomology.

Once the causal agent is identified, emphasis is commonly made

on understanding the biology and population dynamics of the pathogen

or abiotic causal agent. It is generally believed that by providing

an understanding of the nature of the causal factors, plant

pathologists could prescribe prevention and control methods aimed at

increasing productivity.

Commercial producers of agricultural products are concerned

with producing an economically beneficial yield. Their goals are to

produce a product of superior quality and quantity by spending the

least resource. The usual concentration on the biology of plant

pathonogenic agents is only indirectly related to the interests of

the agricultural producer. A meaningful perspective that coincides

with the interests of both groups focuses on the plant the

agricultural production unit. Pathologists can relate how a

particular pathogen effects the condition and yield of a plant and a

grower can visualize making decisions based on the needs of that

plant. The physiology of the plant then supplies the mechanisms

that integrate environmental/management conditions and pathogens

that effect plant growth performance.

The maladaptation theory of disease is based on the idea that
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disease is a result of an organism's inability to adapt to

environmental stimuli. The germ theory of disease, as proposed by

Koch provides that a disease is caused by the presence of a specific

factor. The germ theory is important in that it provided the

original perspective for the foundations of plant pathology as a

science. The maladaptation theory focuses on the dynamic state of

the organism and its influence on the development of disease, given

the presence of a potential disease causing agent. The

maladaptation theory allows manipulation of the host state to avoid

or reduce yield loss and/or other disease symptoms. This definition

considers diseases as evidenced abnormal plant behavior rather than

the presence of a disease causing agent.

The maladaptation perspective is useful in understanding how

the physiological mechanisms result in the condition of the plant by

regulating plant functions toward homeostatsis. The homeostatic

mechanism is a result of a dynamic physiological process and the

plant program to attain hypothetic "goals" of survival and

reproduction. Examples of homeostatic mechanisms in plants are

stomatal closure during temporary water shortage, osmotic adaptation

during periods of more severe moisture stress, and finally leaf

senescense (Ludlow, 1980). A behavioral mechanism that favors

reproduction in times of adverse conditions could represent the

plants propensity for adaptation. This might be represented by

preferential allocation of carbohydrates to the growth and

development of reproductive organs in times of stress.

The maladaptation model provides a hypothesized finite amount
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of energy available for physiologic adaptation in response to

stressing agents. Once the energy available for adaptation is

depleted, the organism becomes exhausted, fails to adapt and shows

symptoms of disease (the result of abnormal physiological function).

Another manifestation of disease in the maladaptation theory are the

cases of improper response on the part of the plant. That is,

disease symptoms are a result of inappropriate response to

environmental stimuli. The occurance of phenolic compounds,

produced as a result of infection which damage the host, may be a

good example of this. The overresponsive nature of a plants

reaction to a disease causing factor is responsible for the observed

physiological malfunction.

This model allows the occurance of disease in the presence or

absence of a specific pathogen. It also is consistent with

nonsimilar causal agents resulting in similar symptoms of disease;

diseases manifested by the plants response.

The maladaptation theory of disease in plants is consistent

with the work of Selye in animal disease (1946, 1952, 1976) and

provides a unified concept of disease manifestation. A specific

pathogen may selectively influence a particular physiologic

mechanism beyond the ability of the plant to adapt or by inciting an

inappropriate reponse, so that disease may be observed.

In order to extend this concept of disease to plants it is

necessary to define terms. Many of the terms proposed currently

have a definition or set of definitions associated with them

dependent on the context and purpose for which they were used.
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Schoeneweiss (1975) comprehensively reviews predisposition and

stress in plant disease. The importance of predisposition is

recognized by the multitude of ways it has been defined in the field

of plant pathology. Schoenweiss accepts Yarwood's definition

(Yarwood, 1959) of predisposition, which is the tendency of

nongenetic factors acting prior to infection, to affect the plants

susceptibility to disease. He also notes the ambiguity of its

usage. Other writers have used the term predisposition to describe

the total of all factors influencing the result of the plant/disease

causing agent interaction, including everything from the genetic

constitution to the set of environmental conditions (Schoeneweiss,

1975).

It is suggested that the term precondition better describes

the influence of the environment on the ability of the plant to

withstand disease or other stressing factor. The plant or organism

can be thought to be preconditioned to disease if, having been

exposed to a set of environmental conditions it will become

diseased, when in the absence of these factors it does not show

symptoms of disease.

It is proposed here that the term predisposition is best used

to desribe a genetic basis for disease, given the occurrence of a

particular agent capable of causing disease. That is to say an

organism is predisposed to a disease if it genetically is

susceptible to it. For example, some varieties of potatoes are more

predisposed to respond to the fungus ftvtophthora infestans. Or

equally valid, some plant species are genetically predisposed to
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sensitivity to the presence of salt or water shortage, or other

environmental stimuli.

There are at least two levels at which preconditioning must be

considered. The first is when the set of environmental conditions

influences the plant directly, making it less resistant to disease.

An example may be water shortage prior to infection by a vascular

pathogen. The plant could be thought of as preconditioned to being

damaged by a vascular wilt fungus which otherwise may not have

caused symptoms of water deficiencies. The other type of

preconditioning is that set of environmental conditions that favor

pathogen development. An example, again using late blight, may be

the set of environmental condtions that make infection by the fungus

possible, namely long periods of suitable temperature and high

relative humidity.

The terms of predisposition and precondition are proposed to

relate to separate and useful concepts in considering the

the plant in the plant disease context.

Disease will be defined as an alteration in normal plant

function or behavior, caused by an abiotic or biotic agent. This

definition, for the purposes of exploring the influence of specific

external factors on plant growth and life history behavior, requires

the presence of a causal factor and a reaction by the host,

resulting in signs and symptoms of disease. This reaction,

consistent with Selye's definition of stress (1976), is the

inability of the host to maintain normal physiologic function in the

presence of agents that are capable of causing disease. The term

state of
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"maladaptation" is useful in reference to this inability.

Levitt (1972), in a detailed treatise, enumerates the many

forms of plant reaction to stressing factors (adverse environmental

conditions or interacting organisms). The specific examples of

plant behavior provide the structure for a theory of maladaptation

in plants. Levitt also presents a convention for referring

stress and strain on a plant consistent with the vernacular of

mechanical physics. However, this convention is not consistent with

the common usage in biology, which is closer to that of Selye, and

probably owes much to his influence. The term "stressing factors"

is used here in referring to agents acting on an organism that

require adaptive behavior on the part of the organism to maintain

normal physiologic function. The term "stress" is then used

consistent with Selye's definition (1976), referring to a state of

the organism, in response to stressing factors.

Selye discusses the conflict between his definition and that

of physical science (1976, page 50), "Actually I should have called

my pheneomenon [the strain reaction' and that which causes it

[stress,' which would parallel the use in physics. However, by the

time that this had come to my attention, [biologic stress' in my

sense of the word was so generally accepted ..." As with all

definitions, meaning is assigned somewhat arbitrarily, but it is

desirable when possible to maintain consistency within a field. The

option for consistency within biology does not imply belief in the

existence in plants of the specific mechanisms of stress described

by Selye for animals. It is rather, implied that stress is
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represented behaviorally in a consistent manner for plants and

animals.

The purpose of model development was to explore the nature of

the earlydying syndrome and its response to management practices.

In order to achieve this, a general model of potato plant growth was

constructed. To use readily available information, and to develop a

model useful in evaluating management practices, a daily timestep

was chosen. Structural resolution is a single hill of potatoes, and

extension to field level assessment is straightforward. Field data

were collected following initial general model formulation and

specification of requirements of model development. Subsequent

modelling activities made structures explicit and supplied

parametric values.

The model is designed to support management decisions and a

variety of scientific inquiries into unexplained plant behaviors.

These secondary model requirements dictated a structure that had a

resolution and sensitivity to inputs meaningful to management

decisions. It also required that the model include mechanistic

representations of physiological processes to support scientific

inquiry of plant behavior.

Model Objectives

The objectives of the proposed study dictated the

specifications and structure of the model. Earlydying symptoms are

the result of interrupted or abnormal physiological processes in the

plant. The model must include critical physiological mechanisms in
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order to explore observed plant response. Since plant growth, yield

and the earlydying syndrome are recognized to be influenced by

management practices, it is necessary that the model respond through

its physiological and growth mechanisms to environmental and

management variables. The environmental factors identified as

influencing plant growth include those which are grower controlled

and those which are not. Grower independent variables are: air

temperature, solar radiation, photoperiod and evapo

transpirational demand (Table 1.1). Grower controlled environmental

variables include irrigation, planting date and nitrogen regime. A

one day timestep is convenient because the necessary information is

readily available at this resolution. A daily resolution is also

compatible with tactical management decisions. These considerations

indicate a model with daily timestep and the capacity to integrate

physiological processes during each timestep, resulting in a daily

activity.

The need for the capacity for adaptation follows the

recognition that a plant is able to respond to stimuli in the

environment, either in overcoming damage or adapting to interference

with physiological processes. For example, a pathogen or insect

causing physical damage to the plant creates a loss of tissue and

associated capacity to perform physiologic functions. To interact

with such factors, the model required explicit structure for the

respective tissues and associated capacities. Other factors have a

direct effect on physiological processes which must be modelled

directly. The model had to be capable of representing the
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Table 1.1 Potato growth model environmental and management
controlled inputs.

Management-Inputs Units

Water inches/day
Nitrogen grams/plant

Environmental Inputs

Evaporative Demand inches/day Penman
Photoperiod hours/day
Minimum Air Temperature degree F
Maximum Air Temperature degree F
Solar Radiation Langley
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mechanisms of adaptation and response to specific biotic and abiotic

factors in the environment.

Other plant responses, for which no mechanisms are known, must

be modelled behaviorally. Only one such behavior is currently

postulated, this being the reallocation of reserves (e.g.

unstructured carbohydrates) as a consequence of general stress.

This part of the stress adaptation submodel is then a behavioral

representation of the perceived plant responses to stressing

factors.

Model Description

The foundation concepts and general form of this model are

based on the general plant growth models of the 1960's, and their

extension to an ecological level (Duncan et. al., 1967; dent, 1959;

Monteith, 1965; Miller, 1969). Plant growth activity is based on

the current state of the plant, together with the environmental and

management inputs that determine the daily behavior of physiological

processes. Physiological processes are integrated during each day

to determine the change in state variables during that day. The

field data needed were identified relative to the requirements of

this general growth model. An observational study was performed

that characterized management trajectories and resultant

trajectories of plant growth and yield. Fields chosen for the study

encompass a variety of cropping histories and management types;

eight locations provided management, environmental, historical,
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growth and disease data. The management and environmental

information collected are used as prescribed behaviors to which the

model was constructed to conform.

In this study, potato plant growth and disease are considered

in a systems context. A model of plant growth based on

physiological processes on a daily resolution is used to study

behavior in response to alterations in the plants environment. The

environment consists of management controlled and noncontrolled

variables, plant pathogens, and stressing factors. The daily rate

of physiological processes are represented mechanistically and are

functionally based on the current state of the plant and

environmental driving variables. The study is presented in four

major sections describing the systems analysis and model

conceptualization and construction.

Section I describes the natural history of the potato

production system in the Columbia Basin of Oregon. A problem

analysis is presented which leads to the objectives of the study and

model development. Currently existing potato growth models and

their applicability to the objectives of this study are reviewed.

Preliminary model development and the requirements for data are

presented.

Section II describes the data collection effort as a direct

result of the problem analysis and preliminary model development in

Section I. Data collection in 1983 and 1984 are summarized. The

observed data are synthesized into a set of hypothetical

trajectories representing behavioral types for coupling with model
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behavior.

Section III describes model revisions based on field

obsevations and original model objectives. The development of

additional model structure to account for observed field behaviors

is doccumented. The process of structuring the basic model into

subsystems and the development of the adaptation subsystem is

explained.

Section IV consists of three parts. The first part describes

the model behavioral study and the context in which to evaluate

management strategies. The second deals with the application of the

model to explain the maladaptation theory of disease. The third

section summarizes the biological conclusions and potential future

uses for the model.
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I DEVELOPMENT OF A POTATO GROWTH AND PRODUCTION MODEL:

Preliminary Model Conceptualization and Construction

ABSTRACT

The earlydying syndrome and decreasing yields associated with

successive potato crops is a problem of commercial potato production

in the center pivotirrigated circles of the Columbia Basin of

Oregon. This chapter describes the natural history of the system on

which the was based in a problem analysis and statement of the

specific goals and objectives of this study. The need for and

specifications of a potato growth model are outlined. Existing

potato growth models are analysed in their applicability to the

objectives. The preliminary model is constructed as a single level

model and used to structure our current understanding of the potato

production system. The structure and content of this stage of model

development is presented, as it was important in directing field

observations, data collection and analysis. It provides the basis

for future model development.

An overview and discussion of the conceptualization and

construction of the model are presented. A listing of the explicit

algorithms used for the preliminary model are presented in the

Flexform convention of FLEX (White and Overton, 1974); See Appendix.
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Preliminary model outputs are discussed relative to field data

requirements and within the context of problems outlined in the

natural history of the system. A strategy for future model

development is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation modelling is a useful tool in studying complex

agricultural systems. The modelling approach provides a structure

for the current knowledge base to be used to understand the

processes that result in complex system behavior. Modelling

provides an explicit representation of the system, organizing what

is known and making clear the important gaps in current

understanding. Agricultural systems are inherently controllable and

this capacity increases the practical benefits of understanding the

system so it can be manipulated. The form of the model is a result

of the objectives of our study, together with what is currently

known about the system. A review of the natural history and

problems associated with potato production result in a clear

description of the goals and objectives of this study. The

preliminary model conceptualization is a result of these objectives

and the current experience with the system and with similar systems.

The management questions are used to provide model objectives and

structure. An analysis of existing potato growth models and their

attributes addresses the information available elsewhere.
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The conceptualization stage results in structure upon which

the model is constructed. The output of the model is analysed

relative to the objectives. Informational requirements for future

model development are considered.

NATURAL HISTORY AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Production Area Characteristics

Potato production in the centerpivotirrigated circles of

Oregon's Columbia Basin is a highly controlled agricultural system.

This area accounts for nearly 55% of all potatoes grown in Oregon

with a cash value of approximately 50 million dollars. Currently

there exists approximately 10,000 ha in more than SOO centerpivot

irrigation systems in that region (Agricultural Extension Service),

all which have been developed within the last 30 years. Every year,

new fields are converted from the native desert. The natural

vegetation in the area is needlegrass, bluebunch wheatgrass,

bitterbrush, big sagebrush, rabbitbrush, Indian ricegrass, and

prickly pear cactus. The region referred to as the Columbia Basin

lowlands has an annual precipitation of 7 to 9 inches. The climate

is mild with a frostfree growing season of 160 to 190 days and an

average annual temperature of about 51 to 53 F. Winchester and

Quincy soils are found most frequently and are characteristically

deep, loose, light colored, coarse textured, and excessively

drained. The elevation of the area is betweeen 200 and 750 feet.
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Irrigation System

The nature of the centerpivot irrigation system allows a high

degree of practicible control by the grower. The amount, schedule

and method of water application can be regulated, which makes this

area unique among potato production systems. The irrigation system

allows nitrogen to be applied in liquid form during the growing

season. Pesticides and herbicides also can be applied through the

irrigation system as can soil fumigants. The costs of this type of

irrigation are greater than for other systems.

Potato Plant Growth

The potato plant is an herbaceous annual plant which develops

tubers underground. It is a native of the Andes mountains of South

America, and is found in a habitat characterised by high elevations

of up to 14,000 feet with a cool mountain climate. The potato has a

long day flower stimulus and in the Columbia Basin region flowers

form at several times during the season on a single plant. Fruits

are rarely formed to a recognizable shape and size.

A potato seedpiece of approximately 50 grams is planted in

furrows to a depth of from 6 to 10 inches at the beginning of the

season. Bud primordia, the "eyes" of the potato, enlarge and expand

given adequate levels of moisture and suitable temperature. The

number of stems that emerge from a single seedpiece is thought to be

influenced by the age and conditions during storage of the seedpiece

and environmental conditions at planting.

Once growth is initiated, underground roots, stems and stolons
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form from carbohydrates and mineral nutrients supplied by the mother

tuber. Emergence of stems can occur anywhere from 5 to 14 days

after planting, dependent on the state of the mother tuber and

prevailing environmental conditions. Photosynthetically active leaf

and stem tissue develop and function to replace carbohydrates

supplied by the mother tuber. In controlled studies (Bodlaender and

Marinus, 1969), the rate of growth in the early stages of daughter

tuber development is also dependent on the size and state of the

mother tuber and environmental conditions. The importance of the

mother tuber on field grown potatoes may not be as pronounced as

results generated from experimental greenhouse settings. Stem

elongation is influenced by many factors including the quality of

light, temperature, and the presence of nutrients.

Tuber initiation is hypothesized to be triggered by either a

tuber inducing compound or the buildup of carbohydrates at stolon

tips. Each hypothesis has evidence to support it and it is

reasonable to believe that the stimulus is a result of both

operating simultaneously. That is to say a chemical trigger,

potentially hormonal, may be reponsible for the plant to switch

modes of growth given a stimulus of photoperiod for example, and a

supply of excess carbohydrates is also required for successful tuber

formation.

Once the tubers have been formed, the rest of the plant

naturally slowly runs down as it diverts more and more carbohydrates

to storage in the tubers. This results in a sigmoid shaped tuber

formation curve. At the end of the season the photosynthetically
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active tissue degrades as a result of increased age and respiration

of the tissue with less carbohydrate allocation to meet that need.

At this stage, plants are near dead vegetatively and tubers form a

hardened skin. However, if excess amounts of nitrogen are

available, the plant can continue to grow and the vines need to be

killed artificially to promote skin hardening of the tubers. Under

these conditions, tuber production is often delayed or reduced while

plants continue to grow vegetatively.

Russet Burbank, a potato cultivar of indeterminent growth

form, and Norgold Russet, a determinent plant, are the two most

common cultivars grown in the area. Yields of Russet Burbank under

center pivotirrigation on ground new to potatoes have been recorded

in excess of 40 tons per acre. Other varieties grown to a lesser

extent in the basin are Norland, Lemhi, Nooksack, Butte, Targhee,

and Norchip.

Management Practices Planting and Harvest Date

The long frost free period of the Columbia Basin, between 160

and 190 days, allows a great variablility in planting and harvest

dates. Potato planting in the area begins when climatic conditions

have let the ground warm and the threat of frost is minimal. In some

years this date has been as soon as the first week in March, but

usually the majority of fields are planted in the latter part of

March and throughout April. It is uncommon for planting to take

place during May.

In most tuber production areas the frost free period limits
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the number of growing days. In the Columbia Basin, the number of

growing days is more often determined by the amount of nutrients,

water available, the disease situation or economic considerations.

Tuber harvest is dependent on many factors at many different levels

of consideration in the production decision hierarchy. Market

conditions for early fresh pack tubers will often determine the time

of harvest, independent of the yield potential of a field. Factors

that determine the biological time of maturity and harvest appear to

have only a small bearing on when a field is harvested due to the

large quantity of tubers that go to processing plants. However,

each potato variety has an expected maturity date based on a complex

interaction of degree day accumulation, nutrient status, varietal

type and other factors during the growing season. At the time of

harvest, if the vines are still vigorous and photosynthetically

active, chemicals are applied as vinekillers from the air to promote

vine senesence, skin formation and russeting. The compound most

frequently used is DiNitro which is a photosynthetic inhibitor.

Management Practices Fertilizer Schedule and Range of Application

Prior to the season soil tests for pH, soluble salts, percent

organic matter, phoshorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, total

bases, nitrate nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, sulfer, boron, zinc,

manganese, copper, iron, cation exchange capacity and sodium are

completed. Preseason fertilizer applications are made by broadcast

methods and/or banded with the seed. During the season, fertilizers

can be broadcast if the plants are small enough, but are more
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commonly applied aerially through the irrigation system or by plane.

The fertility status of potato plants grown in the Columbia Basin is

closely monitored with foliar petiole analysis for nitrogen,

phosphorus and potassium, and these analysis are the basis for

application through the season. Soil tests for nutrients are often

completed during the season.

Growers believe that if the amount of nutrients measured in

petiole analysis remain within a certain window of optimal levels

the yield will be maximized. The window that growers aim to keep

the quantity of nutrients in the petioles can be seen in Fig 1.1.

The usefulness of petiole analysis to monitor real levels of

nutrient usage has been questioned (Kunkel et al, 1983). As the

nitrogen in the plant is a result of, passive transport of the soil

solution it will accumulate in the leaves. Therefore the amount

that is quantified in the leaves is that which the plant is actually

not using. The practice of using petiole analysis as an index to

the fertility status of the plant should be addressed.

Earlydying which often is associated with reduced

transpirational flow and resultingly lower levels of petiole

nitrogen measured is often treated with added nitrogen application.

Although the amount of nitrogen may delay symptoms of earlydying,

it also has the effect of keeping the plants in a vegetative state

longer than necessary, and does not necessarily increase yield.

Excess nitrogen in fact may result in creating a microclimate that

is ideal for the bacterial pathogens, Erwinia carotovora subsp., and

these conditions can be detrimental to yield. The recommendation of
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Fig 1.1 Recommended petiole fertility levels for Ruset Burbank
potatoes grown in the Columbia Basin (from H. and R.
Consulting, Hermiston, Oregon).

2 9 4 9 6 3 t3 9 10 11 11 15 14 1g lb 17. 11 11 20
WEEK

1 2 15 4 5 I. 7 19 to 11 12 13 14 15 16 t? 12 17 20

WEEK
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apparently excessive nitrogen may be intuitive and due to the

objective of maintaining healthy looking, large plants. The

recognition that optimum tuber production may not occur at maximal

vegetative growth, due to the nature of the plants internal

allocation system and interaction with pathogens, is a topic for

exploration with the model. An objective of the study became to

investigate the range in amounts of nitrogen applied to potatoes in

this region and the subsequent growth trajectories, and diseases.

Management Practices Cultivation

The main period of cultivation and soil preparation is prior

to, or at planting. At this point it is common to deep chisel, rip

and disk the soil to make the soil light and fluffy before seed

planting and hilling. A solid fertilizer and sometimes pesticides

are applied and incorporated in the soil by disking. Seed are

planted at about 20 to 25 cm spacing within a row, 15 to 25 cm deep.

Rows are one m apart on center and stand approximately 20 cm above

the furrow bottom at planting.

Before emergence a cultivation practice called "drag down" is

sometimes employed for mechanical weeding purposes. After emergence

one to two cultivations are commonly used. The timing of these is

ideally dependent on the size and growth stage of development of the

plant. A chisel and shovel is one method used to hill and break

centers of the rows. A lilliston is another cultivating technique

used in conjunction with hilling and sidedressing with fertilizer.
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These are done when the plants are ideally 15 cm high or less with

the purpose of providing more underground stem surface area and

apical meristems. This practice is believed to encourage tuber

development rather than additional above ground shoot formation.

Management Practices Fumigation and Pesticide Application

Soil fumigation is commonly practiced prior to planting a crop

of potatoes with the purpose primarily of reducing nematode

populations. The fumigants commonly used are Vapam, Telone, and

Dyfonate. Vapam has been found (Powelson and Apple, 1981) to reduce

V. dahliae propagules in the soil. It is also applied as a fumigant

to control the nematodes, weeds, and insects in the soil. It was

found that the severity of disease caused by V.dahliae in observed

fields was reduced in fields that had 50 and 75 gallons applied per

acre (Powelson and Apple, 1982). However, the incidence of

isolation of the fungus from plant tissues was not appreciably lower

at the end of the season compared with the nontreated areas. It is

hypothesized that this is the result of timing of systemic

infections. That is, the lower V. dahliae inoculum in fumigated

fields is sufficient by the end of the season to systemically infect

plants. Disease development and subsequent yield loss are related

then to the timing of systemic infection (see Natural History

Disease Problems). One of the reasons to apply a soil fumigant is

then to reduce the inoculum of V. dahliae for the purposes of

reducing disease severity and not necessarily for decreasing the

incidence of infection.
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If the fumigant is applied for purposes of weed or insect

(wireworm) control, the application method and rate are altered.

Each of the different fumigants has unique characteristics,

including price, method of application and primary target pest.

Pesticides and herbicides can be applied by air, in solid form

and through the water. Common pesticides used for insect control

are mainly aimed at wireworms, aphids, and the Colorado Potato

Beetle. The effect of viruses on yield of commercial potato plants

of the area is so extreme that a zero tolerance has been

established. This has led to the regular application of systemic

insecticides to control insect vectors. An intense survey and

weekly recommendations for aphid control are made by the Columbia

Basin Agricultural and Research Experiment Station on a regional

basis to avoid major outbreaks of the green peach aphid which is the

primary agent of spread of potato virus X.

Management Practices Rotation

Rotation is believed to improve potato yields by maintaining

texture and fertility of the soil. The build up of organic matter

helps retain moisture in the sandy soil of the desert as well as

provide for a slower release of nutrients. Alternative crops are

also used as a natural reduction over time of the V. dahliae fungus

(Butterfield et al, 1978), although the time between potato crops

required for effective reduction is considered not feasible (Huisman

and Ashworth, 1976; Nnodu and Harrison, 1979; Wilhelm, 1955). By

questioning the effect and level of the V. dahliae inoculum on yield
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it may be discovered that the reduction caused by rotation may not

be enough to eliminate disease yet not decrease yield. A look into

the level and effect of the fungal inoculum to yield and plant

behavior is necessary. The crops alternatively planted between

potato crops are corn, wheat, alfalfa, peas, barley, sorghum, onions

and others.

Disease Problems

Disease problems can be major limiting factors in potato

production in the Columbia Basin. The crop is susceptible to

several viral, bacterial, nematode, and fungal pathogens. In the

current system V. dahliae is probably responsible for the single

greatest yield losses. Other fungal pathogens of concern are the

early blight fungus, Alternaria solani, which causes leaf spot and

minor tuber lesions, and Sclerotinia stalk rot causing lesions on

the stem. The economic importance of these two latter diseases is

not entirely understood nor agreed upon.

Erwinia carotovora pvs. carotovora and atrosceotica have been

associated with a variety of diseases, including, blackleg,

earlydying, and stem soft rot. Blackleg is characterised by an

inky black discoloration of the stem. The inoculum to incite this

disease may or may not originate from the seedpiece. Earlydying

symptoms associated with these bacteria are thought to be caused by

a proliferation of the bacteria in the stems, disrupting normal

fluid flow to leaves, similar to the mode of action of the V.

dahliae fungus. Stem soft rot symptoms appear as water soaked areas
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in the upper part of the canopy. The sources of this bacterial

inoculum are irrigation water, seed and soil. Ring rot,

Corenebacterium sepedonicum is another economically important

bacterial pathogen introduced on the seed. It can be reponsible for

major field and storage losses and is controlled by pathogen free

seed.

The potato leaf roll virus is considered the most serious

viral disease with yield severly reduced in infected plants. The

virus is present in seed and volunteer potatoes and is spread by

aphids. Other viruses of interest in the area are potato mosaic

virus, potato virus Y, and potato virus X.

A common control of the fungus V. dahliae, considered one of

the primary causes of the earlydying syndrome, is soil fumigation.

Yields are increased with fumigation, but not consistently to the

levels attained when the fields were new to potato production. This

would indicate the presence of other contributing factors to

decreased yield.

Systemic infections of V. dahliae are those where the fungus

can be isolated from the vascular bundles of the stem tissue. It is

currently believed that many superficial infections occur on the

roots and only when the fungus successfully invades the vascular

system of the plant will it begin to cause damage and disease of the

plant. Hence, an increased inoculum potential with corresponding

higher levels of propagules in the soil would increase the chances

to become systemic, i.e. nematodes (Kotcon et al, 1985; Martin et

al, 1982). The timing of the systemic infection then becomes
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critical to the development of the disease. The more inoculum the

greater the probability of an earlier systemic infection.

Insect Problems

The three economically important species of wireworm in the

area are the Pacific Coast Wireworm (Limonius canus), the Great

Basin Wireworm (Ctenicera nrunina), and the sugarbeet wireworm

(Limonium californicus). In the irrigated circles, however, the

Great Basin Wireworm is considered the biggest problem. These

wireworms are characterized by long lifecycles of 2 to 6 years,

overwinter at depths between 30 to 60 cm, and come to the surface

for feeding. Insecticides are used as the primary treatment. Low

populations of wireworms can be treated by banded application of

insecticide where heavier infestations require a broadcast

treatment. The chemicals used for control are Diazinon, Dyfonate,

and Thimet. If a problem is suspected soil sampling is encouraged

and sample size and methods have been described (Toba, 1978)

The Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata, is

probably the most destructive potato foliage feeder common to the

Columbia Basin. Egg masses of the insects are monitored, and levels

are controlled with aerially applied insecticides.

EarlyDying Syndrome

The earlydying syndrome is characterised by a progressive

foliar chlorosis followed by necrosis of the leaves, beginning at

the base of the plant (Guthrie, 1960; Isaac and Harrison, 1968).
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Other symptoms that are sometimes but not reliably associated with

the earlydying syndrome include vascular necrosis, unilateral

symptom expression, stunting and wilt (Kirkland, 1982). A confusion

exists because primary symptoms of the earlydying syndrome are the

secondary symptoms indicative of physiological malfunction in the

plant, which could be caused by other pathogens or abiotic factors

(Kirkland, 1982). The disease syndrome then could be caused by any

number of complex biotic and abiotic factors including an increase

in number and population size of pathogens in the soil. The

pathogen believed to be of the greatest consequence in this region

in causing this syndrome is the soilborne fungal pathogen V.

dahliae (McKay, 1926; Powelson, 1978). However, other pathogens

that have been implicated in the syndrome are pathovars of Erwinia

carotovora (Powelson, 1980; Kirkland, 1982), Colletotrichum

atramentarium, Fusarium spp. (Gudmestad et al, 1977), Pratvlenchus

spp. (Rowe and Riedel, 1975). Abiotic factors thought to be related

to the incidence of earlydying include: lack of nitrogen, soil

compaction, overirrigation, extreme heat or moisture stress (Anon.,

1976).

The term earlydying has been widely and liberally used. It

has been used as a synonym for wilt caused by V. dahliae (Ohms and

Fenwick, 1961). The term has been used to describe premature

senescence in the absence of the fungus (Kirkland, 1982; Powelson,

1979). It has also been used to describe the complex of V. dahliae

and Pratvlenchus spp. interactions (Brown et al, 1980), along with

other catchalls for describing less than perfect potatoes. The
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definition of earlydying as a general state of unhealth in the

plant, and the fact that it can be caused by any number of factors,

requires a good description of the symptomology. Such a description

must be relative to a particular season, cultivar of potatoes, and

nominal growth trajectory. Thus the earlydying growth behavior is

contrasted to the nominal. The capability of such behavioral

description then becomes a model objective.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The major problems identified by an indepth examination of the

natural history of the potato production system of the Columbia

Basin of Oregon can be summarized into two major areas of question

and research. The first set of questions and problems deal with the

causes and nature of the earlydying syndrome. What are the causes

of earlydying? What can be done to manage for yield so that the

effect of the disease is minimized?

The second set of questions, not completely independent of the

first set, is based on the effect of management practices on plant

growth and yield. What is the range of mangement strategies and

tactics practiced in the production of potatoes in the center pivot

irrigation field of this region? How does each effect the growth

and production of tubers? What are practical suggestions to

minimize input costs and maximize yields?

The major problems and objectives of the study are at the
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level of management decisions and crop level behaviors. In order to

meaningfully approach questions at this level it is necessary to

identify and model the mechanisms that are responsible for it. That

is to say, it is necessary to include enough mechanistic detail so

that the factors that cause it to behave can be analysed in

accordance with how they operate. The objectives specifically

become to explore the nature and causes of the early dying syndrome.

Understanding this syndrome nominally requires a quantitative

description of the range of normal plant growths under a variety of

management conditions. Identifying typical earlydying symptoms and

comparing this set of growth trajectories to a normal set gave

insights to the of management strategies on the syndrome.

A modelling approach was chosen because it allowed a

systematic integration of what was known to predict behavior. It

also provided a focus of resolution, level of detail, to concentrate

research toward the objectives. An explicit representation of

growth as a function of physiological processes allowed input

factors to be studied in isolation and together in their influence

to plant growth and physiological activities. A theoretically based

description of the model allows an extension beyond our experience

and provides a useful tool for the evaluation of management

strategies.

A plant growth model becomes the basis for developing an

understanding of the importance of plant processes, and the

influence of management and environmental factors. The model became

an explicit representation of the current knowledge base to describe
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the early dying syndrome. Physiological mechanisms integrated each

day are included to predict the activity of plant growth processes

during the season. The level of detail in each physiological

process modelled is that which is necessary to capture the observed

behavior at the chosen resolution level in order to fulfill the

objectives (Overton, 1977). The physiological mechanisms need the

capacity to be influenced by the current state of the system and

input variables.

As management and environmental factors influence plant growth

and the earlydying syndrome, it was necessary for the model to be

responsive to these variables. This dictates that the model respond

to inputs on a daily scale and reflect the influence on plant

processes of those management tactics directly or indirectly

associated with earlydying. This dictates that inputs be in a form

meaningful to growers decision process. The daily outputs of the

model are to be compared to observed and expected seasonal plant

growth trajectories, and so must be expressed in terms of these

trajectories. The goals of the modelling effort began, to

understand the nature and potential causes of the earlydying

syndrome, and ended with understanding the effect of management

strategies on the plant growth behavior, disease syndrome, and

yield.

A review of the literature for the current level of

understanding of plant growth processes and existing potato growth

models provides a basis for model development and evaluation.

Further consideration of existing potato growth models relative to
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their objectives gives insight to their applicability to this study.

The literature review describes the orientation and applicability of

other growth models. The literature review of other models is

relative to the objectives outlined in this problem analysis and

continues to be a basis for model development and structure.

The model was designed to provide the capacity to evaluate

management strategies because it was felt that some of the

biological realities of potato growth were inconsistent with

prevailing management practices. Some of these include: management

for excessively large vines and above ground biomass relative to

tuber production; onset and cause of and yield reduction associated

with the disease syndrome, earlydying; the presence and effect of

the diseases associated with a lush canopy i.e. Sclerotinia stalk

rot, and stem soft rot caused by the ubiquitous bacterial pathogen

E. carotovora.

In experimental approaches scientists often concentrate on a

particular area of expertise rather than the overall behavior of the

system and the processes and mechanisms which determine these

behaviors. It is necessary to consider the whole system response to

determine the effect of a particular factor and its influence on the

behavior of the system at the level of inquiry.

The fundamentals of plant level behavior are based on known

physiological processes of the plant. However, to understand,

predict and use a model for management decisions concerning a

particular field, one must look to the interactions of the plant

with other plants and with its environment. That is to say that
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although the laws of physiology are basic to understanding the plant

behavior, they do not stand alone in understanding how a crop will

perform or predicting behavior at the next level. The level of the

model is chosen to provide this understanding of the plant system,

and is a critical attribute of the proposed problem analysis.

Given the objectives of the potato model for the Columbia

Basin, the resolution of a single plant during a day was determined

to be adequate. This timestep was consistent as well with the

information that is available to a grower. At this resolution,

physiological processes could be modelled as an integration of a

continuous process during the daily timestep (Overton, personal

communication), and at the same time modifiable by daily management

inputs. An example of how this could work is a modification to the

rate of physiological mechanism driven daily transpiration caused by

an irrigation event. The model should be structured in a manner

consistent with how it is believed plant growth processes function.

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND MODEL QUESTIONS

A set of questions are listed as potential issues at which

model development can be focused. These issues can either be

addressed directly, that is the model can be designed with the

capacity to evaluate each through an analysis of model behavior, or

indirectly by gaining more of an understanding of the operation of

the system by structuring what is currently believed to be occuring.
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EARLYDYING

1. How does the earlydying syndrome influence plant growth

and tuber production? What is the physiological

manifestation, relative to model structure?

2. How do management practices affect tuber yield and growth

behavior of normal plants? of plants with earlydying?

3. Are there management tactics that take advantage of the

nature of earlydying plant behavior to stimulate

favorable production?

4. How does the level of V. dahliae soil inoculum affect

earlydying and tuber production behavior?

MANAGEMENT

1. What is the range of management regimes and practices

found under the centerpivotirrigated circles of the

Columbia Basin?

2. What plant growth and production patterns are associated

with these management patterns?

3. What regimes of management appear favorable under disease

free conditions? In the presence of disease?

DISEASE AND DAMAGE

1. What are the physiological manifestations of the various

other diseases of potato plants?

2. What is the pattern of influence of these diseases on

potato production under the various management regimes.
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STRESS AND MALADAPTATION

1. Is the concept of stress in biologic systems useful in

explaining the occurance and nature of the earlydying

syndrome?

2. Is a stress mechanism necessary to explain the observed

behavior of tuber production under an earlydying

scenario?

The above questions are a result of the objectives of studying

earlydying and understanding the influence of management strategies

on the system. Each question is useful in orienting the development

of model structure to provide specific model capacity, or may define

an objective for data collection or model behavioral analysis. At

the very least these questions provide a meaningful focus for

guiding scientific inquiry towards practical solutions. In the next

three chapters a model is developed and data is collected with these

issues in mind. The conclusions of the study should result in

insights in the form of hypothetical answers or suggestions for

approaches in the future.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The production of tubers by the potato plant has been the

subject of several models of different form and level of resolution.

These aspects of a particular model should be consistent with the

objectives the model was designed to fulfill, and a review of

existing models in this light is helpful.

Ng and Loomis -- Physiological State/Rate Approach

Ng and Loomis (1983) recently developed a potato growth model.

It is a physiological process level model designed similarly to the

models of de Wit (1959), Curry et al (1975), and Fick et al (1975).

The model is based on the state/rate variable approach. A series of

hierarchically nested subroutines are used to compute community

level to physiological level behaviors. Plant part biomass

development are simulated in additional subroutines. The state

variables are calculated in hourly timesteps for the duration of the

season. The environmental driving variables are temperature,

dewpoint, wind and radiation. Each environmental variable enters

the model either as averages or sums for each day. The model

structure and resolution is appropriate for objectives requiring an

understanding of detailed physiological behavior of the plant in

response to hourly driving variables. The fact that daily averages

are used for input to the model does not take advantage of the fine

structure and detailed physiological structure of the model.
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One of the objectives of this model was stated as the

evaluation of management strategies. Management decisions

inherently have a resolution of a day or week, that time span which

the grower thinks about consequences and makes decisions, and which

data are available to him. The requirement of hourly input may not

be consistent nor meaningful relative to this type of decisions.

Sands, Hackett and Nix -- Empirical Model

Another approach to potato modelling was taken by Sands,

Hackett and Nix (1979, 1983). In this model empirical data were

used to describe and project crop development and tuber bulking.

The model was modified, as reported in successive papers, to be

responsive to additional factors known to influence potato yields.

It has been used to make regional estimates of crop production as

well as explain reasons for characteristic yields of districts. The

model is on a weekly resolution. The regression type equations

explain weekly yield (tuber bulking) as a result of weekly

temperature extremes, and insolation, daylength, and maximum soil

water deficit during a portion of the season.

The model has been used to predict yields of entire districts

by using a maximum bulking rate dependent on the above input

variables. An improvement in the original model incorporated by the

authors resulted in including the effect of planting density and

cultivar type. The simplicity and practical application of this

model on a hand calculator and its basis on empirical data make this

model useful for prediction of weekly bulking rates. Analysis of
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model output for a range of seasons and regions has led to an

increased understanding of the factors which influence tuber

bulking. The model was not designed to predict whole plant behavior

nor the dependence of weekly tuber development on a physiological

understanding of plant growth. An understanding of the factors that

influence single plant growth is implicit in this model but cannot

be explored by it. An example of this feature is that tlic influence

of a management practice, to be included in the model, must be

included as a scalar modifying the rate of tuber bulking. This may

be sufficient to capture the observed behavior but it does not

require understanding the process or the reason it is occuring. The

model is therefore not appropriate for investigating the processes

and plant behaviors that result in the observed tuber bulking

trajectories. An example of a useful application of the model would

consider the influence of environmental factors in comparable

regions of production to make decisions for optimal planting date.

Johnson, Johnson, and Teng -- CropPest Management Model

The prediction of crop loss has been the eventual goal of some

descriptive models which try to capture the yield determining

factors in a regression type equation. These types of models are

subject to the same resolution and detail considerations.

The purpose of this model (Johnson et a1,1985) was to design a

simple potato plant growth model that had the capacity of producing

realistic yield predictions under a variety of environmental

conditions. An objective of the model was then to evaluate the
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effect of stress represented by a scalar on the integration of plant

dry matter production for a day. These results could then be used

to evaluate management decisions and estimate crop losses.

The model is based on intercepted light and physiologic age of

the plant resulting in dry matter accumulation. The dry matter

accumulate is partitioned to plant tissue by a set of equations

(rules) during the season. The model was used to predict the

resiliency and sensitivity of the plant to damage. The damage took

the form of defoliation. It was found that model parameters

representing plant processes of assimilate storage, photosynthetic

production rate and mother tuber reallocation affected the plant's

sensitivity to defoliation. Their work suggested that a better

respresentation of plant growth would be achieved by altering these

parameters. This suggests that there is more effect of defoliation

and plant stress than to just these scalars but it impossible to

differentiate given the structure and form of the model. The

authors suggest adding more detail in describing the actual

defoliation process; it would seem more productive to attempt to

model (and understand) the actual processes involved in generating

the abnormal growth patterns.

The Johnson, Johnson and Teng model is of a resolution

consistent with management decisions and prediction of crop loss and

the effect of damage on yield. However, the model lacks the

necessary mechanisms to explore the reasons behind the observed

behaviors and can only serve as a descriptivepredictive model.
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McLoud and Ingram Model

Ingram and McCloud (1984) model potato plant growth as a

result of net crop dry matter assimilation which, influenced by

temperature, light interception and ontogeny, partitions assimilates

to the canopy, roots and tubers. The model assumes adequate water,

fertility and the absense of factors which result in disease (plant

physiological malfunction). The primary objective of model

development was to examine the effect of temperature on assimilate

partitioning. Assimilate partitioning in this model is controlled

by the physiological variables of tuber initiation, fraction of

assimilates partitioned to tubers, and tuber growth cessation.

Actual and accumulated temperatures are used to set their timing and

rate.

The simplicity of the model structure results in tractable

simulations. Model sensitivity analysis has identified the

potential of differential temperature effects on each plant part.

Also it suggested that net crop dry matter assimilation rate is a

better indicator of tuber yield than crop growth rate. The reason

for this is that the former captures the true efficiency of plant

production which are not captured in the crop growth rate. This

result is suggested for the purposes of breeding for maximal yields

at given temperatures. This model in its present state is not

adequate for a consideration of management decisions and

environmental effects on plant growth due to its limited sensitivity

to input variables.

In summary, the model that is the subject of this thesis was
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developed to provide the capacity to evaluate management strategies

because it was felt that some of the biological realities of potato

growth were being overlooked in prevailing management practices.

Specifically it is desired to examine the effects of the earlydying

syndrome on potato production and the interaction of these effects

with management practices. The model capable of this can also

explore other issues including: excessively large vines and above

ground biomass relative to tuber production; the presence and effect

of diseases associated with a lush canopy i.e. Sclerotinia stalk

rot, and stem soft rot caused by the ubiquitous bacterial pathogen

E. carotovora.

PRELIMINARY MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Model Overview and Description

This model is written in the style of a generalized plant

growth model with physiological processes that determine its

response to input variables based on the state of the plant. Model

structure is based on the general biological principles of plant

growth, including theories and hypothesis derived from other plant

growth models and the literature. Original model parameterization

was the result of an iterative process aimed at attaining outputs

that were qualitatively consistent with observations and the

literature. Results of observational field studies were included in

subsequent parameterization.

The model was written in the FLEX convention (white and
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Overton, 1977). The Flex paradigm is a generalsystemstheory based

system that includes a set of notational conventions. These

conventions will be used in the following model description. Briefly

these include: input variables (Z), which represent environmental or

management driving variables; state variables (X) which are

potentially knowable attributes of the system at a particular point

in time; processes and relations are captured in and represented by

"g functions"; and parameters (b) that can be a constant or a

function in time defined prior to a model run. The hypothetical

mechanisms are represented by the structure and by the specific form

of the g functions. The diagramatic conventions are consistent with

the FLEX paradigm and are: rectangular boxes for state variables

(X); circles for subsystems and processes including g functions.

Arrows indicate the flow of information or energy in the model. The

arrows also indicate the direction of program control.

The model represents a single potato hill during a 150day

growing season common to the Columbia Basin production area of

Oregon. The thirteen state variables are updated daily in response

to environmental conditions and the previous history of the plant.

The relations among the state variables represent plant processes

including, transpiration, phototsynthesis, allocation and growth,

and respiration (Fig. 1.2). Each process is used to structure the

model description. Model output is a daily value of specified state

variables and monitored processes. The ensemble of these values

over a season represents the trajectory of a model run.
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Fig 1.2 Preliminary potato growth model flowchart.
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Transpiration The transpiration process follows Leibig's Law of

the Minimum, that is, the rate of transpirational flow (gl) through

the plant will be limited by either the potential evaporative demand

(Z10), the vascular capacity of the plant (X2), the root absorbing

capacity (X3), or the available moisture supply (Z4). Each is

represented in units of ml/hr:

gl = minimum (Z10, X2, X3, Z4)

The potential evaporative demand is derived from the work of

Penman (1948, 1963), and extended by local work to the Columbia

Basin (Hanes, 1982). It is calculated for both photoperiod (Z10)

and nonphotoperiod (Z11):

Z10 = Function (Z2, Z7, Z8) x bl

Z11 = Function (Z3, Z7, Z9) x b2

where Z2 is the daytime temperature; Z7 is the wind velocity; Z8 is

the daytime relative humidity; Z3 is the night temperature; and Z9

is the nighttime relative humidity. A single value represents each

of these variables for each day in the growing season.

The capacities of the plant are represented by the state

variables (Xl, X2, X3), and are the maximum rate of the respective

activity based on the organ size, age, developmental stage, stress

and damage.

Photosynthesis The photosynthetic process is also modelled

following the Law of the Minimum. The rate of photosynthesis is

limited by the transpiration rate (gl), or the photosynthetic
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capacity of the plant (X1) during the photoperiod:

g4 = minimum (gl, X1) x Z1

where Z1 is the input variable, photoperiod. All photosynthate

produced is subject to photorespiration (g5):

g5 = g4 x b3

where b3 is a constant. The net photosynthate then is calculated as

gross photosynthate (g4) less photorespiration (g5):

g6 = g4 g5

Allocation and Growth The photosynthate produced (g6) is

allocated to plant parts which are represented as the state

variables, leaf biomass (X8), stem biomass (X9), fibrous root

biomass (X10), and tuber biomass (X11). Allocate (X14) represents

unstructured carbohydrates available to be used by the plant for

tissue maintainance or in the formation of new tissue biomass. This

"pool" approach to photosynthate availability has been used by

others including Ng and Loomis (1983), and Guiteriez (1981). The

available photosynthate is then allocated based on growth potential

of each plant part. The growth potential of each plant part is a

state variable representing the genetic potential of the plant

relative to its environmental history. The demand for allocate by

each plant part is calculated separately as follows:

g8 = X4 x a x b4

g9 = X5 x a x b5

g10 = X6 x a x b6

gll = X7 x a x b7
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where g8, g9, g10, gll are the demand for allocate by leaves, stems,

roots, and tubers respectively. Each is determined by the growth

potential of each particular organ (X4, X5, X6, X7), which can be

thought of as genetically predetermined, influenced by the age of

the plant (a). The total demand for allocate at a timestep is then

assessed (g12) and allocate for the respective plant parts (g13,

g14, g15, g16) is determined relative to demand:

g12 = g8 + g9 + g10 + gll

g13 = (g8/g12) x X14

g14 = (g9/g12) x X14

g15 = (g10/g12) x X14

g16 = (g11/g12) x X14.

Respiration Tissue maintainance and respiration are calculated

for each plant part as a function of biomass and age of the plant:

g17 = b8 x X8

g18 = b9 x X9

g19 = b10 x X10

g20 = bll x X11

where b8 through bll are respiration constants.

Information Transfer This is a set of equations that update

plant capacity state variables at each timestep, based on the age of

the plant, the environmental inputs, and the condition of the plant.

g25 = (X8 g17) + (X9 g18) x b27 Xl.

The update to photosynthetic capacity (g25) is a function of the
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current leaf biomass (X8 - g17), the stem tissue capable of

photosynthizing, (X9 g18), modified by constants which are related

to the relative effeciency of each organ to photosynthize.

g26 = (X9 - g18) x b12 + (X10 - g19) x b28 - X2.

The update to the vascular capacity (g26) follows the same format as

above, except that stem biomass (X9 - g18) is the primary

contributer, with root (X10 - g19) only contributing slightly.

g27 = (X10 - g19) x b13 - X3.

The update to root absorbing capacity is a function of root biomass

(X10 g19).

Growth of each of the plant parts have the same general form:

g28 = (X8 - g17) x b14 + g13

g29 = (X9 g18) x b15 + g14

g30 = (X10 - g19) x b16 + g15

g31 = (X11 - g20) x b17 + g16

where each equation is a function of the current biomass less

respiration modified by a constant added to new allocate.

Mother Tuber Metabolization Metabolites from the mother tuber

are mobilized given suitable environmental conditions.

g34 = g32 x b21 x b22 x X12

where the rate of mobilization (g34) is a function of an

environmental switch (g32), and a set of constants which represent

the genetic predisposition (b21), and the conversion from grams of

mother tuber biomass to available kilocalories (b22).
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MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Output trajectories of the state variable from a model run

indicate that, under a simplified set of environmental inputs, the

model does generate the expected relative growth trajectories of a

potato plant (Fig 1.3). Mother tuber biomass X12, decreases due to

respiration and mobilization and removal of carbohydrates to the

daughter plant (Fig 1.4). The relatively high value of allocate

X14, at the onset of the simulated season, arises from metabolized

mother tuber carbohydrates (Fig 1.5). The allocate drops as the

contribution from the mother tuber decreases and photosynthesis is

not yet capable of maintaining that level. Then, the rate of

allocate again increases as the plant manufactures its own

carbohydrates, and again decreases through the season as respiration

and tissue maintainance needs become greater.

The behavior of the state variable, allocate, X14, is

determined solely by the activities of the plant processes. In the

preliminary model, the model behavior is similar in pattern of

allocate and biomass to that of the Ng and Loomis model (1983) (Fig

1.5). The additional peak of allocate during the season in

NgLoomis model is a function of a second vegetative flush of growth

associated with plant branching. Branching phenomena are not

included in the preliminary model; the photosynthetic apparatus is



Fig 1.3 The seasonal relative percent total biomass trajectories
of a preliminary model run.
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Fig 1.4 The seasonal trajectory of relative percent of mother
tuber biomass (X12).
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Fig 1.5 The trajectories of unstructured carbohydrates (X14) and
assimilate (from Ng and Loomis, 1983) produced in model runs.
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not differentiated as having flushes of growth. This may be

necessary to include in future model version.

At 50 days, tuber production is initiated as a response to

tuber growth potential, X11. Vegetative plant growth decreases

slowly throughout the remainder of the season, as the tuber biomass

gets an increasing proportion of the allocate and as respiration

costs of the vegetative plant parts increase.

Radiation has been modelled in detail in several models (Ng

and Loomis, 1983; Curry et al, 1975; Sale, 1973; Guiteriez, 1981).

It is argued (Overton, personal communication) that photoperiod

captures the daily behavior necessary for the daily resolution of

this model. Radiation above the threshold level, represented by the

maximum the plant can absorb for photosynthesis, does not contribute

to additional photosynthate production (Fig 1.6). The

photosynthetic process however might be limited by stomatal closure

at midday or other times and this is represented in the model by the

lack of transpirational flow.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary model version demonstrates how daily

representation of plant processes of transpiration, photosynthesis,

allocation and respiration can be used with nonlimiting daily input

variables to simulate daily potato growth during the season. Model



Fig 1.6 The model mechanism for determining daily photosynthesis.
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output is used to define data requirements and needed model changes.

Future model specifications derive from the original study

objectives. Specifically, the capacity to evaluate management

strategies requires that the physiological mechanisms of the model

respond to potential management alternatives and environmental

scenarios. In order to include this capacity in the model it is

necessary to describe potential management regimes and resultant

plant growth and field behavior.

An observational field study is required that describes in

detail the range of environmental and management inputs to potato

fields and the resultant plant growth trajectories. By chosing a

set of observational sites with a variety of field histories,

management strategy types, seed and varietal types, the range of

behaviors should become clear. Strategic management alternatives

that should be included in the range of fields observed include the

effect of nitrogen and irrigation regimes, fumigation, seedlot,

potato varietal differences and field history types. The occurance

of diseases which may influence the growth behavior independent of

the input variables should be recorded. This information can be

used to understand how management types/field histories influence

the occurance of diseases and how the occurance of diseases effects

plant growth.

The next version of the model should include the capacity to

simulate the observed growth response to the above management

alternatives so that it can be used to better understand each
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strategy for decision making by the grower. Expansions of the model

should be consistent with this resolution when adequate and

consistent with the current understanding of the physiological

mechanisms of the potato plant. This requirement makes the model

theoretically consistent and able to be used for theoretical

exploration into the system behavior. The model should be

structured and organized for ease in isolating the model structure

responsible for a particular set of behaviors. The model should be

modifiable for explorative analysis of system behavior and

physiological mechanisms.

In summary, the preliminary model version demonstrates that

potato plant growth can be simulated using the integration of

physiological processes during a day to result in daily potato plant

growth activity. It shows that under non-limiting conditions and a

set of allocation rules, a general plant growth model based on

physiological processes can qualitatively describe potato growth.

The need for additional information describing management regimes

and plant growth behaviors under those regimes will be filled prior

to development of the next model version. The requirement of the

model dictates additional model structure and parameterization are

necessary.
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II DEVELOPMENT OF A POTATO GROWTH AND PRODUCTION MODEL:

Field Observation and Analysis

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the preliminary potato growth model resulted in

prescribing necessary field data collection efforts for the

parameterization of the Columbia Basin potato production system

model. As the model was designed on general plant growth

principles, field observations also had the purpose of checking the

accuracy and adequacy of model structure for evaluating management

alternatives.

Observational studies in the centerpivotirrigated potato

fields were made during the 1983 and 1984 growing seasons. Plant

growth characteristics were quantified by destructive sampling of

sample hills from three commercial fields in 1983 and six commercial

fields in 1984. Also in 1984, two plots at the Columbia Basin

Agricultural Research Center, one with wheelline irrigation and the

other with drip irrigation, were sampled. Plant growth data were

collected four or five times during the 1983 season and seven to ten

times during the 1984 season and included: the fresh and dry weights

of biomass of plant parts (leaf, stem, root, and tuber tissue);

plant size descriptive variables (plant length, number of petioles,

number of branches and stems); and a description of the health and

condition of the plant, including symptoms of diseases. An assay

for the pathogens Erwinia carotovora and Verticillium dahliae were
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made on a subsample of plants. In 1983 a single seedlot was planted

in three commercial potato fields and provided all the data sampled.

In 1984 a single seedlot was planted at four locations, and samples

were also taken of plants grown from growers seed.

Management data were collected at all locations during both

seasons, including irrigation and fertilizer schedules, planting

dates, and harvest dates. Field history and seasonal weather data

were also used to better understand potato plant behavior. Data

from each observed field is presented and discussed relative to the

study objectives. Five synthetic seasonal plant growth trajectories

are proposed which capture specific hypothetic plant growth response

to management and environmental regimes.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of model development was to explore the nature of

the earlydying syndrome in potatoes and response of this syndrome

to management practices. In order to achieve this, a general model

of potato plant growth was constructed. It was designed to support

grower management decisions and a variety of scientific inquiries

into unexplained plant behaviors. These secondary model

requirements dictated a structure that had a resolution and response

to inputs meaningful to management decisions. It also required that

the model include mechanistic representations of physiological

processes to support scientific inquiry of plant behavior. To use

readily available information, and to develop a model useful in
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evaluating management practices, a daily resolution was chosen for

the timestep.

Data collection to fulfill objectives and goals of model

development have immediate use and application in filling the gaps

of current knowledge. Identifying the appropriate resolution and

orientation of data collection is one of the primary benefits of

initial model formulation (Overton, 1977). An analysis of the

preliminary potato growth model uncovered three major goals of data

collection. One is the parameterization of the potato growth model

as applied to the center pivotirrigated circles of the Columbia

Basin. The model is a general theoretic plant growth model taken

from the literature and existing plant growth models (Ng and Loomis,

1983; Ingram and McCloud, 1984; Duncan et al, 1967; Miller, 1969).

Data from the area of interest is necessary to confirm that growth

trajectories correspond between model predictions and field observed

plant growth. Second is the need to test the adequacy of model

structure to qualitatively respond to environmental and management

inputs. Thirdly, the data must quantify the range of behaviors and

management experience in this region of potato production.

Elaboration of goals of the study and needs of the model

required that the following specific objectives be addressed: 1.

The quantification of growth trajectories of commercially grown

potato plants of the Columbia Basin. 2. The effect of grower

management regimes on plant growth behavior: a)seedsource,

b)disease, c)field history and planting date. These are mentioned

together as their effects are somewhat confounded given the nature
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of the study (observational) and the number of fields included in

the study. 3. The range of management regimes practiced in the

Columbia Basin.

The observational study took place during two growing seasons.

A pilot study was accomplished during the first season. A single

seedlot was planted at three commercial potato fields and subjected

to management regimes of the respective fields. The study was

expanded during the 1984 growing season with observations and

destructive samples taken more frequently at more fields. This

provided consideration of a wider variety of management regimes as

well as a comparison of two seed types given the same set of

environmental/management conditions.

A detailed description of commercial potato production of the

Columbia Basin is included in the first chapter (Natural History).

The purpose of data collection was then to characterize the range of

environmental and management inputs and the respective plant growth

response.

METHODS

Field Observations, 1983

Seed from a single seedlot of virustested Russet Burbank from

the Oregon State Foundation Seed program was planted in three

commercial potato production fields in 1983. Cropping histories and

key management features of the three fields are summarized in Table

2.1. The seed was cut by hand into approximately 50 gram seedpieces



Table 2.1 Cropping histories and key management features of fields
sampled in 1983.

1 2 3 4 3

Field Cropping Field Fumi Plant/ Total Total Total

History Cultivar gation Harvest Water Nitrogen Yield

(76) (82)

W83 PWPPWPW NR none 4/5 - -8/9 10.3 264 20.0

E83 --PWPVB RB Vapam-50 4/13-9/19 29.7 380 31.0

L83 --WCPWW RB Vapam-37 4/20-9/25 23.8 393 30.0

1. P potatoes; Wwheat; Pbarley; Ccorn.
2. NRNorgold Russet; RBRusset Burbank.
3. Compound Name Gallons/Acre applied.

4. inches.
5. lbs/Acre.
6. Tops/Acre.

6
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and treated with Captan fungicide. The seed was planted in plots

which were three rows wide and 30 m long, with a two row planter

within a few days after commercial planting of the field. The seed

was planted to a depth of approximately 15 20 cm at 20 25 cm

spacing, with 1 m between rows. Fertilizer (50N; 75P; 100K; 70S)

was banded at planting. The remaining fertilizer and cultural

practices applied were according to the production conditions of

each field and are discussed and summarized below. To obtain grower

management information a questionnaire was sent to each grower (see

Management Information below).

In 1983, collected plants were removed from the field in large

plastic bags, stored in coolers and returned to the lab for

measurement. Plant descriptive measurement variables are listed in

Table 2.2. These variables include, a quantification of plant size

in weight and length, a description of plant health and condition,

an estimation of plant growth stage taken from the classification

scheme of Sparks (1972) which can be seen in Fig 2.1. A destructive

sample of at least five adjacent, previously undisturbed, hills were

taken at each sampling occasion. Each field was sampled several

times during the growing season.

Plant samples were measured and a subsample was chosen at

random for drying at 60 C for three to ten days for the purpose of

dry weight measurements. Those plants not chosen for drying were

assayed for E. carotovora and V.dahliae (Kirkland, 1982).



Table 2.2 List of plant descriptive variables collected.

Variable Name Units Description

PLANT DESCRIPTIVE
Leaf fresh weight
Stem fresh weight
Root fresh weight
Tuber fresh seigLt
Leaf dry weight
Stem dry weight
Root dry weight
Tuber dry weight
Number of Tubers
Number of stems
Number of branches
Stem Length

CUANTITATIVE
grams/hill
grams/hill
grams/bill
grems/hill
grams/kill
grams/hill
grams/hill
grams/hill
per bill
per bill
per till
cm avg/hill

Leaf and petiole biomass
Stem biomass
Root biomass washed and towel dried
Tiber biomass
Sttsasiple oven dried.

Subsample oven dried
Subsample oven dried
Subsample oven dried

PLANT DESCRIPTIVE QUALITATIVE (not collected in 1983)
Condition of plant Disease symptoms and overall comments

Presence of Nrwinia carotovors Results of isolations onto CVP media
Presence of Yesticillium dahliae Results of isolations onto SWA media



Fig 2.1 Growth stages of potatoes (from Spark, 1972).
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Field soil samples were collected three times during the

season, and stored in plastic bags for return to laboratory. The

soil samples were assayed for the presence of the pathogens E.

carotovora (Powelson and Apple, 1984) and V. dahliae (Butterfield

and Devay, 1977).

Analysis of the 1983 data was kept to a simple description of

growth at each of the locations. Standard deviations were

calculated and descriptive graphs made. Simple correlations and

other statistics were forgone due to the limited scope of the data

set.

Field Observations, 1984

In 1984 another Russet Burbank virustested seedlot from the

Oregon State Foundation Seed Project was planted at three center

pivotirrigated commercial potato fields and at a plot under wheel

line irrigation at the Columbia Basin Agricultual and Research

Center, Hermiston, OR. The plots were of the same planting

specifications of the 1983 season. Cropping histories and key

management features of the fields are summarized in Table 2.3.

Plant sampling in 1984 required the removal of three

predetermined plots consisting of three adjacent hills each, at each

sampling date, from each seed type. If both the foundation

(certified) seed and growers seed plots were established at a

particular location, this necessitated the removal of three plots of
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Table 2.3 Cropping histories and key management features of fields
sampled in 1984.

Field
1

Cropping
History

2 3

Field Fumi- Plant/
Cultivar gation Harvest

Total
Water

4 5 6

Total Total
Nitrogen Yield

W84 PPVPWPPWPW NR() NONE 3/18-8/1 16.3 264.0 22.0

E1584. RB(-) NONE 4/10-9/16 36.1 391.4 26.3PWCW

EE1584 .RB(**) NEW 4/20-9/17 41.2 339.6 34.4

L784 --7?????C .RB(-) Vapam(50) 4/6-9/25 31.9 425.0 35.1

L984 RB(-) Vapam(50) 3/25-9/10 36.2 453.0 34.2---???78

884 ?MIMI' RB(**)SoilPrep(52)4/13=9/20 23.8 410.0 33.2

884 RB(S) NEW 4/3-9/12 24.9 350.0 49.0AAWW
7

DRIP84 RB(-) NEW 4/11-9/12 24.7 475.0 38.2AAV

1. llipotatoes; V-wheat; B-barley; C-corn A- alfalfa.
2. NR-Norgold Russet; RB-Russet Burbank.

(") - Both certified seed and growers seed sampled.
(0) - Only certified seed sampled.
(-) - Only growers seed sampled.

3. Compound Name - Gallons /Acre applied.
4. inches.
5. lbs/Acre.
6. Tons/Acre.
7. 350 lbs/A nitogen fertilizer applied by mistake on 7/19.
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three hills from each of the growers seed and the foundation

(certified) seed, a total of 18 hills for the field. These plants

were dug by hand, and transported with premarked plastic bags to the

station where they were measured. Each hill was measured for the

variables described in Table 2.2. A randomly chosen subsample of a

single hill taken from each plot (i.e. one hill from each set of

three hills) was dried at 60 C and reweighed. The stems not

selected for drying were labeled, returned to the lab and assayed

for E. carotovora and V. dahliae as in 1983.

Field level observations were also made in 1984 and are

summarized in Table 2.4. These data have not been used for analysis

although they remain available.

Management Information

Management information for both seasons was collected by means

of a questionnaire and interviews with cooperating growers. The

forms used for the questionnaires for both seasons are presented in

the Appendix. The management trajectories of seasonally applied

nitrogen and water, for three fields in 1983, and eight fields in

1984 are shown in Fig 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, respectively. The pesticide

and cultural treatments during 1983 are summarized, by field, in

Tables 2.5 through 2.7. The pesticide and cultural treatments

during 1984 are summarized, by field, in Tables 2.8 through 2.15.



Table 2.4 Crop level variables taken at field sampling occasions during
1984.

Variable Description

Light Reading
5 feet above
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at

Air Temperature
5 feet above
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at
in canopy at

Soil Temperature
within canopy at ground level
within canopy 6 ip below ground level
outside canopy Pi ground level
outside canopy 6 in below ground level

Canopy Depth
Growth Stage
Amount of Debris

ground
O in above ground
6 in above ground
12 in above ground
18 in above ground
24 in above ground
30 in above ground

ground
O in above ground
6 in above ground
12 in above ground
18 in above ground
24 in above ground
30 in above ground

Unit

Footcandles
Footcandles
Footcandles
Footcandles
Footcandles
Footcandles
Footcandles

degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
degrees C

degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
degrees C
inches
(see Fig 2.1)
(% ground covered)



Fig 2.2 Cumulative management trajectories of applied

nitrogen and water at three commercial fields

sampled in 1983.
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Fig 2.3 Cumulative management trajectories of applied

nitrogen and water at eight sites sampled in 1984.
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Table 2.5 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at W83.

Date Pesticide Cultural Practice

Chemical Name(Rate)

3/20
disk; spring tooth; irrigate

4/5 plant; band fertilizer
(114N; 100P; 100X; 106S; 5Zn; .50)

4/12
fingerweed, drag down

4/19 spray, Simcor (if pre-emergent)

spray, Prowl/Dual (if emerbed)

5/10 side - dress, Temik(22)

6/1 hill; side-dress; lilliston
(150N; 50P; 751; 27S)

6/20 Difolitan - Early Blight Control

7/10 Difolitan Early Blight Control

7/25 stop irrigation

8/9 Dinitro kill vines



Table 2.6 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at E83.

Date Pesticide
Chemical Name(Rate)

10/26/82 Vapam (57.0 gal/A)

3/2

4/13
5/4

6/8

Sencor(4)
Temik(19)
Botran(5.9)

6/24 Sencor(.24)
Dithane(.331/A)

7/21 Ambush(.5); Bond
Naaii.e(2)

7/23 Fotran(2)

7/31
8/4
8/15 Monitor(4)

Amazine(2)

9/16
9/19

Cultural Practice

Dinitro (.5 gal/A)
Berbamaz (.5 gal/A)

broadcast fertilizer
(100N; 150P; 100K; SOS; 12n)-750 lbs/A

plant

.5 gal Calcium (water)

1 pint Sulpher

(10N; 40P; 8K) - 5 lbs /A.

Foliar Feed(5 lbs/A)
Foliar Feed(5 lbs/A)
(10N; 40P; 8K) - 5 lbs/A

stop irrigation
kill vines



Table 2.7 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at L83.

Date Pesticide Cultural Practice

Chemical Name/Rate

Fall /82 Vapam (50.0 gal/A)
4/6

4/20

5/20 Temik(18)

5/25 Sencor(4); EPTC(7)
6/10 Botran(6); Sencor(4)
8/25 Amazin(2); Monitor(4)
8/31
9/1 Ambush(.5)
9/15 Amazin(2)
9/25 Dinitro (.5 gal/A) kill vines

Berbamax (.5 gal/A)

disk; rip; disk; broadcast fertilizer
(63N; 170P; 1151; 208)
plant; band fertilizer
(40N; 40P; 40K)

stop irrigation



Table 2.8 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at W84.

Date Pesticide
Chemical Name/Rate

Cultural Practice

3/16 disk; rip; disk; band fertilizer; plant
(114N; 100P; 100K; 1068; 5Zn; .511)

5/1 sidedress, Temik (22)
5/10

6/1

6/15 spray Difolitan Early
spray Monitor Looper

7/1 spray Difolitan Early
spray Monitor Looper

8/1 Dinitro (.5 gal/A)

sidedress
(150N; SOP; SOY; 278)
bill; lilliston
Blight Control
Control
Blight Control
Control
kill vines



Table 2.9 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at E1584.

Date Pesticide Cultural Practice
Chemical Name/Rate

4/6 broadcast fertilizer
(100N; 150P; 150 %; 40S; 102n; 2D)

4/13 Difonate(19.8) plant; band fertilizer
(60N; 100P; 30%; 20S)

5/27 Temik(20.4) cultivate
6/3 Sencor(.S pt/A) cultivate

6/17 Botran(5.5) broadcast fertilizer

7/8 (10N; 34P)

7/22 Amazin(2); Ambusb(7.7 oz/A)
9/16 Dinitro (.5 gal/A) kill vines

Herbamax (.5 gal/A)



Table 2.10 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at EE1584.

Date Petticitle Cultural Practice

Chemical Name/Rate

4/16 broadcast fertilizer
(12N; 17P; 17K; 58; 1.2741; .23B)

4/17 Difonate(19.4) apply liquid fertilizer
(60N; 100P; 30K; 20S)

4/6 disk; rip; disk; broadcast fertilizer
(63N; 170P; 115K; 208)
plant4/20

5/4 Sencor(.75 pt/A)
Roundup(10 oz/A)

5/23 Temik(20)

6/18 Sencor(.5pt/A); EPTC(3.5 pt/A)
6/27 Botran(6)

7/22 Amazin(2); Ambush(7.7 oz/A)

9/2 Activator(1 qt/A) P(1/2 pt)/100 gal ; 8(1 qt)/100 gal

Ridomil(2)
9/17 Dinitro (.5 gal/A) kill vines

Berbamaz (.5 gal/A)
9/25 Thiodan (1.5 qt/A) 8(1 qt/100 gal)



Table 2.11 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at L784.

Date Pesticide Cultural Practice

Chemical Name/Rate

Fall /83 Vapam(50.0 gal/A)

3/18 broadcast fertilizer
(75N; 75P; OK; 20S)

4/1 broadcast fertilizer
(100N; 200P; 175K; 20S; 10Zn; 2H)

4/6 planted

9/25 Dinitro (.5 gal/A) kill vines

Herbamax (.5 gal/A)



Table 2.12 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at L984.

Date Pesticide Cultural Practice
Chemical Name/Rate

Spring/84 Vapam (50.0 gal/A)
3/25 plant; broadcast fertilizer

(128N; 275P; 120K; 40S; 10Zn; 20)

9/10 Dinitro (.5 gal/A) kill vines



Table 2.13 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at M84.

Date Pesticide
Chemical Name/Rate

Cultural Practice

10/12/83 Soil Prep (52.0 gal/A) fumigation; broadcast fertilizer
(50N; 50P; 50K; 2B)

4/1 disk; deep chisel; lilliston; harrowed
packed

4/10 plant; banded fertilizer
(75N; 150P; 100K; 55S; 5Zn; 1114; 2Mn;

len)

5/7 tinetooth; harrow; tinetooth; harrow

5/8 Prowl(1.5 pt/A) lilliston; rolling cultivator

5/21 Temik(20)
6/1 pilling ; centerbusting

6/13 Sencor(.5)
Eptam(.5 gal/A)

6/14 Maneb(2)

7/14 Maneb(2); Ambush(6.4)

8/7 Maneb(2)
Monitor (1 qt/A)

9/20 Contact(2 qt/A)

9/25 Contact(2 qt/A)
10 /i Harvest



Table 2.14 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at S114.

Cultural PracticeDate Pesticide
Chemical Name/Rate

3/13 deep chisel; broadcast fertilizer
(SON; 75P; 100K; 102n; 2E)

3/20 Eptam(3.5) banded
Dyfonate(4) banded

4/3 plant; band fertilizer
(SON; 75P; 100K; 70S)

4/29 Temik(3) lilliston; lilliston

5/7 broke centers with chisel and shovel

5/13 Sencor(.5)
7/13 Monitor
9/12 Dinitro kill vines



Table 2.15 Pesticide applications and cultivation practices at DPIP84.

Date Pesticide
Chemical Name/Rate

Cultural Practice

4/2 deep chisel; broadcast fertilizer
(SON; 75P; 100K; 70S)

4/5 Eptam(3.5) banded

Dyfonate(4) banded

4/10 layered drip tube; banded fertilizer
(SON; 75P; 100K; 70S)

4/11 planted; covered seed with lilliston

4/18 lilliston

Temik(3) lilliston

4/20 broke centers with chisel and shovel

6/11 fertilize through irrigation (25N)

6/13 Sencor(.5)
6/19 fertilize through irrigation (error)

(approx. 350N)

9/12 Dinitro kill vines
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RESULTS

Field Observations, 1983

Growth trajectories of plants sampled at three locations in

1983 are presented in Fig 2.4. Due to the small size of the sample

that was oven dried in 1983, and to errors associated with

incomplete dehydration and/or rehydration prior to weighing, neither

the 1983 dry weight measurements nor conversion ratios have been

used. This 1983 experience resulted in a modification of plant

drying procedures in 1984 as well as modifications in how the

subsample was taken relative to the original sample. The leaf, stem,

root and tuber fresh weight for each location are summarized in Fig

2.5. The stem length, the number of stems, number of terminal buds

and number of tubers per hill are summarized for each location at

each sampling date in Fig 2.6

Field Observations, 1984

Trajectories of plant fresh weight measurements at the eight

locations and, scaled to dry weight, are summarized in Fig 2.7.

Conversion to dry weight was achieved by using seasonal average

wet/dry ratios, for each plant part. The number of tubers and the

tuber biomass fresh weight per hill, averaged over nine hills, at

each location and seed type are summarized in Table 2.16. The



Fig 2.4 Trajectories of leaf, stem, root and tuber biomass
fresh weights of plants sampled at three commercial
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Fig 2.5 Trajectories of fresh 'eight veriebles reesrred et three
commercial potato fieJes in the 1983 growing season.
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Fig 2.6 Additional plant descriptive veriahles pleasured at three
potato cospqcial potato fields during the 1983 season.
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Fig 2.7 Trajectories of leaf, stem, root and tuber converted to dry

weight biomass for eacb seedlot at each location measured

in 1984.
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Fit 2.7 continued
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Fig 2.7 continued
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Table 2.16 The rrber of trberr.ard tube; fserb 'eight biomass based

on the average of nine hills at all locations ord

seedtypes sampled it 1984.

(days from

Field Seed'
Plant
Date

Sampling Date 3/1/84)

I'M (from 68 83 100 112 125 149 161 180 201 224

3/1/84)

Phoebes of Tnbers
114 y 17 0 2.3 151 16.3 10.1 11.4 13.6 -

884 8. 17 0 5.8 11.1 8.0 9.7 10.0 12.4 -

E1584 g 40 0 8.7 8.3 8.6 12.0 14.2 11.8 14.9

ER1584 50 0 4.3 7.0 10.3 9.2 10.1 9.8 14.7 10.6

EE1584 g 50 C 3.7 5.8 7.8 6.6 10.4 10.2 9.1 22.7

L734 a 36 0 3.9 4.3 5.6 6.8 10.6 7.9 10.2 13.7

1.904 a 24 4.5 6.7 11.0 6.6 10.3 12.1 11.0 12.0

£84 43 0 0 12.8 13.9 11.8 13.3 13.8 11.8 16.0 13.4

184 8 43 0 0 7.6 12.3 9.9 15.8 11.6 8.7 11.8 8.7

884 . 33 0 .9 8.1 12.9 9.9 11.4 11.6 11.0 10.9

MUM s 41 0 5.0 7.7 6.7 6.3 12.7 8.7 11.0

Tuber Biomass Fresh Weight (kerns)
184 17 0 .002 .159 .371 .391 1.101 1.364

814 g 17 0 .005 .133 .231 .507 .992 1.0811

81584 3 40 0 0 .022 .156 .561 1.251 1.352 1.868 1.1154

EE1584 y 50 0 .002 .022 .349 .886 1.176 1.431 2.707 2.405

EE1584 g SO 0 .002 .063 .217 .571 1.203 1.351 1.782 1.573

1.784 S 36 0 .007 .040 .240 .720 1.135 .991 1.241 1.625

L984 g 24 - .004 .048 .263 .258 .768 .790 1.596 1.650

884 43 0 0 .018 .223 .339 1.118 1.637 2.340 2.106 2.053

884 s 43 0 0 .017 .218 .203 1.162 .968 1.038 1.656 1.536

884 1r 33 0 0 .030 .131 .321 .733 1.086 1.483 1.812

DRIP84 g 41 0 .014 .144 .159 .721 .957 .729 1.892
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number of stems and the stem fresh weight are similarly summarized

in Table 2.17. The number of internodes on the longest stem of each

of the nine hills and the leaf fresh weight biomass are summarized

in Table 2.18. The root biomass fresh weight per hill for all

locations and seed types is seen in Table 2.19. The average number

of terminal buds per hill (Table 2.20), the average stem length

(Table 2.21), mother tuber condition and weight (Table 2.22), and

the percent incidence of E. carotovora and V. dahliae isolated from

a subsample of stems, are summarized in Table 2.23.

The overall averages of variables measured in time for all

Russet Burbank seed types at all locations are summarized in Fig.

2.8 and Fig 2.9. Figure 2.8 represents the actual mean of all dry

weight measurements of both vegetative and tuber biomass taken at

each sampling occasion. Figure 2.9 represents the mean and one

standard deviation for all Russet Burbank sampled in 1984.

Comparisons of averages for several typical growth patterns

can be seen in Figure 2.10 throught 2.13. The means of eleven

variables, starting with converted leaf dry weight by growth stage,

are displayed for a visual comparison of the potential effects of

four major influences on plant growth. These major growth

comparisons are: 1. Growth in old versus new potato fields; 2.

Growth of vegetative and nonvegetative plant form as influenced by
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Table 2.17 The number of stems and stem fresh weight biomass based

or the rvelegr of r4rf l4lle et all locatiors and

seedtypes sampled it 19114.

:

Sampling Date (days from 3/1/84)

68 85 100 112 125 149 161 180 201 224

Plant
Field Sled Date

Type (from
3/1/84)

Number. of Stems
884 v 17 1.7 3.2 3.0 3.2 2.2 1.8

884 g 17 1.6 2.3 2.7 2.3 3.2 2.8

E1584 g 40 3.7 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.4 3.4 3.7 2.6 2.3 -

EI1584 30 4.6 2.8 2.8 2.6 3.0 3.1 3.5 3.6 2.6

EE1384 s 50- 3.2 3.1 4.8 2.3 2.7 2.6 3.8 3.6 2.3

L784 s 36 2.1 2.8 2.4 2.1 2.2 3.2 2.1 3.3 2.0

L984 8 24 2.3 1.4 3.1 1.6 2.7 2.6 2.2 2.3 -

N84 43 5.3 4.3 4.4 4:4 3.6 3.8 3.7 2.0 3.4 -

N84 g 43 1.3 2.7 1.9 2.7 3.2 4.4 3.3 2.8 2.7 -

S84 33 4.7 3.9 4.4 5.3 4.3 3.9 7.6 3.0 -

DRIP84 g 41 3.0 2.7 2.0 4.3 2.3 3.3 2.7

Stem Biomass Fresh Weight (kern's)
484 17 .009 .079 .166 .205 .187 .223

884 1 17 .009 .031 .125 .079 .109 .080

E2334 g 40 .009 .021 .132 .305 .533 .908 .941 .827 .280 -

EE1584 50 - .020 .034 .147 .348 .637 .679 .385 1.037 -

EE1584 g 50 - .014 .043 .143 .242 .317 .354 .457 .482

L784 a 36 - .014 .088 .378 .333 .1! .fer. 1.109 -

L984 g 24 - .067 .098 .268 .399 .848 .621 .918 .899

N84 43 .012 .028 .116 .310 .363 .513 .721 .896 .279 -

1[84 & 43 .005 .021 .036 .216 .358 .560 .411 .908 .482 -

S84 33 .017 .037 .178 .284 .461 .849 .651 .753

D81P84 8 41 .022 .077 .264 .529 .578 .449 .338
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Table 2.18 The number of irtelvoes ere leaf fresh weight biomass

based on the average of nine bills at all locations and

seedtypes sampled Jr 1984.

Field Seed
Type

Mast
Date

.(from
3/1/84)

68 85

Samyliai Date (days from 3/1/84)

100 112 125 149 161 180 201 224

limber of /ateraodes
V84 v 17 0 10.6 12.8 15.0 711.9 23.4 -

P84 g 17 0 7.7 11.2 10.8 12.0 14.8 -

81584 g 40 0 8.1 12.3 17.2 19.1 28.2 30.9 32.8 22.2

E131384 SO - 4.9 6.9 12.8 17.0 75.9 79.2 78.1 37.3

8B1584 g 50 9.2 8.9 13.6 17.3 26.3 26.8 32.6 32.0

L784 g 36 6.6 10.7 15.4 19.4 30.3 33.3 32.2 43.9 -

L984 g 24 10.2 11.2 17.6 21.6 31.7 33.1 37.3 42.6

1184 43 0 7.2 11.2 15.6 17.8 27.0 30.4 34.2 30.4

184 g. 43 0 6.9 12.2 15.1 18.1 27.0 28.0 37.0 33.8

884 v 33 0 7.8 11.8 14.1 18.8 30.1 31.9 34.4 -

BUM s 41 6.0 11.7 11.3 19.0 29.0 24.0 35.7

Leaf Biomass Fresh Weight (kgrams)
184 v 17 .009 .159 .283 .403 .264 .144 -

W84 g 17 ,008 .085 .176 .233 .242 .098

11584 g 40 .004 .050 .240 .480 .584 .523 .468 .321 .068 -

181534 v 50 .018 .077 .268 .428 .606 .499 .316 .457

E161584 g 50 .020 .086 .257 .275 .274 .396 .336 .20 -

L784 g 36 .028 .171 .224 .350 .1C1 .:53 .273 -

L984 g 24 .134 .174 .434 .388 .459 .344 .346 .248

P84 v 43 0 .059 .246 .543 .521 .465 .497 .525 .048 -

1184 g 43 0 .052 .122 .422 .363 .404 .219 .415 .076

884 33 .002 .083 .334 .478 .594 .478 .403 .255

D11P84 g 41 .043 .166 .380 .529 .347 .290 .127



Table 2.19 The root fresh weight biomass based on the average of

nine hills at all locations and seedtypes sampled in

1984.

201 224Field Seed
Type

Plant
Date .*

(iron. 68 85

3/1/84)

Sampling Date (days from 8/1184)

100 112 125 149 161 180

Root Biomass Fresh Refight (grams)

1184 v 17 5.23 7.44 8.70 11.80 5.88 3.11

684 g. 17 6.th h.R9 5.56 /9.57 7.12 2.89

F1584 g 40 15.04 5.67 11.10 16.86 8.53 14.11 13.52 9.41 .28

ES1584 50 - 4.71 5.37 10.92 15.48 11.53 10.11 4.35 14.31

111584 g 50 - 4.46 5.73 10.63 8.72 5.53 5.61 6.29 8.71

L784 g 36 2.90 4.97 2.99 3.96 5.20 9.38 3.91 10.37

L584 g 24 4.59 3.64 6.36 5.81 9.32 7.12 7.70 8.24

1184 v 43 2.00 344 9.08 13.19 7.12 2.67 8.86 9.00 5.03

844 g 43 1.37 4.71 5.24 9.51 6.16 3.88 6.96 6.32 4.56

884 v 33 4.67 5.59 7.74 10.91 9.83 13.07 5.54 9.12

5111P84 g 41 7.71 8.9 14.93 8.07 7.90 2.20 3.40
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Table 2.20 The average number of terminal buds per hill based on the

average of nine hills at all locations and seedtypes

sarpled in 1984.

Plant
FielSeed Data

Sampling Data (days from 3/1/84)

Type (frow 68 85 100 112 123 149 161 180 201 224

3/1/84)

Mambas of Terminal Buds
P84 v 17 2.0 7.9 10.7 9.0 8.3 11.2

P84 g: 17 1.6 2.4 4.7 2.7 4.9 4.1 -

F1584 40 3.7 3.1 8.8 '11.9 13.0 25.7 25.8 26.4 12.3

881584 50 4.6 4.2 9.0 11.3 18.3 22.7 19.3 30.0

8E1584 g 50 3.2 4.1 6.2 6.8 10.4 14.8 15.4 20.5

L784 g 36. 2.7 7.2 8.7 9.4 23.2 23.8 14.9 20.8

L984 g 24 - 6.9 6.1 10.1 11.0 23.2 20.8 23.3 19.9

M84 43 5.3. 6.1 8.8 10.0 7.9 17.7 25.8 28.1 18.3

884 g. 43 2.7 4.3 5.0 8.2 9.0 16.3 14.0 18.7 16.8

884 33 4.7 6.0 12.2 10.1 14.7 24.0 21.0 26.6

8 41 4.0 7.7 10.3 18.0 17.3 21.0 17.7
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Table 2.7.1 The sverege stew lergtt of i1. lorgest vire based on the

average of nine hills at all locations and seedtypes

sampled in 1984.

Plant
Field Seed Date

Sampling Date (days from 3/1/84)

Type (from 68 85 100 112 125 149 161 180 201 224

3/1/84)

Stem Length (Ga)
184 y 17 5.8 16.6 39.9 50.7 66.3 92.3

84 17 5.1 15.6 30.8 35.4 35.7 45.0 -

81584 g 40 3.3 10.7 37.9 70.6 98.1 150.2 366.3 160.6 116.3 -

B81584 50 - 5.2 10.6 35.8 71.4 127.2 140.3 142.1 185.6

E81584 g SO 5.3 19.9 45.6 80.2 121.4 110.3 159.4 136.1

L784 36' 8.3 31.2 60.2 84.7 174.1 182.8 148.3 273.9

L984 g 24 22.8 41.9 65.6 104.9 163.4 156.4 196.1 230.0

184 43 0 8.9 30.2 63.4 82.1 193.3 143.9 174.4 168.6 -

184 g 43 0 10.4 26.3 59.8 94.3 156.3 163.3 229.4 181.1 -

S84 v 33 1.7 10.0 34.7 59.1 91.4 159.6 161.3 181.1 -

181P84 g' 41 - 9.0 24.7 53.0 80.0 136.3 129.0 170.0 -



Table 2.22 The mother tuber condition,
based on the average percept

rot of recovered seedpieces;
mother trbor fresh weight,

based on recovered seedpieces both sampled from nine

hills at all locations and seedtypes sampled in 1984.

Plead Sood
Typo

'Mast
Oats
(from 68
3/1/84)

83

Sampling Dote (days from 3/1/84)

100 112 323 149 161 180 201 224

Mother Tither Condition (percent rot)

184 v 17 0 0 0 .08 .50 1.00 -

184 8 17 0 .10 .08 .25 .57 1.00 - - -

E1584 s 40 0 0 .06 .11 .66 .50 -

RE1584 * 50 0 0 .08 .56 .50 - -

0E1584 g 50 - 0 .11 .04 .30 1.00

L784 a 36 - 0 .08 .46 .88 1.00

L984 g 24 0 0 .37 - 1.00

084 43. 0 0 0 .01 .34 .78 -

I184 8 43 0 .02 .12 .17 .70

884 . 33 .07 .03 0 .50 .53 .50 -

MUM g 41 - .07 .33 .33

listinr Tuber Fresh Weight (grans)

1164 17 16.3 46.9 49.3 39.1 33.3
- -

084 a 17 38.2 34.3 33.7 26.3 33.9

6IS84 g 40 72.6 48.6 55.4. 37.4 6.1 6.2
-

)83384 v SO 49.2 46.6 36.8 46.1 17.0 -

EZ1584 g SO 63.6 63.1 58.0 76.7 3.3

L734 g 36 42.3 45.0 26.0 39.0 - -

L984 g 24 49.1 37.4 34.7

1(84 v 43 78.8 50.0 57.7 47.9 40.7 10.3

1(84 g 43 49.3 57.3 39.7 40.7 20.3 - -

814 33 51.1 36.6 40.9 27.0 36.5 17.5 - _

DMIP14 8 41 - 46.0 30.7 34.0 -
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Table 2.23 The percent incidence of Erwinia carotovora and

1e70.1.9Illinm dahlia*, sampled from six stems, one per

hill, at all locations and seedtypes in 1984.

Plant Smepling Data (days from 3/1/34)

Field Seed Data
Typo (from 63 85 100 112 125 149 161 180 201 224

3/1/84)

P t Incidence of Erwinia carotovpgp

1134 v 17 0 - 17 50 17 -

34 3 17 0 33 100 33

E1534 .3 40 0 - 0 16 33 66 66 16

881534 50- 0 0 25 67 33 75 33

E81524 s 50. 0 0 33 50 17 67 75

L784 3 36 0 - 0 0 100 50 17 80

L934 24 0 0 33 33 75 67 83

1184 v 43 0 50 83 33 83 67 67

884 3 43 - 0 - 17 67 83 33 SO 83

S34 v 33 0 - 39 33 67 83

DITIP34 S 41 - -

P t Incidence of Vertieilliam Alain
V$4 .v 17 - 0 - 33 S3 100 -

1184 g 17. 0 SO 67 100

81584 g 40 0 0 100 66 84 100 100 100

881584 50 0 50 67 0 100 33 50 0

881584 g SO 0 0 17 33 0 0 67 0

L784 36 0 0 0 0 85 100 83 17

L984 g 24 0 0 - 100 83 100 67 17

1184 v 43 0 0 0 33 33 17 33 17

1784 g 43 0 - 0 33 0 0 0 0

S84 v 33 0 0 17 0 17 17

DRIPS4 8 41 - - - -

100



Fig 2.8 The average dry weight of all Russet Burbank plants

sampled in all locations during the 1984 growing

season.
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Fig 2.9' The regional hiosss curves based on all all PessetBurbank

rlarts sarplee at all locations during the 1984 growing

rePF(11 (resin 4 stsw(le,e dev3at3ou of ftsell vet-hale).
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Fig 2.9 continued
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Fig 2.10 Comparison of plant growth trajectories
fields old and new to potato production.
A) Leaf dry weight (converted).
B) Stem dry weight (converted).
C) Root dry weight (converted).
D) Tuber dry weight (converted).
E) Percent V. dahliae from isolations of stem

subsamples.
F) Percent g. cargtovora from isolations of stem

subsamples.
G) Stem length of longest stem per hill.
H) Number of internodes on largest stem per bill.
I) Number of stems per hill.
I) Number of growing tips per hill.
K) Average growth stage.
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Fig 2.10 cont inued OLD -"-NEW
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Fig 2.11 Comparison of plant growth trajectories between
fields grown with vegetative (high nitrogen) and

nonvegetative (standard/low nitrogen) management

regimes.
A) Leaf dry weight (converted).
B) Stem dry weight (converted).
C) Root dry weight (converted).
D) Tuber dry weight ( copverted).
E) Percent y. dahliae from isolations of stem

subsamples.
F) Percent carotovora from isolations of stem

subsamples.
6) Stem length of longest stem per hill.
H) Number of internodes on largest stem per bill.

I) Number of stems per hill.
I) Number of growing tips per hill.
K) Average growth stage.
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Fig 2 . 11 continued VEG NONVEG
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Fig 2.12 Comparison of plant growth trajectories between
plants originating from certified seed (VTSC) and
growers nonstandard seed.
A) Leaf dry weight (converted).
B) Stem dry weight (converted).
C) Root dry weight (converted).
D) Tuber 63 re:at iccrm.erte0.
E) Percent V. dahliae from isolations of stem

subsamples.
F) Percent E. carotovora from isolations of stem

subsamples.
G) Stem length of longest stem per hill.
H) Number of internodes on largest stem per hill.
I) Number of stems per hill.
I) Number of growing tips per hill.

Average growth stage.
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Fig 2.12 continued VTSC GROWERS
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Fig 2.13 Comparison of plant growth trajectories bets-ter
fumigated and nonfumigated fields.
A) Leaf dry weight (converted).
B) Stem dry weight (converted).
C) Root dry weight (converted).
D) Tuber dry weight (converted).
E) Percent I. dahlia. from isolations of stem

subsamples.
F) Percent L. carotovora from isolations of stem

subsamples.
G) Stem length of longest stem per hill.
H) Number of internodes on largest stem per 101.
I) Number of stems per hill.
I) Number of growing tips per bill.
ID Average growth stage.
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management and constraining factors; 3. Growth of the standard

virustested certified seed compared with the growers seed; and 4.

Growth in fumigated and nonfumigated fields.

DISCUSSION

1983 Field and Management Data

The data suggested large differences in the plant growth

behavior between the three fields primarily because of differences

in management and in field history. All references to days of plant

growth will be made relative to date of field planting. Field W83

was planted earliest, April 5, and is characteristic of an early

planted Russet Burbank potato. That is, towards the end of the

season both stem and leaf biomass decrease as carbohydrate is

allocated to the tubers and water and nitrogen are reduced. The

early planting date allowed less irrigation due to the early season

rain and the decreased evapotranspirational demand toward the first

part of the season. This field has had a history of potatoes and

many of the plants assayed had the fungal pathogen V. dahliae. The

growth pattern of early onet of tuber formation and bulking may

due to this fact. The field E83 was planted one week later than W83

and harvested approximately 6 weeks later than W83. This field was

fumigated and had in excess of 29 inches of water applied and 380

pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. The field yield was
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approximately 50 percent more than W83. The pattern of tuber

bulking at E83 may be due to the large amount of nitrogen applied

midseason through the irrigation system. The leaf and stem biomass

are less than in W83, however the stem fresh weight increases toward

the end of the season perhaps also the result of the added nitrogen.

In general, this field plant growth could be characterised by high

nitrogen and long season.

The field L83 was grown with similar management strategy as

E83, that is, it was fumigated and had approximately the same water

and nitrogen regimes. This type of management could be called long

season maximal vegetative and tuber growth. L83 however was sampled

two more times than E83. This field too had a large amount of

nitrogen applied in response to petiole sampling in mid season. The

hypothesized effect can be seen better as the stems continue to grow

at what appears to be the expense of tuber bulking which has a

midseason lag. Leaf vegetative biomass also appears to regrow with

the added nitrogen. Tuber bulking appears to continue after a

vegetative lag, hypothesized to be caused by this vegetative surge.

The yield is similar to E83.

In comparing the trajectories from each location (Fig 2.4) the

fresh weight trajectories of leaves and stems show the same relative

size pattern that should be captured by the model. Specifically,

the behavior begins with an early increase in leaf biomass which

levels off as maximal canopy cover is reached. This stage is

followed by or coincides with increasing stem biomass, as the

indeterminate Russet Burbank cultivar adds new leaves with stem, and
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the older less efficient leaves are sloughed off or consumed by

microorganisms. The hypothesized effect of mid season nitrogen

application should be explored with the model.

Variables of leaf, stem, and root fresh weight show similar

temporal patterns. It is noteworthy that the stem fresh weights are

so much higher in the high nitrogen fields. Also notable in these

fields is the lag in tuber bulking at midseason. The length of the

stem and number of terminal buds per hill also appear related to

this vegetative state phenomena. The number of stems per hill and

the number of tubers appear to be consistent, and only possibly

influenced by sampling error.

The samples taken during the 1983 season were of variable size

and were not sufficently frequent to characterize different growth

trajectories between fields. In general the most important

information gained was that there was a large range in field

management and plant vegetative growth although the range of yields

both of samples and growers reports did not show proportional gains

from additional irrigation and fertilized inputs beyond what was

achieved at the minimum input and yield location (W83). Another

important consequence of the 1983 field trial was that the growth

and disease pattern did vary with the management and it would be

worthwhile to quantify the management and plant response for a

growth model of the potato in order to evaluate the consequences of

management practices. Another suggestion from the 1983 data was

tighter control on the drying procedure prior to measuring dry

weight.
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1984 Field and Management Data

General Location by Location Comparisons

The trajectories of plant growth over the eight fields, some

of which had two seedsources planted, are seen in Fig. 2.7;

differences in pattern are apparent by field. Model output is in

the form of dry weights of each plant part during the season. Fresh

weight averages for each sampling event during the season were

scaled to dry weight for comparison with model output. In 1984 dry

weights were measured on a subsample of plants measured at each

sampling date. The conversion factor was based on the seasonal

average wet/dry weight ratio for each plant part overall locations.

Within season variation in the wet/dry ratio were observed but not

accounted for because it was felt that the precision of the data did

not justifiy this resolution and use. The observed dry weights were

used in considering regional averages of behavior; at individual

fields the size of the subsample caused questionable accuracy. In

short, the wet weights were scaled to a dry weight equivalent based

on a seasonal constant for each plant part to make the data more

comparable to model output. The actual fresh weights are presented

in tabular form for more detailed analysis.

In general, W84 appears to have unique growth patterns for

several reasons. W84 was a field managed for early fresh pack

Norgold Russets. The field was planted early and had a history of

many croppings of potatoes and V. dahliae in the soil (Table 2.3).

A low amount of total nitrogen, applied prior to the first two weeks
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of plant growth, and small amount of irrigation along with high V.

dahliae incidence may have been the reason for reduced vegetative

growth and early tuber bulking. Comparing the two seedsources

planted at W84, (the growers seed of the variety Norgold Russet and

the standard certified seed of the cultivar Russet Burbank), the

latter had much more vegetative and tuber growth, as is expected of

the indeterminant growth form of the Russet Burbank cultivar.

The EE1584 field, which was new to potato production, showed

the largest tuber yields. The amount of nitrogen applied was lower

than the average (Table 2.3). The potatoes grown from the

foundation seed at this location resulted in plants that were larger

and of the vegetative pattern type, and exhibited resurgence of leaf

and stem growth late in the season. The yield of certified seed at

this location was also largest. Accompanying the vegetative growth,

there appears a lag in tuber bulking in the certified seed at that

location. An interesting observation here is the comparably low

stem biomass compared to leaf biomass. At most other locations

during midseason, biomass of stems exceeds the leaf biomass, as

maximum canopy cover is reached. An explaination of this may be the

low amount of nitrogen applied which encourages less vegetative

growth after canopy closure; specifically less leaf development

requiring less stem elongation to support the additional leaves.

Uneven seedpiece placement observed in this field, allowing more

light penetration into the canopy also may explain the reason for

less stem biomass.

L784 and L984 had growth patterns of tubers and vegetative
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parts similar to the vegetative type growth observed in 1983. A

large amount of nitrogen applied midseason through the irrigation

system may have caused the resurgence of vegetative growth and lag

of tuber bulking observed at both locations. Both L784 and L984

were fumigated, and although the pathogens E. carotovora and V.

dahliae were observed they are believed not to have limited plant

growth. The characteristic shift between leaf and stem biomass at

mid season can be seen here.

The M84 location was characterized by an early planting date

and moderately high level of nitrogen application. This field had

been fumigated and did not appear to have pathogens limiting growth

except possibly toward the end of the season. This may be the

reason for leaf and stem dry weight decreasing so much toward the

end of the season. At the last sampling the plants were dying,

dried and brittle; biomass was lost due to plants falling apart.

The seasonal average wet/dry weight ratio was clearly inappropriate

here. This is true of all locations toward the end of the season

but particularly noticeable here. Comparing the certified seed with

the growers seed at this location shows the superior performance of

the certified seed, probably due to better condition and fewer

introduced pathogens associated with it.

The location E1584 was characterized by high levels of V.

dahliae in the soil as it had had other potato crops without

fumigation prior to planting. The amount of nitrogen and water

applied was intermediate in the range of practices observed in 1984.

The vegetative biomass curves display a classic leaf and stem
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biomass pattern where the stem biomass begins to exceed the leaf

biomass at midseason. The decline in vegetative biomass is

probably to some extent the result of sampling and the wet/dry

conversion as well as due to the actual necrosis and loss of leaves

and stems due to fungal infection. As observed in other fields with

lower nitrogen levels and an incidence of V. dahliae, tuber bulking

occurs earlier, is at a relatively consistent rate, and results in

yield comparable to other fields.

The two fields S84 and DRIP84 were at the Columbia Basin

Agricultural and Research Center. S84 was a plot of certified seed

grown under wheelline irrigation and DRIP84 was a plot of growers

seed grown with drip irrigation. Both fields were new to potato

production and had no limiting disease problems. S84 had fairly

characteristic vegetative and tuber growth. DRIP84 was

characterized by an unusually dry undercanopy because there was no

surface water applied. No E. carotovora or Sclerotinia was observed

due to the lack of microclimate needed by these organisms to grow

and florish. As a result, a large build up of dead and dried leaves

remained in the undercanopy. This points out the importance of the

occurrence of microorganisms to decompose dead tissue to liberate

stored nutrients for the remainder of the season. Another

interesting feature associated with DRIP84 was the inadvertant

application of approximately 350 pounds of nitrogen (Fig 2.3) at mid

season; this may be the cause for the lag in tuber bulking toward

the end of the season. The unique pattern of vegetative growth at

this location is difficult to attribute to a particular
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characteristic of how the system was controlled.

Plant Growth, Variable by Variable

The number of tubers stops increasing after about 100 days at

approximately 10 to 12 tubers per hill (Table 2.16). Tuber

formation was earliest in the fields W84 and El5b4 which were

planted first and where V. dahliae was isolated earliest in the

season. The variability in tuber number is to some degree the result

of observation error; in the field it was often difficult to tell

from which hill a tuber originated. The sampling method used in

1984, of three consecutive hills in a plot sampled at each occasion,

was designed to minimize the effect of this potential source of

error. The tuber biomass is the greatest for the certified seed

grown over the entire season and the least at W84 for both

seedtypes.

The number of stems per hill fluctuates around three and has

no particular association with seedtype or location/management type.

The stem biomass fresh weight is less for the Norgold Russet

grower's seed at W84. Except in the case of DRIP84, the amount of

nitrogen appears correlated to the stem biomass.

The average number of internodes (Table 2.18) appears related

to the amount of nitrogen applied, with L784 and L984 having the

greatest numbers. The Norgold Russet variety has a much lower

number of internodes, as expected of it's determinant growth habit.

The E1584 location may have a lower number of internodes due to the

V. dahliae fungus shutting off the vegetative growh; this may also
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be the case in the certified seed grown at W84 where there was a

high incidence of the fungus. The pattern of increase in number of

internodes appears to be linear throughout the season for all

locations and seedtypes.

The leaf fresh weight biomass appears to reach a maximum at

approximately 500 grams fresh weight in most all locations with the

maximum occuring in midseason, prior to the last sampling date.

The certified seed (except that grown at W84) appears to have

greater leaf biomass.

The root fresh weight biomass (Table 2.19) appears to be

unrelated to seedtype or location. The sampling procedure used

captured only a small fraction of the total root biomass and the

measurements must be thought of as only an index of what was present

at each sampling.

In 1983 and 1984, different procedures were used to

discriminate between roots and underground stem biomass. In 1983,

any underground plant material, excluding tubers, and including

underground stems and stolons was considered roots. In 1984, only

the fibrous roots were measured as roots, greatly reducing what was

called total root biomass.

The number of growing tips per hill (Table 2.20) appears to be

greater for foundation seed in all cases. The Norgold Russets show

a characteristically different pattern of increase than the Russet

Burbank variety. The incidence V. dahliae may be responsible for

repressing some vegetative growth as is shown in the reduced number

of growing tips at E1584 and W84.
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The average stem length of the longest vine on a hill (Table

2.21) shows the characteristic varital differences between Norgold

and Russet Burbank. Also plants supplied with large amounts of

midseason nitrogen (L784, L984, and DRIP84) appear to have greater

stem length as is necessary to support continual leaf growth.

The percent rot of the mother tuber (Table 2.22) appears to

increase at all locations as the dry weight of the mother tuber

decreases. When comparing seed sources, foundation seed mother

tubers rotted at the same or slower rate than comparable growers

seed. They also persisted longer into the season. Under controlled

conditions the mother tuber condition is considered to be important

to the rate of development and health of the daughter plant and

tubers (Bodlaender and Marinus, 1969).

The level of E. carotovora isolated from plant stems (Table

2.23) was always less in foundation seed, probably as a result of

not introducing the bacteria on the seed. E. carotovora inoculum was

highest in fields receiving large applications of nitrogen and

having a lush, closed canopy favoring the development and spread of

the bacteria; namely, L784 and L984. The isolation of E. carotovora

was also high in the Morgold Russet where canopy development is very

low. This may be due to inoculum introduced on the seed (Powelson

and Apple, 1984). The incidence of isolation of the bacteria was

highest at or near the end of the end of the season, at all

locations, which may be a result of extensive canopy development and

inoculum coming from the irrigation water (Powelson and Apple,

1984). This infection did not appear to heavily influence growth
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but rather to recycle nutrients in the plant debris in the

undercanopy. This speculation would be an interesting research

topic.

The presence of V. dahliae isolated from plant stems (Table

2.23) is highest (at 1000) at the locations where potatoes have been

grown before which had not been fumigated (W84 and E1584). At L784

and L984, the fields that had been fumigated, the fungus was also

recovered, but at lower levels and later in the season, so that it

would be less influential on plant growth. The location EE1584 was

new to potatoes and not expected to contain as much V. dahliae; the

apparently high levels in this field might be a result of

misclassification of V. alboatrum (Gutmestad et al, 1977), but the

observation remains unexplained. The reason for there to be less V.

dahliae isolated at the end of the season doesn't mean the pathogen

disappeared, but only that it was not recoverable, given the other

microorganims present.

General Region Wide Growth

The average of dry weights measured during the season of all

the Russet Burbank plants in the sample can be seen in Fig 2.8. The

notable features of these curves are the relative magnitude and

shape of the leaf and stem biomass trajectories. The stem biomass

exceeds the leaf biomass at midseason where the leaf biomass reaches

maximum canopy cover. The gradual decline of leaf biomass is

another common characteristic of observed plants.

The ending tuber biomass dry weight is apporoximately 400
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grams. This value is low as it includes all the constraining

factors acting at all the locations represented here. These factors

include pathogens, excess nitrogen, water deficits, and early

harvest. The general region wide growth trajectories represent what

general model performance should look like given adequate,

nonlimiting, conditions. The tuber biomass however should be as in

EE1584 if conditions are not limiting.

The regional biomass curves (Fig 2.9) also represent the

general patterns of all the Russet Durbank hills sampled in 1984.

The dry weights are actual values (not converted wet weights) and

show where variation in the sample is high. As the plants got

bigger (variables with larger magnitude) the standard deviation

increased. Also toward the end of the season with larger and more

necrotic plant parts and tubers it was difficult to tell which plant

parts belonged to which hill, this contributed to variance. The

variables of total number of growing tips, number of internodes and

stem length increase linearly through the season. The number of

stems per hill remains fairly constant with an average of around

three. Tubers appear at about 60 days, increase rapidly in number,

and stabilize quickly to about 10 tubers per hill. The mother tuber

dry weight is based on a small sample yet shows a pattern commonly

reported in the literature (Johnson et al, 1984), decreasing to

amout 20% of original dry weight in about 60 days after plant

emergence. The average incidence of the isolation of E. carotovora

and V.dahliae increase through the season.
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Old and New Field Plant Growth Comparisons

Russet Burbank from fields that had a history of potato

production (W84, L784, L984, E1584, and M84) were compared to fields

that were new to potato production (EE1584, S84, and DRIP84). The

trends in converted dry weights of plant parts indicate slightly

more vegetative and tuber growth at new fields. This is expected as

there would be less inoculum of common pathogens and constraining

factors (compaction, acidification) associated with new fields. The

V. dahliae inoculum was greater in fields that had a history of

potato production, as expected, as inoculum density increases with

repeated potato croppings (Nnodu and Harrison, 1979; Powelson,

1978). The recovery of E. carotovora appeared fairly independent of

the cropping history of a field. The stem length, like the plant

biomass, appears slightly greater for new fields. The number of

nodes and growing tips appear unrelated to the field type. The

number of stems per hill appear to be greater for the older field

type, which may be explained by the presence of stress inducing more

buds to become stems in the mother tuber. This hypothesis can be

investigated.

The new field appears to cause a delay in maturation, as seen

by a lag in growth stage, when compared to the old field. As the

old field matures, potato plants become necrotic and die slightly

more quickly than in the new field; this is another case of the

added constraints of an old field. In general, all these relations

are confounded by factors coincident with a field having a history

of potato production, including altered management practices,
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pathogen buildup in the soil, compaction and other changes in soil

structure, and acidification.

Vegetative and NonVegetative Plant Growth Comparisons

Two common patterns of growth are observed in Russet Burbank

plants grown in the center pivotirrigated circles of the Columbia

Basin. The vegetative growth pattern is characterised by plants

kept in a vegetative state of high leaf and stem production,

relative to tuber production, longer in the season. In order for

the vegetative pattern to occur, the plant needs large amounts of

nitrogen with no other factors limiting growth. When there exists a

limiting factor like disease, water, or low nitrogen, the plant

appears to preferentially allocate resources to the tuber creating

the nonvegetative pattern. This pattern is evidenced by a

reduction in vigor and in relative biomass of vegetative plant

parts. Consideration of these two growth patterns may provide

insights to management alternatives.

The fields that are characterised by vegetative growth are

L784, L984, and M84. These fields were supplied with large amounts

of nitrogen in midseason, and had little constraint from pathogens

or other abiotic factors. The nonvegetative pattern fields are

E1584, S84, EE1584, and W84. These fields were supplied with less

nitrogen and in general had more constraints to growth.

The leaf and stem biomass are greater for the vegetative type

while the tuber biomass lags behind during the season but ends up

the same or greater by the end of the season. The amount of
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E.carotovora isolated is a little greater midseason in the

vegetative canopy, probably due to the more conducive microclimate

produced by the additional vegetative growth. The populations of

bacteria under both growing situations fluctuate, perhaps due to

inoculum being introduced in the irrigation water. The amount of V.

dahliae isolated from either vegetative and nonvegetative plants is

not clearly related to either growth form. Stem length and number

of internodes appears greater for plants of the vegetative type, as

is expected. The number of stems, number of growing tips per hill

and timing of growth stage appear unrelated to growth type. In

general the trend in the vegetative type is toward greater stem and

leaf biomass with delayed tuber bulking. This is hypothesized as to

be due to plant's the ability to use the added nitrogen applied

midseason to continue in a vegetative growth stage when no other

constraints to growth are present. The large amount of nitrogen

applied at E1584 (Table 2.3) and relatively smaller amount of

vegetative biomass at the end of the season may be the result of the

great number of V. dah iae infected plants. It is hypothesized that

these plants were constrained by disease so that excess nitrogen was

not be taken up nor used by the plant.

Certified Seed and Growers Seed Plant Growth Comparisons

The virustested certified Russet Burbank seed, originating

from the Foundation Seed Project at Oregon State University, is

believed to have been exposed to fewer pathogens and has been

genetically bred for performance qualities. The growers' individual
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seeds originate from certified seed sources. The commercially

available seed may have been exposed to more pathogens or otherwise

mishandled in storage, shipment and/or field preparation. To

demonstrate that potential differences in growth patterns

attributable to seedsource exist under Columbia Basin production

conditions, as that have been observed by others (Harrison et al,

1982), both seed types were planted in the same fields. The

comparisons made are then between growers seed and foundation seed

(Fig 2.12). The tuber biomass is greater in the foundation seed, as

is the leaf biomass. The incidence of V. dahliae appears to be less

in the foundation seed, which may be a result of the fungus not

being introduced on the seed. The incidence of E. carotovora

appears unrelated to seedsource, indicating an independent source of

inoculum. The stem length and number of internodes also appear

unrelated to seedsource. The number of stems in the beginning of

the season is much greater for the foundation; this suggests a

larger size and healthier condition of the seedpieces of the

foundation seed giving rise to more stems. The number of growing

tips per hill appears greater toward the end of the season in the

foundationd seed; it is difficult to imagine this delayed advantage

in condition of the seedpiece. The advance of growth stages of the

two seed sources appears to be the result of local growing

conditions and field history rather than seedsource.

In general, foundation seed appears to produce more tuber and

leaf biomass. The differences are probably the result of lower

introduction of pathogens on more vigorous, larger seed. The method
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of planting also confounds any comparisons of growers' seed to

foundation seed, because the foundation seed was always planted with

a tworow planter after the field was planted.

Fumigated and NonFumigated Plant Growth Comparisons

Soil fumigation is commonly used as a technique to reduce

pests in fields that have a history of potato production.

Fumigation involves applying a toxic liquid to the soil surface,

usually with the irrigation system, several months prior to

planting. Fields that have been fumigated would theoretically

contain less soil inhabiting pathogens, insects and weed seeds. A

comparison of plants grown in fumigated and nonfumigated fields may

give insights to the effects of this management practice.

The biomass of leaves and stems appear to be unrelated to

whether a field had been fumigated. The root and tuber dry weight

appear greater in nonfumigated plants. This may be the result of

fumigation leading to less plant stress and delayed infection by the

fungus V. dahliae. If stress causes the plant to preferentially

allocate carbohydrates to tubers, the observed effect of fumigation

on tuber development would be expected. However, two of the fields

(L784 and L984) that had been fumigated had a largely vegetative

growth pattern as a result of heavy midseason nitrogen

applications. The management practices of fumigation and heavy

midseason nitrogen fertilization often appear coincident so that

the effect is confounded. The management strategy of achieving an

economic return on the costs of fumigation may encourage management
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for long seasonmaximal yield plants.

The incidence of V. dahliae recovered from plant stems was

reduced by fumigation whereas the incidence of E. carotovora appears

unrelated to fumigation status. The stem length and number of

internodes appears to be less in nonfumigated fields. The

reduction in these variables have been observed to be related to the

incidence of V. dahliae (Apple and Overton, 1984) and are probably

the result of the fungus invading and killing tissue. The number of

stems and growing tips appear to be unrelated to fumigation status.

The plant matures more quickly in nonfumigated fields as can be

seen in the advanced growth stage index of nonfumigated plants at

the end of the observation period. In general the higher V. dahliae

incidence in nonfumigated fields is believed to be the major

influencing factor, causing preferential allocation to tubers and

reduced vegetative growth.

Synthetic Growth Trajectories

Five sets of growth trajectories were synthesized from the

above results to capture hypothetic plant growth patterns that

represent the range in behaviors that should be captured by the

model. These five sets of growth trajectories are called: 1.

Vegetative; 2. Norgold Russet; 3. Verticillium; 4. Early Dying;

and 5. Low Nitrogen.

The set of vegetative growth trajectories seen in Fig 2.14 A

captures some of the observations made in the vegetative and
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Fig 2.14 Synthetic trajectories of plant growth under

alternative scenarios.
A) Vegetative management regime (High nitrogen - no

limiting factors).
B) Norgold Russet variety (early planting date -

determinate growth form).
C) Verticillium infection at rid-season.
D) Early-dying (growth limiting conditiors -

stress).
E) Low nitrogen regime.
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nonvegetative growth type comparison. In this scenario large

amounts of nitrogen are applied to an otherwise unconstrained plant

growth, that is, with no diseases or abiotic factors limiting

growth. The main features of these curves are the resurgence of

vegetative growth late in the season and the midseason lag in tuber

bulking rate. This management scenario is quite common in the

Columbia Basin and the model should be capable of representing it.

The set of Norgold Russet growth trajectories seen in Fig 2.14

B are characteristic of those observed in the growers seed at W84.

The determinant growth form of Norgold Russet genetically determines

a maximum stem biomass and maximum leaf biomass (at canopy closure)

which becomes part of the plant growth constraints. This would

result in less overall carbohydrate production with less vegetative

biomass. It appears however that a larger proportion of

photosynthetic biomass is allocated to the tuber.

The Verticillium plant growth trajectories seen in Fig 2.14 C

represent the prevailing hypothesis of the model of Verticillium,

amd result from the fungus plugging vascular bundles and leaf

petioles, causing disruption of water movement and disabling and

killing stem and leaf biomass. This prevents additional plant

growth, and diverts allocate to tubers.

The set of earlydying plant growth trajectories (Fig 2.14 D)

look similar to those caused by Verticillium except that the

constraint to growth can occur anywhere to begin preferential

allocation to the tubers. This set of growth trajectories has
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increased tuber bulking but reduced vegetative growth due to lack of

maintainance, not to destruction of vegetative parts by the V.

dahliae fungus.

The low nitrogen set of growth trajectories (Fig 2.14 E) is

characterised by less vegetative growth as a result of limited

nitrogen, but normal tuber development. The carbohydrates formed

are sufficient for normal tuber bulking and allocation goes to

tubers because there is insufficient nitrogen to sustain vegetative

growth. The field observations from the certified seed (Russet

Burbank variety) at W84 would fit into this category.

The above synthetic trajectories represent the primary coupling

between the data and model. This approach allows the data to be

interpreted in terms of the current hypothetic view of how the plant

operates and within the basic structure of the model. Information

from the data collection efforts is extracted with these five sets

of synthetic trajectories and are consistent with how the model

operates. The set of trajectories will be used as specifications

and criteria for future model development.
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CONCLUSIONS

The general conclusions that can be made from this two year

field study are that the management controlled factors of irrigation

and nitrogen regime, along with the field history, including the

presence of diseases and the identity of seedsource, are important

to the development of the daughter plant. These factors need

therefore be present in a model that evaluates management

alternatives. The effect of each of these factors on plant growth

is dependent on the state of the plant. Field experiments should be

designed to confirm the observed effects of each factor to plant

growth eventually.

An interesting note and subject for future study is suggested

by the observations on the DRIP84 plot. At this location several

interactng factors worked simultaneously so that the effect of each

cannot be clearly understood. Specifically the absence of

microorganisms due to the lack of surface water caused the buildup

of large amounts of dead and dried plant tissue. The importance of

the nitrogen in this undecomposed tissue is masked by the

inadvertant application of nitrogen midseason. Are the

decomposition organisms of the bacterial softrot E. carotovora and

fungus Sclerotinia playing an important role in the within season

nutrient recycling system?

Another topic for further consideration is the effect of

fumigation on the timing of tuber onset and rate of bulking.

Fumigation is thought primarily to influence plant growth by
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reducing V. dahliae, nematodes, and if applied for the purpose, weed

seed. The outstanding effect was to reduce the V. dahliae inoculum

and delay the ability to isolate the organism from the stems. In

other words fumigation apparently delayed the onset of systemic

infection. However, the early tuber formation in the fields that

had higher levels of the fungus may be a result of an allocation

mechanism in the plant directing allocation to tubers when V.

dahliae is present. This observation is confounded by the

associated treatments; in the fields that were fumigated, a high

nitrogen regime was used. The combined effect needs to be sorted

out with further study of the effect of V. dahliae on the

developmental patterns under different nitrogen regimes.

Another aspect of this question is that if tuber formation and

bulking follow a unique pattern in the presence of the fungus, can

this pattern be exploited to expediate yields and reduce some of the

expensive nitrogen and irrigation inputs required for maximum yield

in a long season potato crop. This is not to say that V. dahliae

infected plants would have the same yield potential as a long season

uninfected plant, only that given the reduction in fumigation and

other input costs, the alternative not to fumigate and to manage

with Verticillium may be profitable.

One of the interesting general observations is the interaction

of compensating factors present in each field. Although many yield

contributing and diminishing factors are present in each field, the

yields are in the same general range. This may be due to an upper

limit of yield potantial within the constraints of the given system.
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If one factor is serving to reduce plant or yield, another may not

be pressed to the limit; for example, if a crop has a high incidence

of earlydying as the result of infection by V. dahliae, the

pathogens associated with a lush canopy will not develop due to the

absence of the correct conditions and thereby not add to reduction

of yield. Compensation may be a result the of plant to plant

adaptation including the usage of light and nutrients. If a plant

is diseased, neighboring plants have the opportunity to take

advantage of the excess inputs, given the way the fields are

currently planted and cultivated. The stationreported yields (as

distinct from those measured in the study plots) are very high and

not directly comparable to the grower reported yields. The reason

for this is that the method by which they are dug, graded and

weighed is different from the somewhat coarser practice of

commercial field harvest.

The above data and discussion delineate resolution and

structural requirements of the model as well as potential uses for

examining the system. Behaviors of interest for further pursuit are

outlined for model and field study. A general recomendation that

would be helpful in future research efforts is the standardization

of records of management regimes.
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III DEVELOPMENT OF A POTATO GROWTH AND PRODUCTION MODEL

Evolution and Refinement of Model

ABSTRACT

Preliminary model revisions based on the original study

objectives and field observations are described. The original model

is structured into subsystems and additional model structure is

developed to account for observed field behavior and provide for

original model specifications of providing the capacity for

evaluating management strategies, exploring the earlydying

syndrome, and the exploring the importance and influence of plant

pathogens. The evolution of the current model is described along

with corresponding behavior.

INTRODUCTION AND MODEL OVERVIEW

The process of model development and construction is an

iterative process of formation and structure of theoretical

hypotheses then testing with observation and model behavioral

analysis (Overton, 1977). This paper details the stage and

processes of model building where an original model representing our

conceptualization of the potato production system is refined and

extended. The purpose of these activities is to capture field

observations and additional detail necessary to address the goals

and objectives of the study for which the model was designed.
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A review of study objectives is helpful in understanding the

model refinements. The initial objectives were to provide the

capacity to evaluate the effect of alternative management strategies

on plant growth, yield and disease development; to examine the

causes and nature of the earlydying syndrome; and to explore the

effect of diseses on plant growth and yield.

The preliminary plant growth model, discussed in chapter 1, is

based on general plant growth models of the 1960's, and their

extension to an ecological level (Duncan et al, 1967; deWit, 1959;

Monteith, 1965; Miller, 1969). Structure and model parameterization

from the physiological potato plant growth model of Ng and Loomis

(1983), was considered in the design of the second version of the

model. The potato plant growth model was designed to incorporate

daily input variables with physiological processes to result in

observed behavior. The structure and level of detail of the

physiological processes is the minimum required to capture desired

behavior and the effect of the input variables of disease and

management as stated in the objectives.

The level of model structural detail necessary to capture the

study objectives and model specifications required partitioning the

model into subsystems (Fig. 3.1). Each of the subsystems represents

either physiological process or a convient structure for

considering and monitoring plant growth activity. Sets of equations

in each subsystem are executed daily and represent the activity of

respective physiologic mechanisms. The rate of each physiological
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Fig 3.1 Subsystem flowchart of the second potato plant growth

model.
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process is determined by the current state of the plant and

environmental driving variables. Season activity then is a time

trajectory of the daily physiological activity of the plant. The

model provides for the direct influence of environmental driving

variables including those that are management controlled. The

physiological mechanisms of the model also can be altered directly

as would be the case in damage by an abiotic or biotic factor.

The subsystem of transpiration is the primary environmental

coupling, and the driving force of daily plant activity. The daily

rate of transpiration is set by the capacity of the plant to

transpire and by the environmental driving forces of evaporative

demand; available water sets the upper limit to the photosynthetic

production rate. The photosynthetic subsystem calculates the net

carbohydrates produced during a day based on the capacity of the

plant for photosynthetic production, the environmental constraint of

length of photoperiod, and the amount of transpiration during the

photoperiod.

The mother tuber metabolization subsystem operates to

metabolize carbohydrates for use in the foundation of daughter plant

tissue. In order for metabolization to occur temperature and soil

moisture must be adequate. The carbohydrates made available from

either mother tuber metabolization or photosynthetic production are

allocated in the allocation and growth subsystem for either

homeostatic maintainance, tissue respiration and/or growth.

Allocation is based on the relative sink sizes of the plant,
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ontogeny, and the current stress status of the plant.

The damage subsystem incorporates daily damage to plant parts

by abiotic and biotic factors acting directly on plant tissues or as

the result of physiological imbalances in the plant (i.e excess leaf

temperatures caused by insufficient transpirational cooling). The

stress subsystem is an hypothetic representation of the use of

physiological adaptation energy in living organisms to maintain

functional homeostasis. This subsystem uses energy to counteract

hypothetic stress and acts to divert carbohydrates preferentially to

tubers when stress is present. The physiological adaptation

subsystem was built as a result of the observed behaviors of

enhanced tuber bulking in the presence of limiting factors (stress).

The development of each of the subsystems and the relations

that define their operation are described in detail. Model outputs

are discussed specifically as a result of subsystem behavior and

more generally in an overall model output analysis. The final

chapter dicusses a study of model behavior, the use of the model to

simulate the influence of specific diseases, the use of the model to

explore the concept of adaptation and stress in plants as well as

outline future areas for model usage and field observation and

experimentation.

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION

Transpiration Subsystem

The coupled subprocesses of the transpiration subsystem are
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illustrated in Fig 3.2. The major subprocesses are the water

balance in the soil, the water balance in the plant, transpiration,

and the nitrogen balance in the soil. The daily inputs to this

system are those of the state of the plant and the environment. The

uncontrolled environmental variables are evaporative demand (Fig

3.3), solar radiation (Fig 3.4), air temperature (Fig 3.5), and

mineralized nitrogen (Fig 3.6). The management controlled

environmental inputs are applied water (which includes rain Fig 3.7)

and applied nitrogen (Fig 3.8). The condition state of plant state

inputs to the transpiration subsystem are plant biomasses (X401,

X402, X403) and capacities to perform physiologic function (X701,

X703, X705).

The process of calculating the soil water balance adds water

(Z100) to the present soil water (X101). Runoff, representing water

applied to the field in excess of field capacity, is calculated.

Available soil water (Y106) is calculated by a constant rate of

water availability to the roots per hour (representing soil

conductivity). The available soil water, in units of in/hr, is

reduced by the expected nontranspirational water loss (NTWL),

expected (Y102). The NTWL is calculated at each timestep as a

function of leaf temperature (Y104) and available water. The

available water is temporarily estimated for purposes of calculating

the NTWL, and is based on a fraction of the evaporative demand. The

calculation of evaporative demand has been the subject of much

interest (Endrodi and Rijtema, 1969), but is beyond the scope of
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Fig 3.2 The transpiration subsystem flowchart.
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Fig 3.3 The uncontrolled model input variable of evaporative
demand measured at the Columbia Basin Agricultural
Research Center in 1984 (Taken from Hanes. 1984).
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Fig 3.4 The uncontrolled model input variable of solar radiation
measured at the Columbia Basin Agricultural Research
Center in 1984 (Taken from Hanes. 1984).
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Fig 3.5 The uncontrolled model input variable of air temperature
measured at the Columbia Basin Agricultural Research
Center in 1984 (Taken from Ranee, 1984).
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Fig 3.7 The management controlled model input variable of

applied water measured at the Columbia Basin

Agricultural Research Center in 1984 (Taken from Banes,

1984).
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Fig 3.8 The management controlled model input variable of

applied nitrogen measured at the Columbia Basin
Agricultural Research Center in 1984 (Taken from Hanes,

1984).
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this model and is taken from experiment station data in the form of

Penman units (Hanes, Unpublished Data). It is believed that the

conditions of the desert and excessive evaporative demand at midday

will cause transpiration to cease under nonmoisture stress

conditions (i.e. with water close to field capacity). This has been

observed in the form of midday wilting of well watered, apparently

healthy plants (Apple, Unpublished Data), and is considered to be a

result of growing an herbacious plant, like the potato, under desert

conditions.

Once the available soil water rate has been adjusted by the

expected NTWL, the capacity of the plant to move water to the leaves

is calculated. This is calculated as a minimum function of either:

the plants ability to absorb water in the roots (X701); the capacity

of the vascular system of the stem to translocate water (X703); Or,

the ability of the leaves to move water from the vascular bundels to

the stomates (X705). The minimum of these three plant capacities is

then compared with the adjusted available soil water and with the

evaporative demand. The available water, evaporative demand and

capacities are all represented in units of in/hr. The minimum of

these will set the rate of transpiration under nonwater shortage

conditions.

Water shortage conditions are defined any time the rate of

transpiration is less than the evaporative demand. This implies a

deficit in the available water at the leaf surface and wilting and
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loss of cellular water. It would indicate higher leaf temperatures

and a recalculation of NTWL. Upon recalculation, NTWL is greater

and serves to further reduce the available water in the soil for

transpiration.

The hypothesis that underlies this model structure is that, if

the amount of water is limited by that available in the soil, or by

the plants capacity to deliver it to the leaves, then the stomates

will be closed a longer portion of the day, causing greater

evaporative losses through the cuticle and higher leaf temperatures.

The magnitude of NTWL is a function of leaf temperature, the deficit

between the caculated transpiration rate and the evaporative demand,

and the current state of the plants cellular water supply.

Leaf temperature (Fig 3.9) is calculated as a function of the

transpiration rate and is a function of transpiration, air

temperature and solar radiation. The actual leaf temperature for a

day is the maximum, reduced by the cooling effect of transpiration

(Fig 3.10). The potential NTWL is then calculated as function of

leaf temperature, the difference between evaporative demand and

achievable transpiration. The NTWL during a single timestep is

limited to 20 % of the cellular water content (X103) of the above

ground biomass. The updated value of NTWL is then used to calculate

a revised transpiration rate. The amount of water shortage in the

plant is captured in the state variable water status (Y103), which

is the ratio of the actual -NTWL to the maximum NIVL possible in that

timestep, given the state of the plant. This value is used in other



Fig 3.9 The model variable of leaf temperature (Y104).
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Fig 3.10 The relation between transpiration cooling effect and

leaf temperature as modelled in the transpiration
subsystem.
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subsystems to monitor and calculate damage and contribution to

stress.

Nitrogen concentration in the soil water (Y105), is the

coupling variable between the nitrogen in the soil and that

available for plant growth. Applied nitrogen is assumed to be 1003

in solution while mineralized nitrogen is made available at a rate

following the data of Westermann and Kleinkopft (1981), Fig 3.11.

The available nitrogen is summed and converted to grams in the state

variable, Soil Nitrogen (Y107, Fig 3.12). The concentration of

nitrogen in the water is calculated (X103) in units of gms/in and is

an output of this subsystem (Fig 3.13). The amount of nitrogen

removed from the soil by runoff or taken up by the plant is

calculated and reduced from the soil reservoir in that timestep.

The outputs from the transpiration subsystem and their functions as

coupling variables are outlined in Table 3.1.

In summary, the transpiration subsystem, in four major

subprocesses, takes the environmental inputs of water, nitrogen,

evaporative demand, air temperature, and solar radiation combines

them with the current capacities of the plant and calculates the

transpiration rate. The concentration of nitrogen in the soil and

soil water, are calculated and used with the amount of transpiration

and runoff to determine nitrogen available for plant growth and

remaining in the system during the season. The remaining soil water



Fig 3.11 The nitrogen Concentration in the soil water (Y105).
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Fig 3.12 The total soil nitrogen content (Y107).
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Fig 3.13 The concentration of nitrogen in the transpirational
water (1103) .
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Table 3.1 Outputs and inputs of the transpiration subsystem and

their function as couplings.

INPUT VARIABLES UNITS

Applied Water inches

Evaporative Demand inches

Photoperiod hours

Air Temperature degree F

Leaf Biomass (X401) grams

Stem Biomass (X402) grams

Leaf Transpiration Capacity (X701) inches/hr

Stem Transpiration Capacity (X702) inches/hr

Root Absorbing Capacity (X705) inches/hr

Soil Nitrogen Concentration lbs/A

OUTPUT VARIABLES UNITS

Transpiration (Y101) inches

NonTranspirational Water Loss (Y102) inches

Water Status NTWL/MAXNTWL (Y103)
Leaf Temperature (Y104) degree F

Nitrogen Concentration in the Plant Water gms/in
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reservoir and the water status of the plant are also calculated.

Photosynthetic Production Subsystem

The photosynthetic production subsystem (Fig 3.14) is

responsible for carbohydrate production in the plant and is

primarily determined by the rate of transpiration (Y101). The

magnitude of transpiration under nonlimiting environmental

conditions will be determined by the state of the plant's above

ground biomass interpreting evaporative demand. The capacity to

perform physiological functions in a healthy plant will be directly

related to the age and size of the plant. The magnitude of

photosynthetic production is also related to the biomass of the

plant. The amount of transpiration is then used as the

physiologically set activity rate of the plant. Photosynthetic

production therefore is a result of transpiration in a day, and

occurs as a result of water moving from the soil through the

stomates during sunlight. Nontranspirational water loss by the

plant, water evaporated through the cuticle, is considered not to

contribute to photosynthetic production. The amount of

transpiration sets the maximum photosynthetic production for the

day. This can be reduced by an excess level of unstructured

carbohydrates (X406), which acts as negative feedback as seen in Fig

3.15. The photosynthetic production rate can be further reduced by

a reduction in the photosynthetic capacities (X702, X704), which are
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Fig 3.14 The photosynthetic production subsystem flowchart.
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Fig 3.15 The model state variable of unstructured carbohydrates
(X406).
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calculated external to this subsystem. Gross photosynthetic

production is reduced by photorespiration. The level of

photorespiration is age dependent and can be seen in Fig 3.16. The

output of the subsystem is net photosynthate (Y201), and is

available for the plant to use for homeostatic maintainance,

respiration, and growth in the allocation and growth subsystem.

The use of the carbohydrate feedback loop was suggested by R.

Gault (personal communication), and is a useful mechanism to explain

the observed efficiency of photosynthetic production in the presence

and absence of tubers (Ng and Loomis, 1983; Duncan et al, 1967; Ku,

et al, 1977; Moorby, 1970). The hypothetical feedback mechanism in

the model is based on the belief that the plant maintains a a

nominal amount of unstructured carbohydrates as a buffer to survive

a brief period of unfavorable conditions when photosynthetic

production may not meet respiration and maintainance costs in the

absence of tubers. In this case the plant depletes this pool of

unstructured carbohydrates. This mechanism was perferred to that

proposed by Guiteriez (1984), in which the plant dies after a single

day in which, photosynthetic production does not meet respiration

costs. The recoverability of plants after extended periods of

adverse conditions suggests a mechanism to support the current model

representation. The buildup of unstructured carbohydrates in the

vegetative formation period of th season acts to reduce the

efficiency of photosynthetic production. The formation of tubers



Fig 3.16 The level of photorespiration during a model run.
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acts to drain the unstructured carbohydrate reserve by being able to

grow at a rapid rate. As the carbohydrates allocated to the tubers

are considered to be semireallocateable (Shekar and Iritani, 1979),

that is to say they can be used and reallocated by the plant in

times of stress, the unstructured carbohydrate pool can reduce to

very low levels in a normal plant. The buffer for growth and

maintainance in the plant is now being maintained by the daughter

tubers. The drain of unstructured carbohydrates at tuberization

allows the negative feedback to production to be reduced and

photosynthetic production to proceed at full efficiency when tubers

are present (Fig 3.15).

Mother Tuber Metabolization Subsystem

In the mother tuber metabolization subsystem (Fig 3.17)

seedpiece biomass (X301), is converted to carbohydrates. The rate

of conversion is based on accumulated degree days and the presence

of adequate soil moisture. Once conditions conducive to

metabolization exist, conversion to carbohydrates available for the

daughter plant is dependent on the remaining mother tuber biomass

(X301, Fig 3.18). A trajectory showing carbohydrates liberated can

be seen in Fig 3.19. Respiration of the mother tuber is a function

of the mother tuber biomass and the rate of metabolization.

Metabolization occurs during the first 30 days in the season and is

the source of carbohydrates for the original daughter plant biomass,
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Fig 3.17 The mother tuber metabolization subsystem flowchart.
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Fig 3.18 The model variable of mother tuber biomass (X301) during

the growing season.
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Fig 3.19 The carbohydrates released from mother tuber
metabolizatioa.
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prior to the formation of photosynthetically active tissue.

Allocation and Growth Subsystem

The allocation and growth subsystem is represented by the

coupled subprocesses diagramed in Fig 3.20. In this subsystem

carbohydrates made available by photosynthetic production (Y201) and

mother tuber metabolization (Y301) are allocated for the processes

of maintaining homeostatic equilibrium, respiration and plant

growth.

Nitrogen added to the plant (Y105) is another input to the

system. An energy requirement by the physiological adaptation

subsystem to maintain homeostasis (Y501), diverts carbohydrates from

growth and respiration in the allocation subsystem. The state

variables of this subsystem include the biomasses of each of the

plant parts including leaf biomass (X401), stem biomass (X402), root

biomass (X403), and tuber biomass (X404). The unused nitrogen

(X405) in the plant and the unstructured carbohydrates (X406) are

state variables describing the internal resources of the plant. The

unstructured carbohydrates, representing available but unused

carbohydrates in the plant, are used as a coupling to the

photosynthetic production subsystem and act as negative feedback

when their level is above a threshold (Fig 3.15). This feedback

acts to control the efficiency of photosynthesis. The unstructured
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Fig 3.20 The allocation and growth subsystem flowchart.
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carbohydrates act as a reserve and are available for allocation at

the beginning of the following timestep. The biomasses of the other

state variables are used in the capacities subsystem to determine

the plants capacities to perform physiologic functions. The state

variables of each plant part biomass are also used to determine the

rate of allocate demand for growth (sink strength) and respective

respiration rates.

The first process to occur in this subsystem upon the daily

arrival of carbohydrates is their addition to the currently

available unstructured carbohydrates. The determination of

adaptation energy requirements by the physiological adaptation

subsystem is calculated and subtracted from the carbohydrate total.

It is believed that the plant will expend energy that it would

otherwise have allocated to growth and normal respiration to

maintain functional homeostasis when a threshold level of stress has

been reached. The energy for this purpose is an input to the

physiological adaptation subsystem. There is an upper limit to the

amount of carbohydrates that can be diverted to the physiological

adaptation subsystem, and the remaining are used for normal daily

processes of respiration and growth.

The carbohydrate remaining after physiological adaptation

energy requirements have been met are then allocated to respiration.

The amount each plant part respires is a function of size. The rules

that determine how the carbohydrates are allocated for growth is a
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function of idealized growth potential trajectories (Fig 3.21), the

allocate received by each plant part at the last timestep, the

available nitrogen and the size of the relative plant parts.

The first calculation in establishing allocate demand for each

of the plant parts is a tuber priority switch. If tuber biomass is

greater than 50 grams dry weight or there has been a diversion of

carbohydrates to the physiological adaptation subsystem, then tubers

are the dominant sink (first priority), and are first to receive

carbohydrates, independent of the demand by the vegetative plant

parts. Prior to this condition, vegetative plant parts have

priority in the allocation of carbohydrates. This priority

realization allows the plant to establish a vegetative structure to

support tuber production and completion of a life cycle under

adverse conditions.

When the tubers do not have allocation priority a constant

fraction of available carbohydrates are allocated to vegetative

growth. The amount of carbohydrates allocated to each plant part is

based on a weighted function of the deviation from each respective

plant part from it's ideal growth potential trajectory value of that

day. The ideal growth potential trajectories (Fig 3.21) for the

vegetative plant parts are based on equations representing the rate

and level of growth in an ideal plant. The definition of these

equations allows flexibility in determining how the plants genetic

potential drives it to its current form based on the conditions for

growth. These equations can be used to capture the differences in



Fig 3.21 The ideal growth potential trajectories used for

allocation in the model.
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growth habits between different varieties of potatoes, and may be

further explored for use in a more generalized plant growth model.

The weighted function of the idealized growth potentials can be seen

in Fig 3.22. The function is used to increase the influence and

inertia of previous allocate in determining future allocate as the

plant grows; it acts to dampen the single influence of the idealized

growth potential as the plant matures and becomes more the result of

its environmental attributes. This structure represents the

hypothesis that the plant has a strong tendency to continue growing

the way it has been growing and to slowly change growth pattern. As

the season progresses, plant growth becomes more dependent on the

established pattern and less on the genetic program. This weighted

funtion has the purpose of capturing the effect of the environment

on a genetic predisposition.

Given a demand for allocate by the vegetative plant parts, a

demand satisfaction process limits the amount of carbohydrates

allocated to the vegetative plant parts either by: (i) the available

nitrogen; (ii) the demand by each part for carbohydrates; or (iii)

the available carbohydrates (Fig 3.23). The allocatable

carbohydrates are a constant fraction of available carbohydrates,

dependent only on the priority of tuber allocation. The smallest of

these three values then dictates the satisfaction of demand by the

vegetative plant parts. The amount of carbohydrates left over is



Fig 3.22 The weighted function of the importance of idealized
growth potentials overtime in the model.
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Fig 3.23 The model constraints to vegetative growth in the
allocation and growth subsystem.
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then either distributed to tubers (if tubers did not have allocation

priority) or added to the pool of unstructured carbohydrates.

Unstructured carbohydrates (X406) is an important state

variable (Fig 3.15). It drives a negative feedback to the

photosynthesis subsystem to regulate photosynthetic efficiency (Fig

3.24). The hypothesis underlying the existence of this state

variable is that its buffering capacity allows the plant to survive

days when photosynthetic production may be lower than respiration

and maintainance costs of the plant. That is, the plant has the

capacity to use only a fraction of the carbohydrates available for

growth in any single timestep, maintaining the remainder in a

resevoir called unstructured carbohydrates. On a day with no

production this reservior is readily available for respiration

maintainance and for physiological adaptation.

Guiteriez, in a growth model of cotton with diseases (1981),

used a similar pool approach to available carbohydrates, yet had the

plant die in a day if the if respiration costs were not realized

from the general pool of carbohydrates. The buffer of the form of

unstructured carbohydrates in the model presented here allows the

plant to survive periods of temporary zero production.

Additionally, when tubers are formed, the carbohydrate stored in

them is more available for reallocation than is the carbohydrate

structured into vegetative plant parts (Gray and Smith, 1973).



Fig 3.24 The daily total net photosynthetic production rate

during a simulated growing season.
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Shekhar and Iritani (1979) have observed the reallocation of

carbohydrates from the daughter tubers. As the carbohydrate stored

in the daughter tubers may be used in times of low photosynthetic

production, the need for the buffer of unstructured carbohydrates is

not necessary, after tubers have been formed, as unstructured

carbohydrates become depleted as they are stored in the daughter

tubers, the negative feedback to photosynthetic production ceases,

and photosynthetic efficiency is increased. This mechanism results

in two levels of efficiency dependent on the presence of tubers. Ng

and Loomis (1983) recognize the two levels of photosynthetic

efficiency and represent it behaviorally with a lookup table

dependent on the state of the plant (tuberized or nontuberized).

The presence and function of unstructured carbohydrates as a

mechanism for regulating photosynthesis and potato plant growth and

allocation deserves attention in the future.

The nitrogen available for plant growth is calculated by

adding the incoming nitrogen in transpirational water uptake and

that remobilized from senescing leaves to the nitrogen state

variable (X405). The total available nitrogen is then converted to a

potential in grams vegetative biomass and compared to the demand for

vegetative growth and the available carbohydrates. The current

model uses a nitrogen content of all the vegetative plant parts to

be a constant fraction between 1 and 10%. The amount of nitrogen

required for tuber production is 5 % during the original formation

of 50 grams of tuber biomass. After 50 grams of the original
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daughter tuber has been formed it is hypothesized that the tubers

need only minimal amounts of nitrogen and act mainly to accept

carbohydrates.

Once the minimum of allocation satisfaction is calculated,

carbohydrates are converted into vegetative biomass, using nitrogen

in the process. The state variables of unstructured carbohydrates

(X406), unused nitrogen (X405), and plant biomasses (X401, X402,

X403, and X404, Fig 3.25) are adjusted based on allocation.

Physiological Adaptation Subsystem

The subprocesses and state variables of the physiological

adaptation subsystem are diagrammed in Fig 3.26. This subsystem

provides an explicit structure for the hypothetical process of

physiological adaptation. The process is represented by the use of

an energy balance in the plant to maintain functional homeostasis

under stress. When plant adaptation energy reserves become depleted,

the plant manifests the signs of stress in symptoms recognized as

disease.

Stress is therefore defined, consistent with Selye's paradigm

(1946, 1952, 1978), as the internal state of the plant, created by

stressing factors, and required energy expenditure on the part of

the plant, to maintain normal physological function. A stressing

factor is any agent which elicits this response Examples of

stressing factors are pathogens, nutrient deficiencies, temperature

extremes, physical damage, and water depletion.



Fig 3.25 The modelled daily biomass of leaf tissue (1401). stem
tissue (1402), root tissue (X401) under nonlimiting
standard input conditions.
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Fig 3.26 The physiological adaptation subsystem flowchart.
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The specific manifestation of stress in the model is the

switch in allocation priorities under stress. The primary effect of

stress on model behavior favors tuber development (Fig 3.27, A and

B). Another minor consequence is the diversion of carbohydrates from

normal growth and respiration maintainance to be allocated toward

adaptation energy.

Stress (X503) is represented in the model in units (kcal) of

required adaptation energy. The sum of energy required by all

stressing factors in a day is stored as the state variable, Total

Incoming Stress (X506, Fig 3.28). A state variable, Adaptation

Energy (X501), represents an energy reserve (in kcals), to be used

by the plant to overcome stress. The difference between the maximum

level of adaptation energy reserves and that which remains at the

end of the timestep is the state variable, Stress, (X503, Fig 3.29).

The magnitude of stress dictates the demand by the

physiological adaptation subsystem for carbohydrates from the

allocation and growth subsystem in the next timestep. The presence

of stress also influences the allocation priority between tubers and

vegetative parts. The specific mechanism allows the presence of

small amounts of stress, which do not cause apparent modification to

vegetative growth, to promote increased tuber production, causing

the diversion of unstructured carbohydrates in the plant. The

behavior of this model structure is explored in Chapter IV.



Fig 3.27 The allocate to tubers under A) a modelled season of no
stress; and B) a modelled season of moisture stress
induced by water supplied at half field capacity.
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Fig 3.28 The total incoming stress state variable (1506) during a

modelled season of water supplied at half field capacity

(i.e. severe moisturedeficiet).
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Fig 3.29 The stress state variable (X503) during a modelled
season of water supplied at half field capacity (i.e.

severe moisture deficiet).
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Physical Damage Subsystem

The physical damage subsystem (Fig 3.30) is a convenient

structure representing the calculation of biomass reduction

coefficients caused by damage to the plant daily. Damage can result

from any factor that causes specific or general damage to plant

parts. Specifically modelled are the mechanical reductions of

biomass that would be expected in the case of insect feeding,

cultural practices, or pathogens. The diseases caused by the

pathogens E. carotovora, V. dahliae, Sclerotinia and nematodes are

explicitly represented in this subsystem and the damage they cause

is related to the timing, severity of infection and condition of the

plant. The amount of damage from all the sources is tabulated daily

by plant part and results in coefficients that are used in the

capacities update subsystem and are monitored during the season in

the state variables of damage to plant parts (Y601, Y602, Y603,

Y604; see Fig 3.31). The Table 3.2 represents the weighted

coefficients and maximum damage at one time step used in this

subsystem.

Capacities Update Subsystem

In the capacities update subsystem (Fig 3.32) the physical

damage coefficients (Y601, Y602, Y603, Y604) are subtracted from the

newly updated biomasses (X401, X402, X403, X404) The stress
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Fig 3.30 The physical damage subsystem flowchart.
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Fig 3.31 The leaf damage state variable (Y601) modelled during a

water stress season.
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Table 3.2 The weighted coefficients and maximum damage to

each plant part used in the tabulation of damage

in the damage subsystem.

Damaging
Agent

Leaf

Coefficient of Effect of Biomass
and Capacities

Biomass Capacities

Stem Root Tuber Stem Root

Water Deficit .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 .01

Erwinia .05 .10 .15 .00 .20 .20

Scierot nia .01 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00

Verticillium .00 .00 .04 .00 .04 .04

Nematodes .00 .00 .01 .02 .00 .03

Mechanical
Leaf Damage .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Stem Damage .00 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00

Root Damage .00 .00 .10 .00 .00 .00

Tuber Damage .00 .00 .00 .10 .00 .00

Daily Maximum .05 .01 .03 .02
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Fig 3.32 The capacities update subsystem flowchart.
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coefficient calculated in the physiological adaptation subsystem

(X503) is used to reduce the capacities associated with respective

biomass. The plant's capacities to perform physiologic function

then are calculated and stored in the state variables of capacities,

namely, Leaf Photosynthetic Capacity (X701), Stem Photosynthetic

Capacity (X502), Leaf Transpiration Capacity (X703), Stem

Transpiration Capacity (X704), and Root Absorption Capacity (X705)

(Fig 3.33 and 3.34).

DISCUSSION AND OVERVIEW

The daily transpiration rate (Fig 3.35), under nonlimiting

water conditions, is controlled early in the season by the lack of

stem and leaf tissue and corresponding capacities for water

movement. Later in the season the daily fluctuations are the result

of the evaporative demand set by the needs of the plant. The amount

of photosynthate produced (Fig 3.24) is constrained early in the

season by the lack of transpiration which results from undeveloped

vegetative biomss. Later in the season it follows the daily

fluctuations of transpiration yet the influence of the unstructured

carbohydrate negative feedback mechanism can be seen as production

is dampened prior to and much after tuber initiation with the

buildup of unstructured carbohydrates (Fig 3.15). This reduction in



Fig 3.33 Modelled plant capacities to perform physiologic
functions of water movement, leaf transpiration
capacity (1701), stem transpiration capacity (1703),
root absorbtion capacity (1705).
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Fig 3.34 Modelled plant capacities to perform physiologic
functions ofphotosynthesis. leaf photosynthetic
capacity (1702), stem photosynthetic capacity (X705).
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Fig 3.35 The daily level of transpiration (Y101) during a
standard model run.
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production rate does not influence tuber growth because the tuber

biomass has priority in carbohydrate allocation although it does

create a slowdown of vegetative growth which contributes to the

reduction in photosynthetic production.

Mother tuber biomass (Fig 3.18) follows a pattern of gradual

decline as carbohydrates are metabolized and used for daughter plant

growth (Fig 3.19) or in respiration maintainance of the mother tuber

biomass.

The allocation and growth subsystem operates under

nonconstrained conditions (nonlimited water, standard nitrogen

application) to produce vegetative growth curves that follow

expected patterns (Fig 3.25). Leaf biomass reaches a maximum and

slowly decline; this is a result of the maximal canopy cover being

achieved. After the point of maximal canopy cover, leaves are added

at active growing tips only to replace those completely shaded in

the undercanopy. This replacement phenomena and maximal level of

leaf biomass per plant can be set dependent on planting rates or

cultivar types. The tuber biomass (Fig 3.36) shows a linear rate of

bulking after initiation. This is due to nonlimited nitrogen and

carbohydrates available for growth.

Unstructured carbohydrates are the result of net

photosynthetic production, mother tuber metabolization, and unused

unstructured carbohydrates remaining from the previous day (Fig



Fig 3.36 The modelled daily tuber biomass (X404) under
nonlimiting standard input conditions.
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3.15). This variable is the cumulative measure of excess energy

availble to the plant. The nonlimited, nondamaged scenario of the

standard model allows carbohydrate accumulation. The reason for

this shape of the unstructured carbohydrate curve is a preliminary

buildup of carbohydrate due to a high rate of photosynthetic

production related to plant activity set by transpiration and

notlimited by feedback inhibition. As the tubers are initiated the

unstructured carbohydrates are stored in tuber biomass at a rapid

rate. The negative feedback from a large reserve of unstructured

carbohydrates is removed and photosynthetic production occurs at the

maximal rate dictated by capacities and transpiration rate. Again

towards the end of the season the unstructured carbohydrates

accumulate and act to reduce the production rate. The occurrence of

damage, stress, altered nitrogen status and other conditions causes

large changes in the seasonal trajectory of this variable.

The physiological adaptation subsystem accumulates daily

stressing factors (Fig 3.28) and uses adaptation energy (Fig 3.37)

to maintain homeostasis and prevent the build up of stress (Fig

3.29). Stress accumulated from a run with a water shortage

influences the plant by diverting carbohydrates from tha allocation

and growth subsystem, but more significantly changes allocation

priority to the tubers as can be seen in Fig 3.27, A and D. In this

diagram the allocate to the tubers is preferred in times of stress

allowing tubers to sooner attain a larger sink strength relative to



Fig 3.37 Adaptation Energy (Y501) used by the stress subsystem
in a season of water shortage.
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vegetative growth. This results in model behaviors of accelerated

tuber growth in times of stress. This set of behaviors are

addressed more completely in a discussion of model behavior in

Chapter 4.

Physical damage to each plant part is the sum of incoming

physical reductions of tissue. The upper limits of maximum damage

at a single timestep act at this point to describe the curves as can

be seen for example in Fig 3.31 where leaf biomass is damaged as a

result of water shortage to the plant.

The capacities update subsystem reduces the biomass of each

plant part from physical damage and uses the updated biomass along

with the current level of stress in the plant to calculate

capacities to perform physiological processes. When stress does not

impair capacities they are a constant function of the biomass (Fig

3.33 and Fig 3.34).
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IV A POTATO GROWTH AND PRODUCTION MODEL

Model Behavioral Analysis and Conclusion

ABSTRACT

Model behaviors are analyzed in the context of the four

general original objectives of the study. The areas of behavioral

analysis involve i) irrigation scheduling, ii) nitrogen regimes,

iii) reduction of physiological capacity, and iv) the

stressallocation mechanism. Suggestions are made for alternative

management strategies based on hypotheses explored with and

generated by the model. Specifically, management strategies for the

predicted occurrence of earlydying are reviewed.

The behavioral analyses reveal that the potato plant growth

model provides realistic responses to nitrogen and irrigation

inputs, and has the ability to show the earlydying response to a

variety of causal factors. The capability of the model to respond

realistically to management inputs makes it useful for evaluating

potential management alternatives. In addition, the model has acted

to generate questions on how the system functions.

INTRODUCTION

A behavioral analysis was performed on the model for purposes

of confirming model behaviors and exploring the objectives for which

the model was developed. The model and data collected in this study
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are used together to interpret the current level of understanding of

the production system.

The model itself stands as an hypothesis of how the system

operates. Model structure represents either the current level of

understanding, explicit representations of hypotheses to be

explored, or convienient methods for producing prescribed model

behavior. The model behavior produced is a result of model design

and should be as expected, because the origin of model structure

lies with its creator. However, it is necessary to confirm

theoretical constructs and model behavior, and surprises are not

unexpected.

The model uses inputs familar and available to the grower, and

generates growth trajectories based on current knowledge and

hypotheses of the operation of physiological mechanisms of potato

growth. This structure allows inputs to be modified to explore

resulting changes in plant growth activity. The model is thereby

capable of evaluating management strategies. Modifications to the

model can be made to simulate the the effect of physical damage

which might be expected as the result of insect feeding or diseses

altering physiological function and resulting growth patterns. This

model capacity can be used to confirm the current level of

understanding of the effect of certain disease and other scenarios.

The capacity to study the effect of pathogens on plant growth

is available in three ways. The first method is a direct reduction

of physical plant part biomass. This might occur with insect

feeding, by mechanical damage by cultivation, or by pathogenic
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damage of tissue. The second method of modelling disease is by

impairing a specific physiological function. Examples of this may

be aphids causing a direct reduction in the unstructured

carbohydrates by sap feeding, E. carotovora or V. dahliae reducing

water movement capacity by blocking vessels, or a virus increasing

respiration or decreasing photosynthetic efficiency. In each of

these cases the effect of the pathogen (abiotic or biotic) is

represented in its direct and specific known effect on plant

physiological mechanisms. A third way in which disease could alter

plant growth is represented in the physiological adaptation

subsystem. In this subsystem the effect of a pathogen contributes

to using a limited supply of adaptation energy. The use of this

energy effects the plant by changing allocation priorities of the

plant, as well as diverting carbohydrates otherwise used for normal

growth and respiration.

The current structure of the model allows exploration into the

earlydying phenomena. Earlydying (premature plant senescence),

can be incited in the plant with many input scenarios including E.

carotovora or V. dahliae, water shortage or any factor causing

impairment of water movement to the leaves. The physiological

adaptation subsystem allows for preferential tuber allocation and

general diversion of carbohydrates in the absence of a particular

single attributable factor. Reduced capacities in the presence of

stress, loss of plant vigor, the symptoms of earlydying, including

the behavior of early and more rapid tuber bulking, are all provided

by the model response.
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METHODS

Model runs were made with the model version described in

detail in Chapter III (see also Appendix). For clarity and

comparison, the analysis is divided into four parts, each exploring

a unique feature of model behavior: i)irrigation schedule; ii)

nitrogen regime; iii) the effect of reduced physiological

capacities; and iv) the influence of the physiological adaptation

subsystem.

The inputs for the model runs are listed in Table 4.1 through

4.4.

RESULTS

The results of the study of irrigation schedule can be seen in

Fig 4.4. The reduction of daily available water to 75 percent of

field capacity appears not to have influenced vegetative growth nor

tuber production (Fig 4.4 B). The reduction to 50 percent of field

capacity causes profound changes in plant growth behavior. These

can be seen by a reduction of transpiration, photosynthetic

production, and available carbohydrates and by reduced vegetative

and tuber growth. The model plant appears to shut down when the

demand for water exceeds available supply, at which point plant

processes and growth stop.



Table 4.1 Model inputs for irrigation schedule behavioral analyses.

Name of Run Irrigation
Schedule

Nitrogen Capacity Stress
Regime Loss Allocation

A STANDARD
1 2

At Field Standard
Capacity schedule

B 75 % Field Capacity At 75 % Standard
Capacity schedule

C 50 % Field Capacity At 50 % Standard

D Station

E Early shortage

F Late shortage

G Nitrogen/Water

Capacity 3 schedule
Actual S84 Standard
Schedule schedule

At 50 % F.0 <100 Standard
At 100% F.C.)100 schedule
At 100% F.0 <100 Standard
At 50 % F.C.)100 schedule

At 50 % At 50 %
schedule schedule

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

1. Field capacity set daily at 3.5 inches in top 2 ft of soil.
2. Standard nitrogen schedule -- see Fig 4.1.
3. The actual daily water applied at S84 -- see Fig 4.2.



Fig 4.1 The applied irrigation water at S84.
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Fig 4.2 A standard schedule of nitrogen application used
during the 1984 growing season.
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Table 4.2 Model inputs for nitrogen regime behavioral analyses.

Name of Run Irrigation
Schedule

Nitrogen
Regime

Capacity Stress
Loss Allocation

A STANDARD

B 50 % Nitrogen

C 25 % Nitrogen

D 2.0 gm/in

E 1.5 gm/in

F Beginning N

O 5 x Original
Nitrogen

1

At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity

2

Standard None
schedule
50 % reduce None
standard
7S % reduce None
standard
Fixed daily None
2.0 gm/in
Fixed daily None
1.0 gm/in

All N applied None
prior to plant
5 X N applied None
all at plant

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

I. Field capacity set at 3.5 inches in top 2 ft of soil.
2. Standard nitrogen schedule -- see Fig 4.1.



Table 4.3 Model inputs for behavioral analyses of capacity reductions of

physiological functions.

Name of Run Irrigation
Schedule

Nitrogen
Regime

1

Capacity Stress
Loss Allocation

A STANDARD

B Leaf Transpiration
Capacity Reduction

C Stem Transpiration
Capacity Reduction

D Root Absorbtion
Capacity Reduction

B Leaf and Stem Trans.
Capacity Reduction

F Leaf and Stem Trans.
Capacity Reduction

2

At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity
At Field
Capacity

3

Standard None Yes

schedule
Standard Leaf None

schedule
Standard Stem
schedule
Standard Root None

schedule
Standard Leaf. Stem None

schedule
Standard Leaf, Stem Yes

schedule

None

1. The reduction in plant capacities follows the seasonal trajectory
seen in Fig 4.3.

2. Field capacity set at 3.5 inches in top 2 ft of soil.

3. Standard nitrogen schedule see Fig 4.1.



Fig 4.3 The percent capacity reduction of physiological
processes simulating disease.
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Table 4.4 Model inputs for behavioral analyses using the stress allocation
mechanism.

Name of Run Irrigation
Schedule

Nitrogen
Regime

Capacity Stress
Loss Allocation

1

A STANDARD At Field
Capacity

B STANDARD with stress At Field

C Early water
shortage with
stress

D Late water
shortage with
stress

E Reduced temperature
stress

F 5 x Original

Capacity
At 50 % F.0 <100
At 100% F.C.>100

At 100% F.0 <100
At 50 % F.C.>100

At Field
Capacity
At Field

Nitrogen with stress Capacity
G Beginning Nitrogen At Field

with stress Capacity

2

Standard None

schedule
Standard None

schedule
Standard None

schedule

Standard
schedule

None

Standard None

schedule
S X N applied None
all at plant
All N applied None
prior to plant

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Yes
3

Yes
3

Yes

1. Field capacity set at 3.5 inches in top 2 ft of soil.
2. Standard nitrogen schedule -- see Fig 4.1.
3. Air temperature stress threshold factor set at 105 F (from 100 F).
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The model input of the irrigation schedule used at S84 (Fig

4.2) results in surpressing transpiration during a period at

earlymid season. As water availability becomes nonlimiting,

transpiration resumes, as does photosynthetic production. The

unused nitrogen is used later in the season and creates a vegetative

surge in growth. However, tuber growth appears to start at normal

time, lag during the period of water shortage, and never reach

normal levels.

Growth behavior from model runs with water shortage conditions

(50 percent field capacity) prior to day 100 in the season (Fig 4.4

E) appears unaffected. However, the same level of water shortage

after day 100 (Fig 4.4 8 F) alters vegetative growth and tuber

production dramatically. These two runs indicate the importance of

mid and late season irrigation scheduling to yield.

The interaction between nitrogen and water can be seen in the

model run trajectorie (Fig 4.4 G) where both nitrogen and irrigation

regime were 50 percent of that normaly applied. The result is

plants which appear to have reduced rates of physiologic processes

yet sufficient carbohydrate production for appqrently normal tuber

and plant growth. This last run might suggest an investigation into

the level of management controlled requirements to grow a potato

crop.

The results of the model study of nitrogen regimes can be seen

in Fig 4.5. Reducing the normal schedule of nitrogen (Fig 4.1) to
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4.4 Model behavior analysis of irrigation regimes (Inputs
for each run are summarized in Table 4.1).

Column Variable(s)
1 Vegetative Biomasses
2 Tuber Biomass
3 Transpiration
4 Net Photosynthetic Production
5 Unstructured Carbohydrates
6 Constraints to Vegetative Growth

7 Tuber Allocate
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4.5 Model behavior analysis of nitrogen regimes (Inputs

for each run are summarized in Table 4.2).

Column Variable(s)
1 Vegetative Biomasses
2 Tuber Biomass
3 Transpiration
4 Net Photosynthetic Production
5 Unstructured Carbohydrates
6 Constraints to Vegetative Growth
7 Tuber Allocate
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50 percent (Fig. 4.5 B) and 25 percent (Fig. 4.5 C) of the nominal

shows a decrease in the vegetative plant growth yet tuber production

remains unchanged. The reduced vegetative biomass causes a slight

reduction in plant processes resulting in less build up of

unstructured carbohydrates. Tuber growth remains unchanged due to

the fact that tubers require only small amounts of nitrogen in the

formation stage and retain allocation priority at the end of the

season. These runs suggest exploring possibilities of less nitrogen

application to favor tuber production over vegetative growth.

The model results seen in Fig 4.5 D and B represent nitrogen

availability at the constant daily rates of 2.0 and 1.5 gm per inch

respectively, throughout the season. The relatively high and

constant rates of nitrogen cause vegetative plant parts to flourish

but no change in tuber growth. A similar result is acheived when

five times the normal schedule of nitrogen (Fig. 4.5 G) is provided.

Model results seen in Fig 4.5 F show the effect of applying

all the nitrogen that would normally be applied during the whole

season at planting. Again vegetative growth is greater than normal

but the leaf biomass appears to drop towards the end of the season

with the limited nitrogen. This group of runs demonstrates the

independence of tuber initiation and bulking from level of nitrogen

in the model, under otherwise nonlimiting conditions. It suggests

considering using less nitrogen to grow only the vegetative

apparatus necessary to grow a crop of tubers.

The set of model outputs associated with a reduction of
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physiological capacities can be seen in Fig. 4.6. In the run seen

in Fig 4.6 B, leaf transpiration capacity was reduced by Fig. 4.3.

perhaps simulating the effect of a specific disease to the blockage

of leaf petioles. The stress allocation mechanism was used in this

run. This mechanism operated to divert carbohydrates to tubers when

stress was present. The input conditions of this run resulted in

reduced transpiration due to failure in the capacity of the leaves

to move water. This situation led to less photosynthetic production

and early season plant death. However, because the stress

allocation subsystem was operating to divert carbohydrates,

unstructured carbohydrates didn't accumulate and tuber bukling was

at a more rapid rate reaching almost normal levels in a short time.

When vascular transpiration capacity is reduced by the same

trajectory (Fig 4.3) used to reduce leaf transpiration capacity the

plant behavior results in normal growth (Fig 4.6 C). This would

indicate that water movement in the leaf under normal conditions is

not limited at the stem. This is expected given the modelled

relationship of capacities to respective plant part biomass. When

root transpiration capacity is reduced by the same trajectory (Fig

4.10 D) the plant is severly effected and dies early in the season

representing the sensitivity of the modelled plant to healthy and

functional roots.

The last two model runs in Fig 4.6 demonstrate the effect of

reducing two capacities simultaneously. The run shown in Fig. 4.6 E

represents both the leaf and stem capacities reduced by the
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4.6 Model behavior analysis of physiological capacities

reduction (Inputs for each run are summarized in Table 4.3).

Column Variable(s)

1 Vegetative Biomasses

2 Tuber Biomass

3 Transpiration

4 Net Photosynthetic Production

Unstructured Carbohydrates

6 Constraints to Vegetative Growth

7 Damage to Vegetative Biomass
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trajectory seen in Fig 4.3. The results were a plant growth

trajectory that sustained less damage than that when either the

stem, root or leaf transpiration capacities were reduced

individually. The reason for this is due to the nature of the

function that describes water movement. Namely that the

transpiration will be the minimum of available water or the capacity

to deliver it to the leaves. If the plant is in balance in its

reduced capacity then it will continue to function at a lower level

of activity. If however, one of the capacities is reduced

independent of the others it would result in an imbalance of

function creating more damage as can be seen in the last column of

Fig 4.6. The same run with the stress allocation mechanism

included, Fig 4.6 F, vegetatively appears the same but tuber growth

is accelerated and reaches a higher yield due to the allocation

preference to tubers in the presence of stress. The stress mechanism

allows tubers be produced instead of the plant accumulating

unstructured carbohydrates. Whether either of these modelled

phenomena occur is an interesting topic for future investigation.

A behavioral study of the use of the stress allocation

priority mechanism as a result of incorporating the physiological

adaptation subsystem in the model can be seen in Fig 4.7. The

amount of stress ranges between none in the standard run (Fig. 4.7

A), to low (Fig 4.7 E through G), medium (Fig 4.7 D) and high (Fig

4.7 C). Stress is the result of the sum of stressing factors
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4.7 Model behavior analysis of the physiological adaptation

subsystem and stressallocation (Inputs for each run are

summarized in Table 4.4).

Column Variable(s)

1 Vegetative Biomasses

2 Tuber Biomass
3 Transpiration
4 Net Photosynthetic Production

5 Unstructured Carbohydrates
6 Constraints to Vegetative Growth

7 Tuber Allocate
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including air and leaf temperature, water shortage and frost. The

standard run with stress (Fig 4.7 B) results in a similar vegetative

growth trajectory with larger tuber production. The main effect of

the inclusion of the stress allocation mechanism is to allow the

unstructured carbohydrates to be stored as tuber biomass. This

mechanism promotes rapid tuber development and more carbohydrate

production due to the absence of the negative feedback associated

with high levels of unstructured carbohydrates.

The run seen in Fig 4.7 C has water limiting during the first

100 days in the season and at field capacity after day 100. The run

seen in Fig. 4.7 D has water limiting after day 100 (at 50 percent

of field capacity). These two runs are directly comparable to those

analysed with the irrigation behaviors (Fig 4.4 E and F) except that

these also contain the stress allocation mechanism. In both

scenarios tuber production is greater with the stress mechanism

included due to the enhanced allocate to the tubers.

In the following runs the stress threshold for air temperature

was raised from 100 to 105 F, that is, in preeceding runs any air

temperature above 100 F caused plant stress. The standard run with

this modification (Fig. 4.7 E) appears unchanged from the alternate

stress threshold for temperature.

When nitrogen is added at five times the normal rate and the

stress allocation mechanism is activated, tuber growth is still

favored despite extensive vegetative development. It appears in the

model that the stress mechanism and excess nitrogen may act in
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opposite directions in influencing plant growth. The meaning and

actual need for the stress allocation mechanism derived from the

physiological adaptation system is a subject for future

consideration and field testing.

DISCUSSION

The above behavioral analysis allows consideration of the

original management questions and model ojectives. Given acceptance

of the cause and nature of the earlydying syndrome, we can question

it's effect on plant growth and tuber development. In general the

effect of the disease is a reduction in transpiration due to less

water delivered at the leaves. A similar scenario could be caused

by a water shortage, by a reduction in water movement capacity, or

by the occurrence of a specific transpiration inhibitor. The

lowered transpiration level results in less photosynthetic

production, higher nontranspirational water losses, and higher leaf

temperatures. If the stress mechanism hypothesis is operational,

tuber allocation is preferred over vegetative growth and the

occurrence of this stress might thereby actually favor tuber

production. An effective management for this scenario would take

advantage of the early tuber bulking and nonvegetative growth

pattern associated with the earlydying syndrome. The decision not

to fumigate and/or to rely on reduction of inoculum by rotation

might follow as a result of the objective not to eliminate the

disease but take advantage of the earlier crop it hypothetically
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produces. Applying less nitrogen and irrigation might be

reccomended as well, to favor the production of an early, less

vegetative crop.

Model exploration into the potato production system has lead

to the perspective that growers should consider alternative

potential yields. That is, the history of a field is considered

when decisions for potato crop production are made. Rather than

accept the practice of fumigation followed by high levels of

fertilization leading to long season, high yielding potato plants,

other alternatives would consider shorter seasons with less costly

management inputs, tolerating disease, for example. A study of

potential management strategies should consider this

interrelationship and the benifits of alternative nitrogen

schedules. Field observations and model trajectories in agreement

with the literature indicate that the commonly used levels of

nitrogen encourage the production of a highly vegetative growth form

and delay tuber onset and bulking. This vegetative plant with a

characteristically lush canopy is known to favor bacterial disease

development. In order to increase tuber production efficiency,

reduce disease development and irrigation requirements the

consideration of alternative management strategies should be

investigated thoroughly. The model provides the capacity to explore

the range of accepted and hypothetical management strategies.

CONCLUSIONS
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Model structure is a direct result of incorporating needed

capacities to address management objectives and model questions

outlined in Chapter I. These issues served to structure and focus

the current knowledge of the production system. The results of the

behavioral analysis and field observations are reviewed in light of

these original objectives. The model has the ability to show the

earlydying response to a variety of causal factors. The

earlydying response is one of reduced transpiration leading to

reduced carbohydrate production, vegetative growth and plant damage.

If the disease occurs early in the season substantial yield losses

are predicted by the model and observed in the field. Management

strategies that take advantage of the less vegetative growth form

and shorter season associated with earlydying would reduce the

costs of production. The alternative management strategy, practiced

by a few growers, of nonfumigated, and early season production

emphasizes yield, not maintaining disease free plants.

The importance of observed diseases, represented in the model

by their effective reduction of physiological capacities, can be

addressed. The prevention of diseases by mangement should be in

light of the potential yield reduction, not to avoid symptoms. The

actual loss in physiological capacity and production should be

considered in a mangement strategy aimed at tuber production.

The concept of stress and its effect on altering allocation

properties of the plant is a useful mechanism providing for

preferential tuber production in plants under adverse conditions.

The trend towards accelerated tuber formation and bulking has been
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observed in field data collection and should be further

investigated. Additionally, the existence of a functional

homeostatic mechanism in plants remains an interesting issue for

future study.

In addition to providing a tool for considering potential

management strategies, the model has acted to generate questions on

how the system is viewed. Specifically, model study has raised the

questions of the importance of disease in the reduction of tuber

yield. Does the earlydying syndrome create an allocation pattern

in the plant that favors tuber development despite poor vegetative

growth, and might this be exploited to reduce inputs and encourage

yields? If earlydying is at all beneficial to tuber yield what

does the level of V. dahliae inoculum mean? Which is the mechanism

responsible for allocation characteristics in potatoes? These

questions are central to our further exploration and revision of how

we view the potato production system. In general the model has

provided the capacity to ask questions and generate ideas and

hypotheses.

Field observations identified some common management practices

and the associated plant growth and yield behaviors. The influence

of cropping history, fumigation, and water and nitrogen regime are

very important in determining crop growth behavior and yield. A

management strategy -- the set of decisions that begin with the

question of planting potatoes, continue through harvesting, and end

with the condition the field is left in for the next crop -- is

influenced by our fundamental understanding of how the system
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operates. The model can provide insights to the influences of each

of these decisions in the context of useful production scenarios.
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APPENDIX A -- 19S3 Grower Information Form

Cropping History

Year Crop Yield/Acre Motes

1982
1981

1980
1979
1978

Fumigation History

Fumigant Rate Date Applied

1.

2.

3.

4.

1983 Management Information

Planting Date

Tillage Program

Preplant tillage
Type

1.

2.

3.

Postplant tillage
Type Date

L.

2.

3.

Fertility Program

Preplant broadcast

Fertilizer Rate

1.
2.

240



APPENDIX A -- 1983 Grower Information Form (Continued)

-2-

Banded
Fertilizer Rate Date Method of Application

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

It may be easier to give the date N was started through the water and the rate

per week applied.

Irrigation Program Total inches applied

If available, the amount of water applied broken down by date of

application.

Date # inches

It may be easier to give the data you started the irrigation pivot system, the

schedule for the pivot system (36 hr or 56 hr or ....), and the amount of

water applied for each irrigation. I assume the frequency or amount of water

applied in August to mid-September decreased.

Pesticide Program

Pesticides

Was a vinekiller used?

Any plant hormones used?

Row width
Plant Spacing

Yield Information

% #1's
% #2's

Other

Total Yield

Method of

Compound Rate Date Application

1.
2.
3.

Type Date

Type Rate Date

241



APPENDIX B 1984 Field Information Form

FIELD

LIGHT
Csalid Readings

DATE TIME

242

4 6__7 8 9 10 1/ 12

Footcandles Air
Soil
Canooy

TEMPERATURE

0.11

6

12 '
18 "
24 "
30 '
36

Air 3 Feet
9roune
Canozy 0'
Carooy 6"
Canopy IF"
Darcpy 16'
Canozy 24'
Canocy 30"
Canozy .6"

Canooy a"
=LPsice Canooy -5"
:nside Zarozy 0"

Canopy -6

NM MOIMMYOM

YPYO.
ado...yY

YYY YYYM
y.myY

y.M.MY
YYMY

GENERAL

3ot: E-cr.:_ir. /mading

N..;moers Se: End

Wicon

Zepris incox

3row:r

E:ress Incax

3enera: Zescripoions

7nseozs. rotatirs: Pastioides,



APPENDIX B -- 1984 Plant Data Information Form
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APPENDIX B 1984 Grower Information Form

POTATO HISTORY INPUT FORM

FIELD:

YEAR: 19

GROWER NAME:

----------------

PREVIOUS CROPS: 19
19
19
19

HISTORY

LAST YEAR IN POTATOES: l9,

NUMBER TIMES IN POTATOES: times

CROP INFORMATION
ACRES:

VARIETY:

SEED SOURCE:

IRRIGATION METHOD:

WATER SOURCE: (RIVER, WELL, DITCH)

IRRIGATION METHOD: (PIVOT WHEEL LINE HAND LINE FURROW)

SOIL TYPE: SERIES:

SOIL ANALYSIS:

othei.
analysis

PM
N

ANALYSIS UNITS

P2OZ
K20

.111

244

What lab did soil analysis? VOINMAIIN=
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APPENDIX B 1984 Grower Information Form

PICLD
28717 CPCARTIOn

88/81

88/28

WI*
82/11

02/18

12/22

04161

04/04

84/12

64/22

*was

OSA*

86/12

87820

85/87

88/(81

01110

84117

siva.

07/48

WM*

07/12

47/28

87/71,

04/417

88112

08/11

04/111,

40/82

00080

Mita

88/22

418/28

10/87

£8014

MAU
&WM
11/08

11/1411

14/28

OP1NATI0N8 THOOMMOUT SEASON

MOUNT PCMT7612418
IARTORTION TVOC AeCtorf

=WA
08111111NOITTOme

aN11.1.11,

0M11111

Mar

=.1111.00

.mmomm



APPENDIX C -- POINT FIVE CODE FOR SPUD

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064

\ COMPLETE POTATO MODEL VERSION 1.0 10-85

\ INITIALIZATION FOR THE COMPLETE MODEL TO BE EXECUTED JUST

x42
xmax-1
xmammwm-1

ilinegraph(time,appwater)
81inegraph(time.acctemp)
Ilinegraph(time,sqacctomp) I

81inwgraph(time,tempsw)

.005 ;

(time,nitrogenapp)
(time,nitrogenbrd) I

(time,nitrogenmin)

age2
flinegraph
81inegraph
Olinegraph
soilN
nitrogen
Ilinegraph
81inegraph
81inegraph
flinegraph
81inegraph
leaf temp
tempadj
acctdem

246

10-3(1)-85--
ONCE

daily applied water (inches)
accumulated air temperature (>55 F)
squared accumulated air temperature (>55 F)

temperature switch for begining mother tuber

metabolization ( 1 when acctemp > 50)
coefficient of maintainance respiration
daily water applied nitrogen
daily applied solid nitrogen
daily minearlized nitrogen

sum(take(nitrogenapp,xm)) ; sum of nitrogenapp before plant
b10[253*(nitrogenapp+nitrogenbrd+nitrogenmin)

(time.nitrogen) total nitrogen available for plants (gm/p1)

(time,solar) f Solar radiation input (Langleys)
(time,photoper) I Photoperiod length (Hrs.)
(time,evapdem) f Evaporative Demand (Penman)
(time,avetemp) Average Daytime Temperature (F)

b10[21ssolar Potential leaf temp is a function of solar

photoperab10C37 Temperature adjustment for leaf

b10[13*evapdem ; Actual evaporative demand

81inegraph(time,leafgp,stemgp,rootgp) ;
Idealized growth potentials (R..8.)

Leafgposjoinrow(fill(0,43)0(3S/(14-5*(exp((index(182)+1)*(-.05)))))-6.34))
Stemgpjoinrow(fill(0,43),((80/(1+40*(exp((index(182)+1)*(-.05)))))-2.15))
Rootgonjoinrow(fill(0,43),((10/(1+10*(exp((index(182)+1)*(-.05)))))-1.00))
llinegraph(time,t,b) ; where t is the rate of photorespiration

each day in the season and b is the weighted

value of allocate sink strength each day

btake(joinrow(fill(0,41),(.5*exp(-.050*(index(225))))),225)

;must execute these before every run
x101Tv,x1022v,x103.szv,y101zv,y102zy,y103zy,y1042v,y105Iv,y106=zy
y2012v,y202.112v,
y3Oliezv
x4010zy,x402zv,x403zv,x4042v,x405mcv,x406zv,y4022v,y403mezv
x407zy,x4080zy,x4092v,x41021,
x5012v,x50371,,x5060mv,y5012v,y5022v
y6Oluzv,y6022v,y603zv,y604zv,y605zy,y606zy
x7Oliezv,x7020zv,x703zv,x704zy,x705=zy

x42,xmag41
g4290,05000,0490,0560
)8501Exe3 10 f initial adapt energy

x301Gxm3 50 initial mother tuber

g414 = 0, g4160 , g4540
x101Exes33.5-b1OC273 ;the initial value of water beginning of the season

;where 3.5 is field capacity in inches and b10C273

Its soil water content at wilting point
x103rxm3b10C257avoi1N f the conversion of soil N to a per plant basis

g4490
x41

;TRANSPIRATION SUBSYSTEM RUN S - 15 - 85

x x+1

reserves
biomass

10 4(1)-85-



APPENDIX C -- POINT FIVE CODE FOR SPUD (Continued)

WOO X111

066 xmm x-2
067 9101 - x401Cxm7 + x402txml
068 002 - x1010;m3 + appwaterCxl
069 8103 - 9102 - b10t63
070 if 9103 It 0 then 003 .1 0
071 g104 - 3.50; 9102 - 9103

247

I Stem & Leaf Biomass
; total water
runoff
runoff cannot be negative
actual water (set at field cap.)

072 y106Cxl - b1007] * 004 ; water availability

073 9105 - REPLACELT(y106Cx3-acctdemCx3,1,0,0) ; water avail/in

074 comp3[17=x7050(02,comp3I23=x703Cx03,comp3[37=1;701Exm3
;store 3 values

075 8106 = min(comp3)*b10[83 ; Min capacity to move water

076 9107 = b10[103*9101 ; max cellular Water Hold Capacity

077 comp3t17=g106,comp3[2]=9105,comp3[3]=7 ; store comparison
078 008 - min(comp3),comp3C33=evapdem[x] ; avail water to leaves

079 009 - min(comp3) ; transpiration rate
080 if 009 eq evapdem[xl then 010=0 else g110=1 I check avail water

081 gill - 9109.* photoperCx] ; transpiration in inches /day

082 y10400= leaftemp[x]-(009*tempadj[xl) ; leaf temperature

083 if y10400 It avetempCx3 then y104Cx3=avetemp[x] I leaf temp > air temp

084 if 9101 le 0 then y104043=? leaf temp missing without biomass

085 y102Cx3= REPLACELT;010*b10[4]*y104Cxl*(evapdtmCx3-9108),1,0,0) NTWL

086 012 - REPLACELT;b10[113*x102[xm3,1.0,0) ; max NTWL

087 if y102Cx3 ge 9112 then y102tx3 - 9112 NTWL

088 013 - REPLACELT(008-b10052*T102Cx2,1,0,0) ; actual Leaf water

089 014 = 013 photoper[x] ; transp inches/day
090 comp3C13=g111,comp3t23=g114,comp3[31=7
091 y103Ex3= REPLACELT;(y102Cx3/012)*b10[133.1,0,0) ;water status

092 y10ICx3= min(comp3) ; trams!) inches/day

093 022 = x103Exml+nitrogenCx3 I N cant in the soil

094 y105Cx3= REPLACELE(022/4.0,1,0,0) I cone of N in water

095 8125 - g103*y105C)17 I N lost to runoff

096 8126 = y10100*y10500 N taken up by plant

097 comp3[13=acctdemCx3,comp3E23=b10t57.10y102Ex],comp3C33=?
removing

098 8127 - max(comp3) get new soil water

099 x101C)0= REPLACELT(g104-y101Cx3-027,1.0,0) ; soil water

100 if 8110 eq 0 then x102[x3=g107 else ::102[x3=x102Cxml-y102tx7.

101 x103Cx3=x103Exa0-9123-g126+nitrogenCx] I soil N

102 ;

103 ;Production Subsystem 5 - 1 - 85

104 (2201 = (x702Cxml+x704Cxm3)*O20[33 I leaf & stem photo capacity

105 if x406Exm3 ge b20[13 then 8202=b20[13/x406Exm3 else g202=1.0;carb feedback

106 9203 = 9201 y101tx] 9202 ; photo production

107 y202Cx3= 8203 * t[x] ; photorespiration

108 y201Cx3= REPLACELT4203-y202Cx].1,00) ; net photosynthesis

109 $

110 Mother Tuber Metabolization Subsystem
111 if tempsw[x]*14101Ex7 gm b30[2] then 001=sqacctemp[x] else g301=0

112 if 001 gt 00E63 then 002 sel else. 002 =001/b30[63 envir sets rate

113 y301Cx] = 9302*x301Cxml*b30[3] ; rate of mother tuber metab

114 9303 = b30[43*y301Cx]+b30[53*x301Exm3 respiration of mother tuber
tuber biomass

116
115 x301tx2 = REPLACELT(x301Cxm)-003-y301Cx),1,0,0) mother

117 ;ALLOCATION AND GROWTH SUBSYSTEM 9 - 13(3) - 85

118 8401 - y20100 + y301[x] + x406Exml ; incoming carbohydrates

119 8402 - REPLACEST(y501Cxm7.1,b4[17.b4[13) ; Adapt Energy required

120 8405 - REPLACELE(REPLACEGT(9401/g402,1,1,1),1,00)
121 y402Ex3= 8402 * 9405 allocate carb to Adapt Energy

122 9408 = g401-y402Cx3 carb remain after AE removed

123 9409 .01+REPLACELEM.10-.01)/(40-20))*(x401(xm3-20),10,0) ; leaf reap

124 9410 - x401Ix03*9409 ; leaf respiration

125 12411 = x402Exas7*age2 stem respiration

126 9412 - x403Exm3*aga2 ; root respiration

127 8413 - x404Exm3*age2 ; tuber respiration

128 if x401Cxml It 2 then 8415=I else 9415=v10100 I leaf N switch

129 if x404(xml gt 50.0 then 9414 - 1 else 8414 = 0 ; tuber priority switch

130 if x503Exm] at 0 then a414 =1 ; tuber priority with stress

NTWL
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APPENDIX C -- POINT FIVE CODE FOR SPUD (Continued)

L41 (run). = t.uua + c.iu * xvi4LxmJ)) ; increased tuber seed with stres
g416 = g414*((.90*g454)+(.10*1(410Cxml)+0151) 1 tuber demand
if x406Exm3 gt 100 then g4008=008+(.01*x406Exm3) else 94008=9408
comp5[1]=g416,comp5[23=g4008*04[277
g4161 = min(comp5) ; carb to tubers minimum of demand or available
if x503Exm] gt 0 then if x4060:m] gt 100 then g4161=0008*b4[27]
84162 = g408 - g4161 ; carb remaining after tuber allocation
g417 = x405txm3+1105Exl*g415 1 incoming N
g430 = REPLACELE(x407Exml,1,0.0.000011 I leaf allocate
g431 = REPLACELE(x408Cx03,1,0,0.00001) ; stew allocate
g432 = REPLACELE(x409Exm3.1,0,0.00001) 1 root allocate
g4301 = leafgpCxm3 - x4010(m) 1 deviation of leaf biomass from ideal
g4311 = stem9pCxm] - x402Cxm] I deviation of stem biomass from ideal
g4321 me rootgp[xm3 - x403[xm7 1 deviation of root biomass from ideal
g4302 = REPLACELE(g430+(b[x]*(g4301/(b4C10])))+(1-b[x])*.3,1,0,0.00001);
g4312 REPLACELE(031+(bCx3*(g4311/(b4[113)))+(l-b[x])*.4,1,0,0.00001/1
g4322 = REPLACELE(g432+(bCx3*(94321/(b4C123)))+(l-b[x])*.1,1,0,0.00001);
g433' (g4174.1)/b4C9] ; [total N/(N/ unit C)] - Potential growth
g434 = 94302+94312+94322 1 total demand - Potential growth
if g414 so 1 then b427=.95 else b427=.8 ; alt propert carb if tubers form
g435 = g4162 * b427 ; max allotment for veg - Potential growth
temp1[x]=8433,temp2Exl=9434,temp3Ex3=g435
comp4[13=g433,comp4[23=g434,comp4[33=9433 ;store 3 values
g436 = min(comp4) 1 Realized growth in allocate units
g440 = (g4302/g434)*g436*b4C103 ; carb to leaf biomes,

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
1.53

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

g441 = (94312/034)*g436*b4C113
g442 = (g4322/g4341*036*b4C123
x407Cx3= 040/b4[103
x408Ex3= g441/b4C113
x409[x]= g442/b4C123
g445 = g4162 - g436
g446 = 9436 * b4C91

carb to.stem biomass
carb to root biomass
memory of allocate to
memory of allocate to
memory of allocate to
carb not used for veg

I N used for veg growth

leaves
stems
roots
growth

g4465 = x4010107+g440-g410 total potential leaf biomass
if g4465 gt 35 then g44660(g4465-35)*b4E24] else g4466=0 IN from excessleaf
g447 = 9417-g446+(b4[243*g4101+94466 ; remaining N
g448 = b4C197 * g445 * (1-014) I carb for tuber growth
if x ge 70 then g449=1 daylength tuber initiation
if g449 gt 0 then g450=g450+1 count for days of tuber growth
g451 = 1 + b4[25] *(1-exp(b4[262,050)) ; tuber specific growth rate
g452 = 0 ; no tuber growth
if g450 ge 1 then g432=REPLACELT(x410Exm3,1,.05,.05) 1 min tuber growth
g453 = REPLACEST(9451*9452,1,9448,g448) ; max growth for tuber
comp6C17=g416,comp6C23=g453
g454 = max(comp6) ; tuber growth limited by demand
g455 = REPLACEST(REPLACELT(g447/(b4[143*9453).10,01,1,1,1) N tub collet

if x404[xm] gt b4C173 then g455 = 1.9456=1 I tubers developed past N requi
g457 = g453*g455 1 carb to tubers constrained by N
9458 = b4[187*b4C20] *((g457*(1-9414))+(g414*g4161)) I grams new tubers
x410Cxl = g458/(b4C183*b4C203) ; memory of allocate to tubers
if 8456 eq 0 then g459 - b4[14]*9458 else 9459=0 ; N used in tubers
x401Cx3 = REPLACEGT(x401Cxm3-g410+8440.1.35,35) leaf biomass
x402[x] = x402Exml-9411+g441 I stem biomass
x403[x] = x403Exm)-8412+8442
x40400 = x404Cxm1+g458
x405Cxl= REPLACELT(9417-046-059+(g410*b4E
x406Cx] = 9445.-8457
1

;PHYSICAL DAMMAM SUBSYSTEM
tempdi £13 = 0; y103[x]
tempdiseaseC23= 0; ErwiniaCxl
tempdiseaseC33= 0;
tempdisease[47= 01
tempdi [5]= 0;
tempdiseaseC6)= 0;
tempdi [71= 0;
temodi (83= 0;

SclerotCx3
Vertdi Cm]
Nema[x]
leafdamCx]
stemdam[x]
rootdamCx]

root biomass
I tuber biomass

431,1.0,0); plant N conc update
unstruct carb remaining

7 - 3 - 85
damage from water defecit
damage from Erwinia (7. reduction)
damage from Sclerotinia
damage from Verticillium
damage from nematodes
mechanical leaf damage
mechanical stem damage
mechanical root damage
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197 tempdiseaseC91= Of tuberdam[xl ; mechanical tuber damage

198 if mintemp[x] it 32 then g601=;32-mintemoCx1; else 001=0--; frost damage

199 8602 = REPLACEGT(001*b6C13,1,.3,3) ; frost damage 1

200 g603 = REPLACEGT(001*b6C27,1,.2,2) ; frost damage stems

201 if ylO4Cx3 gt 110 then 005=;y104Cx1-110)*b6[3]
else g605=0 ;loaf temp dam

202 totdamage=tr(sumItemodi adammago;) sus of damages to each plant part

203 y6011x3=REPLACEST(totdamageC17*600000,1,05"05)
; damage to leaves

204 y602tx3=REPLACESTItotdamage[23*600000,1,.01,01)
; damage to stems

205 y603Cx3=REPLACE0TItotdemage[33*600000,1"03,03)
1 damage to roots

206 y604Cx3=REPLACEST(totdamagei43*600000,1,02,.02) ; damage to tubers

207 1

208 ;Stress Subsystem - Physiological Adaptation 11-17-86

209 if mintemo[x] It 33 then 001=(33-mintemo)*b5[13 else 001=0 i min temp

210 if maxtemoCx2 gt 100 then
002=(maxtesotx3-100)*b5[27 else g502=0; max temp

211 if maxtempCx] gt 110 then 002=ImaxtesoCx]-110)*b5C33 1 max temp

212 if y104Cx3 gt 90 then 003=(y104Cx3-90)*b5C47 sass 003=0 leaf temp

213 g504 =y10300*b5[53
turgor stress

214 x50664.3=(001*b5[103).(002*b5C113)+(g503*b5[123).(g504*b5[133); sum
of str

215 8511 = b5[153*(y402Ex]+x501Exm7;
available adaptation energy

216 g512 = REPLACELT(g511-x506Cx3,1,0,0)
I adaptation energy used

217 x501Cx3= 0; .REPLACELT(011+012,1,0,0)
i remaining adaptation energy

218 x503rx3= 01 REPLACELT(125[223-:501[x1,1,0,0) ; stress

219 y501Ex3= 0;. REPLACELT0(503Cx]*.b5C151,1,0,0;
; adaptation energy required

220 ;

221 ACAPACITIES UPDATE SUBSYSTEM
222 x401043 = x401Cx3--Iy601Ex3*x401(x);
223 g701 = x503[x7 * b7[3]
224 x701Cx] = (b7C124010101Cx2)-g701
225' g702 x503Ex3 * b7[4]

226 x702tx1 = (b7t23*x401Cx3)-8702
227 x402[:0 = x402[x]-(y602Cx3*x402[x])
228 g703 = x503Cx] * b7[53
229 x703tx7 = ((b7t73*x402Cx7)-g703)
230 g704 = x503[x] * b7[6]
231 x704[x] = (127E83*x402tx3)-11704
232 g705 = x503[x].*b7t93

; stress effect to rt abs cap

233 g706 = REPLACELT(x701[x3-x701Exm3,I,0,0) ;
increment gain If trans cap

234 x705Cx3 = x705Exml+g706-(y603tx]*x4074:13)-g705 ; root abs capacity

235 x4075tx] = x403Ex7-(y603En3*x403Ex])
( root biomass less damages

236 x705Cx3 = REPLACEST(x705Cx1,1,x403Cxl*3,x403Cx)*3)
; cap cannot be > biomas

237 x40400 = x404[:7-Ix404Cx]*.y604(x7)
;tuber biomass less damages

238
239 x,x40100,x402Ix1 ,x403Cx7,x404Cx],y101Cx],y201(x)
240
241
242

1-06
; leaf biomass less damages

stress effect to if trans cap
; leaf transpiration capacity
; stress effect to If photo cap

leaf phototosyntheic capacity
stem biomass less damage

;
stress effect to st trans cap
stem transpiration cap
stress effect to st photo cap
stem phototosyntheic capacity



APPENDIX D FLEXFORM (VERSION 1.0)

FLEXFORM
DATE
INVESTIGATORS

TEMPORAL RESOLUTION
SPATIAL RESOLUTION
SUBSYSTEMS

Potato Growth Model Version 1.0

January 1983
Jeanne Debons Apple
W. Scott Overton
One Day
One Rill
None

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS
1. X LIST

VARIABLES INITIAL VALUES DESCRIPTION

X1 0 Photosynthetic Capacity

X2 0 Vascular Capacity

X3 0 Root Absorbing Capacity

X4 1.0 Leaf Growth Potential

X5 1.0 Stem Growth Potential

X6 1.0 Root Growth Potential

X7 1.0 Tuber Growth Potential

X8 0 Leaf Biomass

X9 0 Stem Biomass

X10 0 Root Biomass

X11 0 Tuber Biomass

X12 50 Mother Tuber Biomass

X14 0 Unstructured Carbohydrates

2. Z FUNCTIONS
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z8
Z9

Z10
Zll

UNITS
kcal/inhr
inhr
inhr
kcal
kcal
kcal
kcal
grams
grams
grams
grams
grams
kcal

Daytime Temperature
Nighttime Temperature
Available Moisture
Daytime Relative Humidity
Nighttime Relative Humidity
Photoperiod Evap. Demand
NonPhotoperiod Evap. Demand

degree F
degree F
ml/ hr

Ra

ml/hr
ml/hr
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3, G FUNCTIONS
gl = min (Z10, Z4, X2, X3, X4) Transpiration is the minimum of potential

evaporative demand (Z10), available water
(Z4), and water movement capacities of the
plant (X2, X3, X4).

g4 = min (al, X1) * ZI Photosynthesis is the minimum of either the
capacity of the plant to phtosynthetise (X1)

or the active transpiratioj (gl).

g5 = g4 * b3 Photorespiration is calculated as a constant

fraction of photosynthesis.

g6 = g4 g5 Net photosynthetic production is the gross
photosynthetic production less

photorespiration.

g8 = X4 * a * b4 Leaf Allocate Demand is the result of the
growth potential (X4) and age (a) of the leaf.

g9 = X5 * a * b5 Stem Allocate Demand is the result of the
growth potential (X5) and age (a) of the stem.



g10 = X6 * a * b6

gil = X7 * a * b7

g12 = g6 + g9 + g10 + gll

g13 = g8/g12 * X14

g14 = g9/g12 * X14

g15 = glO/g12 * X14

g16 = gll/g12 * X14

g17 = b8 * X8

g18 = b9 * X9

g19 = b10 * X10

g20 = bli * X11

g25 = (XS g17) + (X9 g18) *

g26 = (X9 g18) * b12 + (X10

g27 = (X10 g19) * b13 X3

g2S = (XS g17) * b14 + g13

g29 = (X9 g18) * b15 + g14

g30 = (X10 g19) * b16 + 515

g31 = (X11 g20) + g16

251

Leaf Allocate Demand is the result of the
growth potential (X6) and age (a) of the root.
Tuber Allocate Demand is the result of the
growth potential (X7) and age (a) of the

tuber.
Total demand for Allocate is the sum of all

plant part allocate demands.
Leaf Allocate is the proportion of leaf demand

of the total demand.
Stem Allocate is the proportion of stem demand

of the total demand.
Root Allocate is the proportion of root demand

of the total demand.
Tuber Allocate is the proportion of tuber

demand of the total
Leaf Respiration ia a
the biomass.
Stem Respiration ia a
the biomass.
Root Respiration is a
the biomass.
Tuber Respiration ia a constant proportion of

the biomass.
b27 X1
Photosynthetic Capacity is set daily as a
function of the leaf biomass (X8 g17) and

contribution of stem biomass (X9 g18).

g19) * b28 X2
Tranfpiration Capacity is set daily as a

function of the stem biomass (X9 g18) and

contribution of stem biomass (X10 g19).

Root Absorbtion Capacity is set daily as a
function of the root biomass (X10 g19).

Leaf Biomass is a result of the
remaining biomass (X8 g17) plus the new

allocate (g13).
Stem Biomass is a result of the
remaining biomass (X9 g18) plus the new

allocate (g14).
Leaf Biomass is a result of the
remaining biomass (X10 g19) plus the new

allocate (g15).
Tuber Biomass is a result of the
remaining biomass (X11 g20) plus the new

allocate (g16).

demand.
constant proportion of

constant proportion of

constant proportion of

g32 = 1 if Z2 > b18 and Z4 > b19
0 otherwise

g33 = g32 * b21 * b22 * X12

Environmental Switch for mother tuber

metabolization.
Rate of Mother Tuber metabolization is a
function of the mother tuber biomass (X12).
and the existence of adequate environmental



4. X FUNCTIONS

X1 = g25
X2 = g26
X3 = g27
X4 = (see diagram)
X5 = (see diagram)
X6 = (see diagram)
X7 = (see diagram)
X8 = g28
X9 = g29
X10 = g30
X11 = g31
X12 = X12 (g34 X12)

X14 = (g34 X12) + g6

conditions(g32).

Photosynthetic Capacity
Transpiration Capacity
Root Absorbing Capacity
Leaf Growth Potential
Stem Growth Potential
Root Growth Potential
Tuber Growth Potential
Leaf Biomass
Stem Biomass
Root Biomass
Tuber Biomass
Mother Tuber Biomass
Unstructured Carbohydrates Allocate
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APPENDIX E FLEXFORM (VERSION 2.0)

FLEXFORM
DATE
INVESTIGATORS

TEMPORAL RESOLUTION
SPATIAL RESOLUTION
SUBSYSTEMS

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS
1. X LIST

VARIABLES INITIAL VALUES
X101 3.5

X102 0

X103 2.25

X301 50.0

X401 0

X402 0

X403 0

X404 0

X405 0

X406 0

X407 0

X408 0

X409 0

1410 0

X501 10.0

X503 0

X506 0

X701 0

X702 0

X703 0

X704 0

X705 0

2. Z FUNCTIONS
Z101
Z102
Z103
Z104
Z105
Z106
2501
25 02

2503
Z504
2505
Z506
Z507
Z508
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Potato Growth Model Version 2.0

October 1985
Jeanne Debons Apple
W. Scott Overton
One Day
One Will
Transpiration; Photosynthetic Production;
Mother Tuber Respiration; Allocation and Growth;

Physiological Adaptation; Capacities Update;

Physical Damage.

DESCRIPTION UNITS

Soil Water
Cellular Water folding Capacity

Soil Nitrogen
Mother Tuber Biomass
Leaf Biomass
Stem Biomass
Root Biomass
Tuber Biomass
Plant Nitrogen Available
Unstructured Carbohydrates
Allocate to Leaf Biomass
Allocate to Stem Biomass
Allocate to Root Biomass
Allocate to Tuber Biomass
Adaptation Energy
Stress
Total Incoming Stress
Leaf Transpiration Capacity
Leaf Photosynthetic Capacity
Stem Transpiration Capacity
Stem Photosynthetic Capacity
Root Absorbing Capacity

Applied Water
Evaporative Demand
Photoperiod
Solar Radiation
Daytime Temperature
Applied Nitrogen
Erwinia Disease Severity
Sclerotinia Disease Severity
Verticillium Disease Severity
Nematode Disease Severity
Mechanical Leaf Damage
Mechanical Stem Damage
Mechanical Root Damage
Mechanical Tuber Damage

inches
grams
grams
grams

gms dry wt.
gms dry wt.
gms dry wt.
gms dry wt.

grams
kcal.
kcal.
kcal.
kcal.

kcal.
kcal.
kcal.
kcal.
in/hr.

kcal/ in.

in/hr.
kcal / in.

in/hr.

in/day
Penman
hour

Langleys/day
degree F
lbs/A
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3. G FUNCTIONS
Transpiration Subsystem

g101 = X401 + X402 Total leaf and stem biomass.

g102 = X101 + Z101

g103 = g102 b106

g104 = g102 g103

Total water in the soil is the sum of
remaining (X101) and that added (Z101).

Runoff is the amount of soil water above
the field holding capacity (b106).

Actual soil water.

g105 = b107 * g104 Water availability per hour.

g106 = min (X705, X703, X701) * b108 Ability of the plant to move water
is limited by the smallest of its
capacities.

g107 = b110 * g101 Maximum cellular water holding capacity is

a function of biomass.

g109 = min (g106, g105, Z102) The transpiration rate is the minimum of
the plants capacity to move water.

g110 = 1 if Z102 > g105 Water deficit switch.

0 otherwise

gill = g109 * Z103 Total transpiration in a day.

y104

y102

= (Z104*b102)

= g110 * b104

((Z103*b103)*g109)

* y104

Leaf Temperature.

* (Z102 g108) The non transpirational water
loss (NTWL).

g112 = bill * X102 Maximum NTS1L per timestep.

g113 = g108 b105 * y102 Actual leaf water available.

g114 = g113 * Z103 Total transpiration if water deficit
exists.

g115 = min (gill, g114) Actual transpiration.

g116 = (y102/g112) * b113 Water status of the plant.

g122 = X103 + Z106 Nitrogen concentration in the soil.

g123 = g122/b114 Nitrogen concentration in the water.

g125 = g103 * g123 Nitrogen lost to runoff.
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g126 = g115 * g123 Nitrogen taken up by the plant in
transpirational flow.

g127 = max ((b105*y102).(b105*g104)) The NTWL removal from the soil.

g12S = g104 - g115 - g127 The available soil water.

g129 = g107 if g110 > 0 Calculation of the cellular water

holding capacity.
x102 - y102 otherwise

g130 = X103 - g125 - g126 + z106 The remaining soil nitrogen.

Photosynthetic Production Subsystem
g201 = (X702 + X704) * b203 Total Photosynthetic capacity.

g202 = b201/X406 if X406 > b201 Carbohydrate feedback inhibition.

1.0 otherwise

g203 = g201 * Y101 * g202 Photosynthetic production.

g204 = g203 * t Photorespiration.

g205 = g203 - g204 Net photosynthetic production.

Mother Tuber Metabolization Subsystem
g300 = 1 if (X105 > b301) Minimum accumulated degree.

0 otherwise

g301 = Accumulation(Z105 > b301) if g300 * X101 > b302
0 otherwise

Potential rate of mother tuber
metabolizatiot set.

g302 = 1 if g301 > b306 Maximum rate of mother tuber

g301/b306 metabolization.

g303 = g302 * X301 * b303 Rate of mother tuber metabolization.

8304 = b304 * 5303 + b305 * X301 Mother tuber respiration.

g305 = X301 - g304 - g303 Mother tuber biomass.

Allocation and Growth Subsystem

g401 = y201 + y301 + X406 Incoming carbohydrates.

g402 = y501 if y501 < b401 Adaptation energy recuired.

otherwise

g405 = g401/g402 Calculation of proportion carbohydrate
allocated to adaptation energy.
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g406 = g402 g405 Carbohydrate to adaptation eneray.

g408 = g408 - g406 Remaining carbohydrate.

g409 = b401 + ((b402 b401)/(b403 - b404))(x401 - b404) Calculation of

are and biomass dependent respiration rate.

g410 = X401 g409

g411 = X402 age

g412 = X403 age

g413 = X404 age

Leaf respiration

Stem respiration

Root respiration

Tuber respiration

g415 = b405 if X401 < b406 Nitrogen uptake is dependent on growth

y101 otherwise stage.

g414 = 1 if X404 > b407 Tuber priority threshold is based on

0 otherwise size of tubers.

g4151 = b408 + (b409 X503) Stress increases tuber seed.

g416 = g414 (( b410 g454) + (b411 X410) + g4151)
Tuber demand for allocate.

g4008 = g408 if X406 < b412 Carbohydrate allocate to tubers can be

g408 +(b13X406) otherwise increased if the level of unstructured
carbohydrate is high.

g4161 = g4008 b427 if X503 > 0 and X406 > b412 Carbohydrate al ocate to

g416 tubers adjustment for stress and

excess allocate.

g4162 = g408 - g4161 Carbohydrate remaining.

g417 = X405 + (y105 g415) Nitrogen in the plant.

g430 = LEAF GROWTH POTENTIAL - X401 Deviation of leaf biomass from the

ideal trajectory.

g431 = STEM GROWTH POTENTIAL X402 Deviation of stem biomass from the

ideal trajectory.

g432 = ROOT GROWTH POTENTIAL - X403 Deviation of root biomass from the

ideal trajectory.

g4301 = X407 + (b (g430/b415))+((1-b)b416) Demand for allocate by the

12110.1.

g4302 = X408 + (b (g431/b417))+((1-b)b418) Demand for allocate by the

stems.
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84303 = 8409 + (b * (g432/b419))+((lb)*b420) Demand for allocate by the

roots.

g433 = (g417 * b421)/ b422 The potential growth in Nitrogen units.

g434 = g4302 + g4302 + g4303 The potential growth in demand units.

g435 = g4162 * b423 if g414 =1.0 It tubers have priority the pro

g4162 * b424 otherwise portion carbohydrates available is

greater.

g436 = min ( g433, g434, g435) Actual allocate to vegetative

growth.

g440 = (g4301/g434) * g436 * b425 Carbohydrate allocate to leaf biomass.

g441 = (g4302/g434) * g436 * b426 Carbohydrate allocate to stem biomass.

g442 = (g4303/g434) * g436 * b427 Carbohydrate allocate to root biomass.

g445 = g436 * b422 Nitrogen used for vegetative growth.

84465 = 8401 + g440 g410 Leaf biomass.

g4466 = (g4465 b429)*b430 if g4465 > b429 Leaf biomass is recycled

0 otherwise if above a certain critical biomass called

the canopy capac'tv.

g447 = g417 g446 + (b430 * g410) + g4466 Remaining Nitrogen.

g448 = b431 * g445 * (1 g414) Remaining carbohydrates.

g449 = 1 if x > 70

0 otherwise

g450 = 0 if x < 70

g450 + 1 otherwise

Tuber initiation is at day 70.

The number of tuber growth days.

g451 = 1 + b432 * (1 exp(b433*g450)) Tuber specific growth rate..

g452 = 8410 if g450 > 1

0 otherwise

The minimum tuber growth rate.

g453 = min ((g451 * g452). g448) The allocate to tubers.

g454 = max (g416, g453) Nitrogen effect on allocate to tubers.

g455 = g447/(b434 * g453) if 8404 < b435 Tuber nitrogen constraint.

1.0 otherwise

g457 = g453 * g455 Carbohydrate to tubers constrained by
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Nitrogen.

g458 = b436 * b437 * (g457 * (1 g414)) + (g414 * g4161) Grams new tuber

biomass.

g459 = b434 * g458 if g456 > 0 Nitrogen used in tuber development.

0 otherwise

Physical Damage Subsystem
3501 = y103 Water deficit damadge.

g502 = 2501 Erwinia disease damage.

g503 = Z502 Sclerotinia disease damage.

g504 = 2503 Verticillium disease damage.

g505 = Z504 Nematode disease damage.

g506 = Z505 Mechanical Leaf damage.

g507 = Z506 Mechanical Stem damage.

g508 = Z507 Mechanical Rock damage.

g509 = Z508 Mechanical Tuber damage.

Physiological. Adaptation Subsystem

g601 = (b601 2105) * b604 if Z105 < b601 Low temperature stress.

3602 = (Z105 b602) b605 if Z105 > b602 High temperature stress.

g603 = (Z105 b603) * b606 if Z105 ) b603 Very high temperature stress.

004 = (Y104 b607) * b608 if Y104 > b607 Leaf temperature stress.

005 = (Y103 * b609) Turgor stress.

g606 = (g601 * b610)+(g602 * b611)+(g603 * b612)+(g604 * b613)+(g605 * b614)

The total incoming stressing factors.

g611 = b615 * (y402 * X601) Available adaptation energy.

g612 = g611 g606 Adaptation energy used.

8613 = (y402 + X601) g612 Remaining adaptation energy.

g614 = b616 g613 Stress is the difference between
available adaptation energy and ideal level.

g615 = g614 * b617 Adaptation energy recuired.
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Capacities Update Subsystem

g701 = X401 (y501 * X401) Leaf Biomass.

g702 = X603 * b703 Leaf transpiration capacity reduction by

stress.

g703 = (b701 * g701) g702 Leaf transpiration capacity.

g704 = X603 * b704 Leaf photosynthetic capacity reduction by

stress.

g705 = (b702 * g701) g704 Leaf photosynthetic capacity.

g710 = X402 (y502 * X402) Stem Biomass.

g711 = X603 * b705 Stem transpiration capacity reduction by

stress.

g712 = (b707 * g710) g711 Stem transpiration capacity.

g713 = X603 * b706 Stem photosynthetic capacity reduction by

stress.

g714 = (b708 * g710) g713 Stem photosynthetic canacitv.

g720 = X603 * b709 Root absorbtion apacitv reduction by

stress.

g721 = g705 x702 Incremental Cain in leaf transpiration

capacity.

g722 = (x7054-g721)(g503*X403)g720 Root absorbtion capacity.

g723 = X403 (x503 * x403) Root biomass.

g724 = X404 (z404 * Y504) Tuber Biomass.


